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FEAR OF BEING SENT BACK
TO EUROPE CAUSES THEM
TO GET BUSY WITH THEIR
FIRST CITIZENSHIP
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State Chairman Hallett Raynolds.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 4 "America
of tli e New Mexico War Savings
for Americans" is a cry which is
,
j Wf
Committee, has sent a personal letassuming tangible form in some
ter to every bank and large business
parts of the United States, And
concern in this state urging the use
lie vo'ce is being heard by the
of War Savings Stamps in Christthousands of forfisners in the
is
a
mas giving. The letter, which
in stales. During the last few
general appeal for activity in War
weeks there has been a derided infrom
now
sales
until
crease in the number of declarations
Savings Stamp
'
u ' v
HU
the end of the year, follows:
of intention filed willrn the limi's
JONATHAN H. WACNER
of the Denver Naturalization dis"The cash sales in War Savings
Superintendent Public Instruction
trict, which includes Colorado, New
Stamps to date for New Mexico are
Mexico. Utah, Wyoming, and a part
seven hundred
hut one million
is
tr
-7ST'.
'
r?v
f
y
t
of Idaho.
thousand dollars, out of a total quota
BIG
of seven million dollars,
Fear that they will be sent back
"I wish particularly at this time
to the countries of their nativity
has actuated many aliens to step up
to appeal not only to your pride
WAGNER
24669
and file their "first papers" recentin our state, but to your national
In some places the clerks of
ly.
SARGENT
patriotism as well, to assist in every
24664
courts have been swamped by the
way possible in augmenting these
d
men appearing, and
PANKEY
24651
cash sales, I believe one of the best
this rush has resulted in holding
means of increasing sales will oe
FIELD
24627
found in giving the usual Christmas
night sessions in some places so
NELSON A. FIELD
that the aliens may file their declargratuities in War Savings Stamps
State Land Commissioner Elect
THE PEOPLE OF NEW MEX- ations of intention without loss of
rather than in cash, and to that end
lime from their work. The feeling
I am requesting all of the large corICO
TRIA
PAID
SPECIAL
that they are to be returned ta
porate and private business interests
with the situation lnluve Hint the ad- CITY OFFICIALS WILL TRY
in the state to undertake that method
FOR REVISION OF LAWS their old country homes seems to be
BUTE OF CONFIDENCE TO dition of uiireeoi:iili'.i'( n nil umvpnrtvd
of Christmas distribution. Will you
especially strong among the
ruses would mnke the nmnher nearer
and
Italians throughout
to
kind
not
he
Plans are maturing for the meetinaugurTHESE FOUR REPUBLICAN 60,000. The very curpful lieiiltti
enough
only
and
Colorado
ate this plan in your own business,
Utah,
of
the
especially,
and city attoring
mayors
lie
conducted
duilni;
punt two
CANDIDATES B7 THE HIGH
BENJAMIN F, PANKEY
but to request your patrons of larger
of the various towns in the though just where the under ground
neys
In
re
willed
years
Fntinlngiiniii.
easiinformation
Ujs.,
cannot
means to follow it out also.
will
in
which
originated
be
held
state,
Lieutenant Governor tlect
NUMBER OF VOTES GIVEN 200 rases of luU'rculnHls in it niiimlnon Decenihrr 18 al the ly be traced. Aliens from war-tor- n
"Our state has made its full quota
or ainii'iixiniiilulv l.VHio.
tlnn
If llii'Mi Chamber of Commerce. Manv rr. Europe know taxes and burdens will
of funds in other forms of war work, RED CROSS ASKS NEWS- FULL OFFICIAL RE
believed by military officers here to THEM.
proportions hold iru fur ih lliiimd ,irs have been received to the invi - ihe heavy in the homeland and do
and I believe that a conscientious
'have been an outpost skirmish and
PAPERS TO PUT OVER ROLL
Indli-utus
a
linle
States
TURNS OF THE STATE WILL
tation sent out to the officials of I1(t wish to return,
ilicy wiiild
on the part of the business men
CALL DRIVE FOR MEMBERS not a general engagement.
that ulioiit one In every lMiinil
the various municipalities, promis- In addition to this fear on the
m this state will show a very satAdditional details of the fighting BE FOUND ON PAGE FOUR.
suns Is tuberculinm. V.a h of thrs- - inif to be in attendance. A number part of the aliens of being sent back
isfactory result in the National War New Mexico State
were
Anumaoa
wsi
'
snnaay
Record,
v"'?
nf
a
source
.
constitutes
the Atlantic on ships which
are
across
of dunnw lo lie
e
o fAifau
ti
i n r lw
important municipal problems
htr
Savings campaign. While it is true
New Mexico.
Santa
to he discussed, with a view to ob - bring Yankee soldiers back home.
a '"""f.
that the war is virtually over, the
guarded KgalnHl."
tht rail.
l.amfrrc
of the state the
Bureau of Naturalization
is
mail stafinn anrnt thp niainr r.f tUt
ta'irng the
expense of maintaining our army Gntlotnetl I
What to Co,
will be but slightly diminished and
legislature in securing relief from speeding up the work of filing
Owing to the unprecedented con- - town and the owner of the ontv
In his Kl;it, 'infill i tin- - ml
vexatious position in wh'ch most elaraiions of intention.
The war
i tremendous budget ot expenses iditions nrevailino: nearly all over the s.'tlonn in Villa AhumaHa wprp banfr- I'.ln.' puii.ls mil h.rv cities and towns
find themselves at has had a decidedly livening infhi- must oe provioea ior ounng at icasi territory ot the ftlountam Division i d by Villa s orders. A number of
who
those
lind
haw
slmuM
tnllueiiii
this lime, due to state laws and tax iencc on the part of the foreigners
the next twelve months.
of the American Red Cross (which fiscal guards were also killed. Villa
protect themselves iipiinst liihen ulo- ation regulations which, the niunici- - Nearly every mining and manufac- ,"1 bespeak yourr earnest
comprises the states of Colorado, held the town from Sunday until
In- "All
who
liuw
recovered
fnnii
anon ana wish to tnanK you ior me New Mexico, Wyoming and Utanj, Wednesday, wlicn he abandoned it
paiifes teel, are in urgent need or luring community has reported re- fliienzii," kii.vs Hie Sui'Honn
markable
sales of Liberty Loan
ienentl, revision.
assistance i Know you Doin can anu it will lie necessary lor tne ennst - bctore Ueneral MurRUia s advance SPAIN AND ENGLAND REPORT
The indications arc that the lead- - bonds., War Savings Stamps and
"should have tliplr lungs riiiefully ex- will give this patriotic matter."
mas Roll Call of the Red Cross to! northward and marched westward
nniiiird by a rmiipeieiit physician. In
In this connection, Mr. Raynolds be carried on mainly through news- - toward Casas Grandes. sending a
speakers on the program will be Thrift Stamps among the foreign
INCREASE IN TUBERCULOSIS
J' Shulrr, mayor of Raton; R. populations ; and also report large
has issued a statement showing the paper publicity. The most prominent small band east to the Guadalupe
fact. It Is dcHlnihle to have several ex- - M)rtales of War Savings Stamps in each people of every community in the district to deceive the federal troops
amlniitlniiH made ii month Hiuii-tSneh '' Davies, mayor of Santa Fe: A. contributions to the Red Cross and
AFTER INFLUENZA
exHinliiii ' !on cannot be made through i. iianueii, mayor or oaiiup: r. j. the various war work activities when
county to November 1st, and the per- Division are interested in the work as to the location of the main com-o- f
EPIDEMIC.
o
centage in each county to the counthe Red Cross, and therefore up mand. Villa agents here claimed
the clothing nor ran they hit carried Blood, mavor of East I.as Vegas the several drives have been made.
ty's total quota. The statement
date Red Cross items will be of day a number of federal had joined
out In two or three minutes. If the Citv Manager Jaffa, of Roswell; W. The result is that the foreigners
J. Eaton, mayor of Socorro, and H. have a tangible reason for continuinterest to your readers. It is our the Villa command at Villa Ahumada.
lungs are found to be free from
O. Duerr, consulting engineer of Al- ing their residence
U. S. Public Health Service Warns
in the United
year to obtain universal
effort should he made to
Sales
every
Quota purpose this for
County
Several city attorneys States, and feel a closer relationbuquerque.
the Red Cross.
FOREST GRAZING PERMITS
membership
so.
them
This
be
cau
33
done
keep
Bernalillo
Tuberculosis.
Public Against
by from various parts of the state are ship with the Government.
$157,584.78
The work of the Red Cross is not,
WILL BE FOR FIVE YEARS
21
Chaves
right living, good food und plenty of also expected to have places on the This change in sentiment on the
70,975.14
as many persons seem to think, finOne Million Cases TubercufresU air."
43
Colfax
181,623.92
program.
it is only be
part of thousands of aliens is resNotice has been received at
15 ishedindeed, perhaps
50,102.36
af- ponsible for a drive on the part of
y
The meeting is to be a
Curry
Danger Signs,
men
two
we
minion
bv
Each
have
a
district
in
the
forester
that
losis
United
States
gun,
9.326.71
9
De Baca
The Burgeon General warned espe- fair, with three sessions, morning, agents of the Bureau of Naturalizawhich must be cared for the question of charge for grazing
6 overseas
Dona Ana
18,46926
of
Source
cially
against certain danger signs, afternoon and night, and a great tion to assist the aliens who desire
to
are
on
until
returned
national
Danger.
the
forests
peacetui
they
privileges
30
54,437.98
Eddy
such us "decline" and "colds which deal of hard work is going to be to take out their "first papers" or
in' our own country.
In during the next five years has been
pursuits
62
218.110.04
Grant
done during that time.
who desire to become naturalized.
allied countries which have been definitely decided by the secretary
hang on."
10 the
20,938 24
Guadalupe
Agents are now wo.king among the
ravished by Hun hordes, the ma- - of agriculture. The grazing fees will Influenza Convalescents Should Have
These, he explained, were often the
5
Lea
5,440.83
industrial plants of Denver, Puchla
of life has been shattered be uniform on all of the forests of
Lungs Examined Colds Which Hang beginning of tuberculosis. "If you do INAUGURAL BALL PLANS
16 chinery
25.44901
Lincoln
ARE BEGUN WITH A ZEST and Salt Lake City, under the direcand disorganized; natural resources
'ew Mexico and Arizona and will
On Often Beginning of Tuberculosis. not get well promptly, If your cold
126
119.559.93
Luna
tion of Paul Armstrong, Chief Nahave been exhausted; social insti- - not be subject to change before the
No Cause for Alarm If Tuberculosis seems to hang on or your henlth and
21
53.558.13
McKinley
with head
An elaborate inaugural ball is be- turalization Examiner,
world
five-yee
All
over
the
tutions
of
end
the
despoiled.
period
Medi19
53.655.51
strength decline, remember that these
Is Recognized Early Patent
Uora
in honor of the incom- quarters in Denver, and later these
been
have
1919.
nations
ing
The
planned
1,
year-lon- g
plunged
are
January
often
the
20
34,924.31
Otero
early signs of tuberculocines Not to Bo Trusted.
Hon. O. A. Larrazolo. activities will be extended to every
even actual starvation; rates on the different classes of stock
sis. Plare yourself at once under the ing governor,
18 to distress,
53,986.52
Quay
Committees embracing a long list of industrial and mining district in the
follows:
Cattle, $1 ;
18 and until the last American soldier 'will be as
care
a
Rio Arriba
of
59.504.53
competent physician. Tuber- subjects are formulating the details, district.
Agents are going to the
is brought home, and the distress horses, $125; sheep and goats, 25c,
15
Roosevelt
36.754.04
culosis Is curable In the early stages. which
were taken up in a general mines, factories and plants with
world relieved, the Ameri- and swine 75c.
5 of the
8.12727
Sandoval
Patent Medicines Dangerous In Tuber. way at a meeting in the supreme blank forms of declarations of in- on".
At the same time that the new
Beware tuberculosis after In- 43 can Red Cross must "carry
San Juan
73,050.06
court chambers last Saturday after- - tention, or "first papers . and assist
we
in
To
assist
culosis.
the
a
wider
cause,
become
will
rates
effective,
great
If
No need to worry
fluenza.
21
San Miguel
101306.85
the aliens in making these out cornoon.
five-yeof
ask
are
to
do
of
In
extension
"Above
the
term
all
publisher
not
misevery
trust
going
the
per
In
12
time.
34,954.82
you take precautions
Santa Fe
The long inaction in social circles rectly and giving dependable ad
in the Mountain Divi- mit will be authorized
a
herethan
statements
periodical
of
leading
conown
12
9201.21
unscrupulous due to the war and other causes, is vice. Employers of labor are assistSierra
Don't diagnose your
to the tofore. Such a permit will not be
patent medicine fukers. There Is no advanced
115.52804
39 sion to give prominent space
Socorro
dltlon. Have your doctor exam- as one of the reasons for ing in the work of the Government
we will send every few subject to reduction before the end
medicine
for
cure
the
of tuberspecific
5 matter which
12.40899
Taoi
Ine your lungs several times at
in the form of "NEWS SER of the period for which it is issued
making a very especial occasion of agents. After helping the aliens at
culoids.
The
12 days
on
24.19045
money
Torrance
such
spent
the 1919 inaugural.
Another con- the places of employment, the namonthly Intervals. Build up your
Where there are two except as may be required for forest
35 VICE" items.
79.877.84
medicines Is thrown away; It should
Union
in the same town, they will protection.
strength with right living, good
tributing impetus to the occasion is turalization agents are arranging
Stockmen with small
15 papers
Valencia
lie
deInstead
for
40,498.52
food
and
spent
good
a desire for party celebration
fond and plenty of fresh air.
receive different matter. We shall outfits, who are regular users of the
by with clerks of court for special times
cent living."
when the aliens may appear in a
the "ins
on
and
to
waste
Don't
our
make
money
patent
be
the
will
stories
interesting
forests,
given
preference
25
Total
$1729,045.27
Thoinrh the committees
named hodv and be sworn in the office of
medicines advertised to cure tu- the point as possible, and judging in granting the long term permits,
are composed of Santa Fe people the clerk to these declarations of
from but, after their needs are provided
INFLUENZA SITUATION
from the hearty
berculos!.
The filing fee remain!
iUCAR RESTRICTIONS FOR
as Santa Fe becomes the hostess intention.
IN VICINITY OF LEVY
the newspapers all during the war, for, larger permittees will be concrank and
Become a freli-al- r
HOME USE ARE NOW OFF we shall go over the top with ban- sidered for as many stock as the
IS NOT UNDER CONTROL city on this gala occasion, it is de - jtbe same as in the past. $1.
enjoy life.
In conjunction with this movement.
sired to make the event noteworthy
ners flying.
range will safely carry.
the Ritrean of Naturalization is also
Forest officials believe that the
Albuquerque, Dec. 4. AH sugar li
Levy, N. M., Dec. 3. The influenza throughout the state.
Thanking you for your generous
exerting every possible influence to
I am.
situation in this vicinity is not
bulk of the grazing! business upon
mitations, both for households and
have night and day schools estab(Special.) Ac-Washington. D.
Several new cases have been SANTA FE MAY STAGE
Yours for the Red Cross Christ- the national forests will soon be
public eating places are removed, the
New Mexico Federal Food Adminis- mas Roll Call.
HISTORIC PAGEANT SOON lished for adult aliens who are seekhandled upon the long term basis cording to a report made to the United reported, and one family has every
ing citizenship, or soon will be.
S. N. HICKS,
States Public Health 8ervlce, the epl member down with the disease, i ncre
tration officials were advised by
and predict a more stable and satisof classes are now cowire this morning.
Director Publicity. factory condition of the stock in- deuilc of Influenza In Spain has al- have been several deaths at Wagon
Following a meeting at the Wom- Thousands with the Bureau
of NaSugar may now be purchased for
dustry as a result.
ready caused au Increase In the preva- Mound in the past week. Dr. Ghorm-le- y an's Gub, a general meeting was operating
household use without restriction. JUDGE-ELECBRICE FINof Colmor, who has charge of called at the new museum on Tues- - turalization, but it is hoped that
lence and deaths from pulmonary tuin
lUar iifaatr
every
f
Anitae U clisses will be established
General orders Nos. eight and nine
ISHES HIS C OF D. WORK NOVEMBER WAS COLDEST
berculosis. A similar association be- this territory, has taken up his resid- !(
of the war program for publie eat
OF LAST SEVEN YEARS tween Influenza and tuberculosis was ence in Wagon Mound and will re- feasibility of holding a peace papenat community where there is any con- MMIiMiri
nil. i
'I uiicikiici
main until the arrival of Dr. Gibbs, on next fourth of July. Mrs. Mary ItHlcidUIC
ing places are rescinded and sugar Charles R. Brice. disbursing agent
Sir Arthur
made
as needed may now be bought and of the Council of Defense, has been
The coldest November in seven recentlythe chief bymedical officer of the the former resident physician, who Austin who lectured here on the sub- the new textbooks issued by this
about'
much
Bureau
are
to
doing?
bring
is
said ject of the community theatre moveused.
in the city this week finishing up years was the month just past, acwas called to the service. It
This does not remove all Food his work in connection with that cording to the United States weather English public health service. In bit the conditions in the town are so ment has aroused much interest by this desired result.
Administration control of "sugar, branch of the War Work before tak- bureau. Santa Fe experienced as low analysts of the tuberculosis death rate serious that the citizens took steps her advocacy of such an event.
In England.
ll as 9
however. The eonins; system remains ing his office as judge in the
In view of the success of the De- - GOVERNOR TO WASHINGTON
to have Dr. Gibbs recalled and that
degrees above zero, while Las
In order that the people of the Unit he is expected in two or three weeks. Varo-ain force.
Manufacturers are resnaffrant once held here, and
District Jan. 1.
TO GET IRRIGATION AID
Vegas reported two below and Ros- tricted to
Mr. Brice is the gentleman whose well zero. The average temperature ed State may profit by the experience There is said to be hardly a family! the SCenic and historic background
thirty day supply and
refiners are not permitted to sell report and conduct of the financial was 35 degrees as against a normal of other countries Surgeon General in tne Mexican settlement wnicn at hand, there has been agitation for Governor I.indsey will go to Washmore than a thirty day supply to affairs of the Council of Defense for the month of 382 degrees. The Rupert Blue of the United State Pub- has not had one or more cases of an annual event of this nature.
ington to attend a meeting of state
manufacturers until the new Cuban was attacked by the Democratic highest temperature recorded during lic Health Service has Just Issued
the disease.
governors, which will consider among
and Porto Rico sugars begin arriv- State Central Committee in their ad the month was 65 degrees on No- warning emphaalslag the need of spesnow should NOTHING BUT A STRIKE
The recent eight-inc- h
other things the proposed expendl
WILL SATISFY OIL WORKERS ture of something like a billion doling in quantities.
vertising during the recent campaign, vember 3, the lowest, 9 degrees, on cial precautions at the present time. have a tendency to check the spread
Due to the better production of at the time he was a candidate on November 30. There were eight days
of
the
lars bv the federal government for
malady.
"Experience seem to Indicate," say
El Paso, Dec. 3. Delegates at- the aid of irrigation projects in the
sugar this year in nearly every im- the Democratic ticket for judge of on which the maximum temperature the Burgeon Oenersl, "that person
portant sugar producing country, the his district. Of course it wj! a did not. reach the freezing point. The whose resistance has been weakened COL. SELLERS CHECKS
tending the International Oil and west.
restrictions on hbusehold use of "harmless gas" attack, as Mr. Brice precipitation for November was .63
UP ROAD CONDITIONS Gas Workers' conven'if n here anThe governor hear'ilv favors the
are
Influenza
an
of
peculiarattack
by
had been an honest official, and it of an inch against a normal of .78 of
nounced today that the convention Rio Grande vallev and San Tuan val- jupar are removed.
"The pressing demand for food is probably did not affect his vote in an inch. The snowfall was 2.8 inches. ly susceptlhle to tuberculosis. With
Col. D. K. B. Sellers has been had agreed in executive session to lev proiects in particular and will
millions of It people recently affected checking up road conditions for the stand firm in its resolution to ask work for them
obvious," cables Herbert Hoover the least, but it stands as one of the
Secretary of the
with Intliienza nils country now
after one week in Europe. "But the strangest incidents of political cam NEW AMERICAN PLANE
benefit of tourists, and working in for a general itrke of the oil work- - Interior I.ane has ureed 'he adop.
situation does not yet admit the for- paign management in history a false
ESTABLISHES RECORD fers conditlotis favoring the spread of conjunctjon wjtn the Auto Club ofjers and allied crafts, unless Thomas Minn of an irrigation program as part
tuberculosis."
,
mulation of a definite program. Ne- attack on a cand'date for a nigh
Southern California he finds that the J. Mooney was given a new trial. of the nations reconstruction work.
road across the Moiave desert and; The convention has been in rx- One Million Consumptives in the
gotiations with allied governments
by his own campaign com
Development of a new American
mittee.
United States.
regarding shipping, finances, and
(through Arizona to Flagstaff, thence ecntive session here for more
monoplanes, was
tvpe of
OFFICIALS WII L AT- are still in progress.
disclosed in a recent test at DaydeWates from Okla-- j
Then you consider this a serious t Holbmok and Springervilte, U a week wi-ST LOUIS MEETING
TEND
-,
"Liberated territories are daily and VILLA AGAIN MAKING
a
iv. wiiiuiiim,
ton, O., the machine attained speed mormon?" nrn nuked "In m V nil n Inn
"u i- mi si"
an hour, with a full it
POT BOIL IN MEXICO of 145
urgently .calling upon the United
- any consequence at Flagstaff at nrc- ana.
dlsIs
I
E.
to
add
it
and J. R Aguilar, both
hasten
Saint
J.
is,
though
States for food. Pending the deterSpringerville to v?u
nvlitary load and an altitude of
which the people sent.
member of the s'.ite tnx commis- mination of a complete program, the
d j
he
abIe ,
Tnarez. MeT Dec. 3 The scene of
VAN cTONK TPMsrn BY
feet with two passengers in re- ilnctly one against
.
.
5,s,,.,
i ,i.
r ir.t- - a
ii
' "
So far as one rnn estimate From
NATIONAL BANK MAGAZINE
purchase and dispatch of two hun- - militanr activity ha sh'f'ed in nor'h- - markable time, exceeding the record can guard.
Qjtemada to Magdalcna. acro-s- j
"T?,'
one
million
about
are
there
at
present
comdred and seventy thousand tons .f em Mexico from the Mexican ten of any European single-seatthe Datil mountains, the road is in
l in St Louis Oft
hel
be
to
snciation
In
United
the
tuberculosis
of
cases
Ural
food was arranged to meet the mm,
railroad to the Mexiran North- bat machine.
the Tankers Mngnnne tortietoher
fajry ,,,,0!i condition, auto truckinst.
States. There Is unfortunately no having broken the road, and tlic gives an extended ske'eb of the ac- - the
urgent calls. The first of the ships western railroad, in the Casas Gran
exto
show
census
food
available
as
this
is
SMITH
MUST
HANG
Datu
between
snow has disappeared
des district
DEC
'ivties and record of State Bank SPRINGER AND FRENCH
rarrying
complete
reported
Todav the federal troops which were
I7TH SAYS SUPREME COURT actly the number of tuberculous per- and Magdalena. From Magdalena t.ijrram:ner Gcortre H. V.-Stone of
having passed Gibraltar for southern Enrope,"
TO ATTEND HIGHWAY MEET
sent from Chihuahua City to pursue
sons In each state despite the fact that Albuquerque the road is very fair. New Mexico. chnracteri7ing him an
the Villa command are moving into On Wednesday the supreme court most of the states have made the dis- Between Albuquerque and Santa Fe ("excellent example of the officials
The U. S. government his approv- the Casas Grandes district, and a of the state handed down a deci- ease
Charles Springer, charman of the
of
In New York city, the road is as good as usual, and 'charged with the supervision
ed federal road project No. 12, to fight is exnected to occur in that sion in the case of A. B. Smith, con- where reportable.
has been In force for from Santa Fe to Trinidad the road banks and the administration of laws stare highway commission, and J A.
reporting
Roswell-Taturoad on which the district within the next twenty-fou- r
victed of being one df the slayers
is fair, with the exception of a short designed to safeguard the people" French, state engineer, will attend
many 'years, over 85,000 case of tu- stretch
Las Vegas and
The Bankers Magazine is an of- - the meeting of state highway offi
between
government is to expend $5375431. hours. Fighting was reported yes- of Sheriff Stephens, of Luna county, berculosis
Dewith
are
the
registered
kil- holding that he is sane and must sufthe county of Chares and the state terday at Lena station, sixty-si- x
is rery rough. Jficial organ of the federal govern- - ciats at Chicago December 9
where
it
Springer,
familiar
Health.
TbQM
partment of
10.
ometers south of here, but this was fer the penalty fixed by the court.
ment
putting up a similar amount.
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SIR H. BABINQTON SMITH

GO WITH PRESIDENT

LIEUT. H. T.

HOUSE, LANSING

0.

WALKER

PLUCKY OPERATOR

TEXT OF KAISER'S

FIGHTS WRECKERS

ABDICATION ACT
Wilson Names Delegates to Rep
resent the United States

Girl
SELECTED

at Paris.

BY

BLISS

ONE

OF

Washington. President Wilson
Friday night the names of
the delegates he hus appointed to represent the United Suites at tin peace
conference. They are:
WOODROW WILSON, president of
the United States.
ROBERT LANSING, secretary of
state.
e
M. HOUSE,
the
EDWARD
chief confidant, now representing him at Versailles.
HENRY WHITE, formerly ambassador to Italy and to France.
GEN. TASKER H. BLISS, American
military adviser of the supreme war
council.
White House Statement.
The unfiles were disclosed In the following announcement from the White
Honse:
"it was announced at the executive
office that the representatives of the
fulled Suites at the peace conference
would he the president himself, the secretary of slate, Henry White, recently
to Trance; Kdwiud M.
iirnlinssadcir
House and !on. Tnsker II. Illlss.
"It was er "tallied that It had not
been possible to announce these appointments before because the number
of representatives each of the chief
a
belligerents was to send hail, until
discusunder
been
two
or
ago,
day
sion."
Bliss' Name a Surprise.
The only surprise In the announcement wns the selection of (ien. Tusker
II. Illlss, former chief of staff of the
army and now the representative of
the American war department In the
supreme war council of the allies.
For several days It had been generally understood that the Jtepilbllenn
member of the delegation would be
Mr. White. That Secretary Lansing
and Colonel House would be the other
members had been unnlllelally admitted.
White Long in Service.
Henry White, long in diplomatic
service, was the American ambassador
to France during President Itoosevelt's
alio service
administration. His dipl
begun In 1Ss:t. when he served for two
years as secretary to the American
He was translegation at Vienna.
as second sec
ferred to I don In
retary of the American legation and in
1R81 he was made secretary to the legation there, being recalled by President
Cleveland In 18!3. Ho returned to London as secretary to the embassy In
1S'.I7 and remained until l'.HJj.
During his career he also served the
government In special diplomatic capacities, representing the United States
at the International conference In Lonfor the abolition of sugar
don, 1W-88- ,
bounties.
He was a delegate from the United
States to the International conference
on agriculture at Home In WO.', and
also was the American delegate to the
International conference on Moroccan
affairs at Algeeiras. From March, 1!H.".
to March, l'.tu", Mr. White was the
American ambassador to Italy, leaving
that Important post to become the ambassador to France, where he remained
until December, llHiil.
presi-dent'-

11

Will
London,

Parley
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CONFERENCE.

THEM

Distinguished Soldier Chosen at Military Expert Former Ambassador
Whit la Republican Member of
the American Commission.

'

WIL-

SON AS DELEGATES TO PARIS
PEACE

GEN.

PRE8IDENT

In Berlin.

TOSIGN TREATY IN APRIL

SURRENDER

PRELIMINARY CONFERENCES TO
BE HELD THROUGH A NUMBER OF COMMITTEES.

WILSON

W..tci u Nw.pB.r t'nlon Nena hei'Vic.
President
Washington, Nov. 30.
Wilson announced the names of thu
delegates he has appointed to represent the United .States at the peace
conference. They ;ne:
Woodrow Wilson, President of the
United SlatCH.
Hubert Lansing, secretury of stale.
Edward Manilell House, the President's chief confidant now representSir Henry Bablnaton Smith, K. C. B, ing ri i in at Versailles.
C. i. I., is assistant commissioner to
Henry White, fuiim r ambassador to
Lord Reading, the high commissioner France and Italy.
Gen. Tnsker H. lllis- -, American miln control of the British war mission.
Sir Henry has occupied numerous itary adviser of the supreme war
council.
posts under the British government.
The President's place on the American peace commission will be taken,
after Mr. Wilson leaves Frnnre, by
Newton I). Baker, the secretary of

hIjnsmust pay cost

is
London. -- - It
authoritatively
learned that Great I'.iilaln'a delegates
to the peace conference will be PreChancellor of the
mier
Exchequer flonar Law, Foreign Minister Balfour, Viscount Heading.
The dominions will send the following representatives: Canada, Premier
Borden; Australia, Premier Hughes;
New Zealand, Premier Massey; South
Africa, Gen. Botha.
The Vatican announces that Cardinals Gibbons and Maniclri asked President Wilson to use bis Influence to
obtain permission for representatives
of the pope to be present at the peace
conference.
Toklo.-T- he
Marquis Klnnoshl
former premier; Baron Nobuakl
Makino, member of the privy council
and former foreign minister, Viscount
Sulenii Chluda, ambassador to England, and Uaron Kelshiro Matsui, ambassador to France, bave been selected
as Japan's plenipotentiaries to the
peace congress.

HOLLAND

I

V.t.m

K.WHtiBii.i t'lilun Nrui Servlre.
London, Nov. SO. The former
emperor contemplates an early
return to Uermany to reclaim his
throne, according to news received In
Ixmdon through a neutral sou ice of
high standing, says the Dally Mall.
The newspaper adds that the revolution In Germany Is being managed by
officers of the German high command
with a view of eventually causing Its
collapse and the triumphant return of
be furuier emperor to Uerlin. Some of
these officers in civilian clothes have
been recognized In the st rents of Berlin. Many of them are reported to he
hesied as workmen.
Agents of these officers. It Is declared, are furthering this plot by
propaganda In
pi ending
Holland, with the object of embitter-.uthe Dutch against the allies.
The actual procedure to be followed
hi demanding the surrender of the former emperor of Germany to the allies
wilt be discussed in L'indon according
to the Dally Express. The British and
French gov. rnnient. the newspaper
adds, have reached a decision regarding their right to make the demand
on Holland.
tier-ma- n

Sal-onj- i,

I

Newcastle, England. In a speech delivered here Premier Lloyd George,
dealing with the question of the responsibility for the Invasion of Belgium, said the British government had
consulted some of the greatest Jurists
of the kingdom and that they unanimously and definitely bad arrived at
the conclusion that In their Judgment
the former German emperor was guilty
of an Indictable offense for which he
ought to be held responsible.
Germany must pay the cost of the
war to the limit of her capacity, the
premier declared.
The submarine pirates must be punished, be added, and whoever devastated the lands of another country
ought to be responsible for it.
Referring to the eulpsbillty of the
authors of the war, Mr. Lloyd George
said the government intended that the
Investigation to be conducted should
be a perfectly fair but a atcrn one, and
that It should go on to Its final reckoning.
"I mesn to see that the men who
did not treat our prisoners humanely
ie made responsible," 'the premier declared.
Germany. Mr. Lloyd George said,
would not be allowed to pay her Indemnity to dumping cheap goods In
ibis country.

ship-pln-

tolei-nmhe- il

Paris.- At a meeting preliminary to
the sitting of the delegates to the
peace conference, it Is announced.
committees will be appointed to study
different phases of the problems
which will be Involved, and present
reports to the conferees, whose dellb- orations will by this meana be of a
more definite character. The conference, H is believed, will last for three
months and It Is not expected that a
treaty will be signed before April.
David Lloyd George, British pre
mier, will arrive in Paris at the same
time aa President Wilson.
The question of conducting the pro- ceedlngs of the peace congress In Eng
llsh Is being discussed, with some
prospect that this Innovation will be
brought about. If it is, it will be the
first great international
congress
witn Kngnsn as tne otriciai language,
aa French has long been recognized
as the medium of diplomacy.
-

'

83,000

TO GOME HOME

d

ture as to whether the president plans
to stay In Kurojie through the iieace

conference.
It will he possible for him to retire from the peace congress at any
time and name a substitute. On the
other hand. It la possible the allied
and President Wilson will havf
so well, formulated the program of thf
forthcoming conference they hope II
can reach all conclusions within
- few weeks and by the use of canensef
, bring about a quick peace

t'nton

Tower

Catastrophe to

Olst, Pa. When three desperadoes,
probably German agents, attempted to
wreck an ammunition train on the
Pennsylvania railroad here. Miss B. M.
Vensel, girl operator In a signal tower,
fought them off with a revolver.
The girl barricaded herself In the
tower and rained bullets upon the three
men. The latter returned the fire and
bullets crushed through the windows
She
snd door of the girl's haven.

Ni Service.

llerlin. Tile text of the former Geremperor's act of renunciation
which was issued by the new German
government "in order to reply to cer-which have
lam misunderstandings
an.-c- ii
with regard to the abdication,"
follows:
"Uy the present documenl I re- nounce forever my rights to the
i Town of Prussia and Ihe rights to the
i.iihian imperial crown. I release at
Hie same time all the officials of the
lieniiaii empire and Prussia and also
all officers, noncommissioned officers
and soldiers of the Prussian navy and
army and of contingents from confederate states from the oath of fidelity
they have taken to me as their emperor, king and supreme chief. I expect from them, until a new organization of the German empire exists, that
they will aid those who effectively
bold the power In Germany to protect
the German people against the menacing dangers of anarchy, famine and
foreign domination.
"Made and executed and signed by
our own hand with the Imperial seal
at Amerongen Nov. 28.
"WILLIAM."

S. MEN START HOME

FOCH

AND ALBERT WELCOMED
AT STRASSBU..G.

Americans, Five Miles Over Prussian
Border, Cross Moselle From
Luxemburg.

'

Nw
N.lwler
Paris, Nov. 27. American troops
bave entered Prussia, reaching the
city of Treves. Treves la five miles
inside the German frontier, lying on
The Americans
the Moselle river.
reaching that city were advanced
guards of the American army of occupation that passed through Luxemburg.
At Trevos tbe Germans surrendered
a number of airplanes In accordance
with the armistice terms. MaJ. Will-laThaw of tbe American air forces
received the surrendered airplanes and
materials.
London. After an inspection of the
German battleships and cruisers held
by the entente and final settlement of
their ownership by the peace conference, all the vessels probably will be
sunk, as apparently there is no disposition on the part of the entente to
risk the controversies that would bo
likely In case of an attempted division of them.
American Headquarters in France,
division
Nov. 27. The Seventy-sixtof the American army, reduced by reofficers
placement drafta to alxty-onand 1,000 men, has arrived at tbe port
of St. Natslr and Is embarking for
home,
The Twenty-seventdivision, totaling 484 officers and 12,681 men, and
the Thirtieth division, totaling 488 officers and 12,099 men, both of which
operated on tbe British front, have
been withdrawn from the Le Mans
area and probably will embark In a
few days.
Paris. German delegates at the
mixed conference at Spa have protested against tbe rejection of their request that they be granted a delay of
two weeks in evacuating Luxemburg,
Lorraine and the Saar region. Gen.
Nudant, one of the French conferees,
atated he considered this protest wholly groundless.
WMt.rn

L'nloa

(Service.
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U. S. Warships te Receive Wilson.
Pershing Picks 3,451 Officers and 79,'
New York, Dec. 2. The American
663 Men for Immediate Return
George Washington, selected
transport
From France.
by President Wilson to convoy to Europe himself and other members of the
conWashington. Four divisions in their American delegation to the peace
batentirety, and major units of eight other ference, will be convoyed by the
divisions of the American army In tleship Pennsylvania and a fleet of
It Is probable
France have been designated by Gen- five fast destroyers.
American torpedo
eral Pershing for an early return that twenty-tou- r
home. These troopa, with other spe- boat destroyers will Join nine Americial units. General March, chief of can battle shlpa In receiving the Presstaff, announced Nov. 30, total S,t51 ident at Brest.
officers and 79,663 men.
Bandits Kill Storekeepsr.
New figures on tbe American army
James Larsen, proprietor
Denver.
of
tbe
chief
announced
casualtlea
by
at 3091 West
staff, abowed a total of 262.693, exclu- of a small grocery
street, was shot and Instantsive of prisoners. Tbe total, which exceeds that made public a week ago by ly killed Saturday night by two youthful highwaymen who entered his atore
28,000, covers all losses to Nov. 26.
wearing flu masks and attempted to
Orders have been iaaued, the chief rob
him. After murdering Larsen the
of staff also said, for the demobilisabandlta left the atore without tamper
canIn
men
and
tion of 649.000
camps
Ing with the cash register, and estonments In the United States.
caped.
By the end of December, General
March Indicated, probably 160.000 to
Two-CeLetter Postal Rata.
176.000 members or tbe expeditionary
Repeal of the InWashington.
forces will have returned to this coun- creased postage rat was approved
try.
Friday by the Senate finance committee. Amendments to the war revenue
Noble Peace Prise for Wilson.
bill was adopted to abolish the tone
Urand Forks. S D. A snecial cable Increase on second-clas- s
rates, with a
dispatch to the Nornmnden In tbla proviso that the rate ahall be 1 cents
radius,
city from christian! Indicatea that per pound beyond
the Nobel peace prize for 1918 may be and also for repeal of the extra cent
awarded to President Wilson.
per ounce postage on letters.
Thirty-ei-

ghth

e

American Prisoners of War Released.
Berne, Switzerland. One hundred
America
officers and
and fifty-al- l
noncommissioned officers, the first
with a bullet through bis right lung, prisoners of war in Germany to be resnd the police are looking for Joe Sosa leased through Switzerland, were rewho ia alleged to have done the shoot- patriated Friday.
ing at tbe girl's room In a hotel at
Kill 2,SO in Royal Air Force.
l2g Lawrence street.
London. Casualties in the royal air
Invite Wilson to Visit Germany.
forces from April, when the air forces
Copenhagen. The Lokal Anzeiger were amalgamated, to Nov. 11, were:
says President Wilson probably will Killed, 2.680; wounded, missing and
be Invited to visit Germany.
prisoners. 4.909.
Man and Woman Slain in Hotel.
Denver. Maud Dahl, 23, and Jerry
Mlragowakl, 35, were killed, and Earl
Parker, 26. la at the county hospital

Hungary Orders 170,000 Huns Interned
Copenhagen. Tbe Hungarian government has decided to intern the
whole of Field Marshal von Macken-senarmy of 170,000 men, in accordance with the demand of the French
government.

Berlin. The German government
has proposed to the entente nations
that a neutral commission be established to examine the question as to
who will be held responsible for the
war.
Paris. Madame Prieur, widow of
one of the victims of the torpedoing
of the Sussex by a German submarine,
lias lodged a complaint of murder In
the courts against the former German
emperor.

Prince Mas for German President.
Copenhagen. Prince Maximilian of
Baden, former Imperial chancellor, ia
favored as tbe first President of the
German republic by democratic circles, according to advices to the
Tidende.
Ber-llngs-
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Veal calves
Feeders, good to ehok-e.Ktadtr. fair to good ....
Blockers, good to choice.
Blockers, fair to good...
Stookers, medium to fair
.
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feeders, ifood
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Hay aad Uraln Market.

Denver, Carload Price.)
Har.
Buylua Prices.
Colorado, upland, per ton. .1.002S.0J
Nebraska uplund, per ion. U.00H1.0
Prairie hay, Colurailu und
lO.OOf Jl-Nebraska, per ton
.0l)6 26.01
Timothy, por ton
i9.C0t10.O
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, per tor
It.00fel3.0li
iunnlson Valley, per tun.. li.00!2.0'
t.UOV S.0O
Btraw, per ton....
Uraln.
Oats, Nebraska. 10U lbs., buying.. 3.4,.
Corn chop, sack, selling
1
Corn In sack, selling
4 0"
White corn meal, per 100 lbs.
3
Yellow corn meal, per 100 lbs
Corn flour white), per 100 lbs....
13
Uliitcn reed, sacked, selling
Hibii, Colo., per 100 tbe., eclllng... I ll
Flour.
HunKariaii Patent.
lbs., Backed,
15.14
subject to discount
n
Hungarian,
lbs.,
subject
sacked,
to discount
17
,
i lbs., sacked, subject 1
to discount
(F.

O.

B.

.

I

!

"
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Returning Shot for Shot.
fought on, returning shot for shot, until the arrival of a freight train
frightened the gang away.
"I saw the men tampering with the
switch and I ordered them away," said
thu girl, calmly, after It was all over.
"They pointed revolvers nt me, and I
ran back to the slpnnl tower and got
out the pistol we keep there. I
the door and then, opening a
window, I tired down on the men.
They fired back and we kept It up till
the freight whistled for the crossing."
The crew of the freight train found
a pile of logs upon the track. The
telephone wires, leading to Miss
tower, had been cut.

Dreaaeat Poultry.
The
prices on live poultry
are netfollowing
F. U. B. Denver:
XI &U
Turkeys, fancy d. p
11
Turkeys, old toins
18 tjl"
Turkeys, choice
10 $22
Hens, lb
24
22
Ducks, younn
Ueese
til t14

Koosters

I'aultry.
Roosters, lb
...io
Turkeys. 10 lbs. or over. ...to
Hens
...16
Ducks, young
...It)
Ducklinaa, lb
Ueese
..11
bjirlntfg
Broilers, l'j lo lu.
. .

bKNS.

count strictly

LITTLE FLIRTATION COST

g

Apples, Colorado,

fruit.

homea-rown-

J

J

obtained a divorce from her husband,
Jackson, and he went away, far beyond her ken.
In the course of his wanderings he
took unto himself a wife on two sucWith the American Army of Occuceeding occasions, quite legally each
time. Mrs. Fuller, however, remained
pation, Nov. SO. Gen. von der
Fifth army began crossing the unwedded. She reared her daughter.
Rhine Friday. The crossing will re- May, to young womanhood, supporting
quire eight or nine days, according to herself, meanwhile, by sewing, keeping
reports reaching here. The movement a lodging house, etc.
Is being carried out by three columns
The other day, Jackson, the want points distant from each other.
derer, came back to St. Louis, and a
new chapter In the Fullers' romance
According to the German plan,
men will be quartered dally at was written when they were remarfor ried by a Justice of the peace. Their
Frankfort, but accommodation
but 30,000 dally have been prepared. daughter, May, was bridesmaid.
Congestion at Treves la reported, it
was originally planned to move the COURT KNOCKS OUT. CUPID
troopa toward Germany by rail. At
other points it is said the railroads
Refuses te Suspend Sentence o' Man
Are unable to handle the extraordite Enable Him to Get
nary traffic and that thousands of
Married.
troopa are marching eastward after
for
trains.
days
Apparently
waiting
Cleveland. O. Cupid got a solar
the Germans are waiting to withdraw
plexus blow at the hand of Police
as rapidly as possible.
Judge Phillips when Louis A. Herbers
Copies of a proclamation by Field
with the court that his senMarshal von Hlndentrarg, urging Ger- pleaded
tence for trespassing In an automobile
man soldiers and civilians to receive be
suspended so that he mlirbt get marallied troops with "resignation and ried.
The court refused the plea and
In
villages gave Louis a
courtesy" have appeared
term at the
American
lines.
opposite tbe
In the meantime, Miss
workhonse.
Clara Burckel was "watting at the
MOONEY'S SENTENCE COMMUTED
church," for she was to have married
Governor Stephen's Act Fixes Life Herbers that morning. When lie failed
to appear for the ceremony, she startTerm for Labor Leader.
Sacramento, Cal. Gov. William D. ed a search for him that led to the
police court. When she learned that
Stephens committed to life Imprisonment the sentence of death imposed the weddtnir was off for the time being,
on Thomas J. Mooney for mnrdet at least. Miss Durckel fainted.
growing out of the preparedness day
Steal Artificial Eyes.
bomb explosion. On July 22, 1916, ten
Va. Thieves
stole
Martlnstiurg.
persons men, women and children-w- ere
killed and about fifty others $30 worth of artificial eyes from the
office of a local physician. Articles of
w ounded in a bomb explosion during s
much greater value were left undispreparedness pared I the city of San
turbed.
Francisco.
Hasten Retreat, Retiring Across River
In Three Columns, With Yankee
Troops on Guard.

Mar-wlts- 's

200,-00- 0

three-month-

Charge Police Stole Pie.
Redondo Beach. Cal. Policeman L.
F. Rntter is under arrest, charged with
the larceny of a piece of pie alleged to
have been stolen from a cafeteria on
his beat He has been a policeman 30
years. He declared his innocence.
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1

in

Ir. en.
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St. Louis. Twenty-tw- o
years sgo
Mrs. Llnnle May Fuller of St. Louis

ID
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box...
Pears, cooking
Veaelablea.
Beans, navy, cwi
Beans, Pinto, cwt
Beans. Lima, lb
green, lb
:: Beans,
Beans, wax, lb
Beets, Colo., dos. bunches
Beets, new, cwt
Cabbage, new, Colo
) )
Carrots, cwt
Carrota. Col., di. bunches
Cauliflower, lb,
dos..
Celery,
' Cucumbers, hothouse, ds.
dos.
head,
Lettuce,
Colo.,
!
Lettuce, curly, dos
Onions, table, dos
Unions, cwt
Parsley, dos
Potatoes, nsw, cwt
)
Radishes, long, hothouse
Radishes, round
)
Spinach, lb
Tomatoes, homciron n. II).
Turnip, cwt.
j; Turnips, Col., ds. bunches
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.119.00t2OIll
Mutter.
t'J
Creameries, ex, 1st smile, lb.
Creameries, Zd grade, lb.. ..49 tyO'i
Process
It
to 40
39
Packing stock

Ven-sel- 's
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Woman Would Hang
London. Herbert H. Asqulth, Liberal leader, will be opposed for bis
seat from the east district of Flfeahlrs
In the coming elections by Mrs. Oeorga
E. Hope, widow of Lieutenant Colonel
Hope, who was killed daring the war.
Coloael Hop was
nephew of the
Steal Two Smokestacks.
Baden Near Break With Berlin.
art of Kasebery. Mrs. Hop la ran
Report Hun War Debt tSO.OOB.OOCUXX).
St. Louis. Mo. Two negroes acconi-llsbe- d
Bolsheviki Capture Three Big Cities.
London. The Liberal party in BaLondo. Germany's war 'debt, ot alng Independently, and one of hot
tbe Job of stealing two smokeStockholm. Bolshevik forces are de baa Issued a proclamation de- counting Indemnities the allies may plaaks I a demand that WlUlam
stacks, one 40 feet long and the other
Ooroaaa
former
SW.WO.OOO.OOO.
with
breach
emperor,
is
according
demand,
Pakoff.
have
to
complete
manding
captured
reported
12 feet long. The negroes got several
brought t Eagktad t he tried for unsuspecting people to aid In loading
Dvlnsk and Narvm. Important eltla Berlin, according to Exchange Tele- to Mulch cttapatch, .acting the Ba'
of
fmeiwe.
from
varian
minister
Mritr.
m northwester
Rasala.
Copenhagen.
graph dispatches
the stacks on two wagon.
First Peace Vessel Sails.
Hoboken, N. J. The t'nlted States
transport Orizaba sailed for Brest
Sunday with nearly 500 newspaper
correspondents from all parts of the
country, on their way to "coves" Ihe
coming peace conferences at Versailles.

Cattle.

Fat atssrs, graasers, choice
to prime
$13 .0OM4.lt
Fat stssra,
to choice grassers, good 11 ttaui.f
Fat stssra. grasssrs, fair
1 MtfU.s
to good
Hi !
Hslrers, prime
Cows. fat. food to choice..
I 0i .!
1 It
C'ows, fair to ood
I
1.1
0l
I I1W, mAilliim ,.. 1.1- Cows, csnnars
(.It
.!!.
7.00
SO

Lambs,
Lambs,

CHICAGO GIRL DIAMOND
Paris. Dec 16 has been definitely
set as the date on which the prelimIt's a shame, girls,
Chicago.
inary conferences will begin between
but It's not safe to make ac- Premiers
and
President
Wilson,
quulntance via the flirtation
Lloyd George, Clemenceau and Orlanroute with a strange, though
do. The program thus far developed
handsome-lookinman In this
four
nations
belief
that the
warrants
Carrie Meyers did It the
city.
men
will
these
agree
represented by
other day. Inviting him to talk
upon the main points of peace before
with her by the use of her eyes.
are
Christmas. The smaller nations
He walked home with her, shook
then expected to be consulted as to
hands good-by- ,
and an hour later
detaila.
she found that In doing so he
Germany will not be called in before
had removed a $200 diamond
late In January, It Is believed, and
ring.
then only to hear the results of the
deliberations and to
suggest modifications. Meanwhile, the
armistice will have to be prolonged ARE
AFTER 22 YEARS
and that question already la being
considered. No difficulties are looked Man Twice Married
Since, Returns to
for on that score.
First Wife and They
"Make Up."

GERMANS CROSS RHINE

ln.

N

Good hog

man

U.

QUOTATIONS
SMtan Nswapaesr UalM

tion Train.

2.

mole.

MARKET

Prevents

Ammuni-
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President's Stay In Europe.
Washington. There was a conjec-

Newspaper

in Signal

The British
New York, Dec.
steamship Mauretaniu, returning to
the United States with the first large
body of American overseas troops,
in Uravestnd
bay at 7:40
Lieut H. T. O. Walker of the
u clock Sunday night.
navy, who was a hero of the famous
British naval attack on Zeebrugge.
Harwich, Dec. 2. Eight more GerLieutenant Walker, who was an offsurrendered yestericer of H. M. 8. Vindictive, had his arm man submarines
blown off during the landing of the day, making a total of 122 which have
British sailors snd marines on the been taken over by the allies.
m

l.loyd-Gcorge- ,

British Premier Lloyd George Says
Former Empsror Can Be Put on
Trial for Offenses.

122 SHIPS

TO MEET ALLIED CHIEFS
ON DEC. 16 TO FIX MAIN
TERMS OF PEACE.

war.

ALLIES WILL DEMAND
SURRENDER

of (.'.rent
Itritaln, France and the United States
will arrive in llerlin shortly to discuss
the armistice, the llerlin correspondsuys he unent of tn Olognc-'Jazottderstands.
A meeting of the allied leaders In
Loudon will be a preliminary to the
peace conference, the Dally F.xprcss
ays. Colonel House and Premier Orlando of Italy will be here with the
British and French statesmen.
Paris. A group of members of the
chamber of deputies representing agricultural Interests have sent a letter to
Premier ClemeiKeau expressing objection to giving special representation to
ihe socialists nt the peace conference.
If that should be ngreed to, however
rhe deputies urge that the funning and
peasant classes also he represented, Spend S5,000,000.000 for War la Year.
since they had shed blood more freely
Washington. It cost S, 846.000,000
to run the American army during the
nan any oilier class.
year ending June 30 last; fl.StiS.OOO,-nofor ihe navy and f 1.816,000.000 for
Bavaria for Separate Peace.
Londou. Itavarla probably will nsU 'he civil government proper. The
board spent S8G2.iO0.0flQ and
to have separate plenipotentiaries at
was paid out In pensiona.
the pence negotiations and will claim
..mdltlniiH of a separate neace. says These figures are shown by the annual
(he Paris Matin In commenting on the report of Juhn Burke, treasurer of the
action of Havnrlu In breaking oir re t'nlted Plates, to Secretary McAdoo.
intliuia with the government nt I'.erllii The report showed the public dept on
The Socialist council of Munich lias June 30 was i:.36.(K)O.0t0.
to the executive commit
New Republic Proclaimed.
tee of the Berlin Socialist council do- Amsterdam. The republic of LithuinandluK the dismissal of Dr. w. S.
ania has been proclaimed at Riga.
Solf, foreign minister; Phlllpp Sehelde-mann- ,
minister of colonies, ami Mathi-sAir Mail Line far Oenver.
Erzherger, who. It has been anWashington. Aerial mail service
nounced, will conduct negotiations preliminary to signing a treaty of pence will shortly be extended to San FranThe telegram Invites the Uerlin coun cisco and many of the large cities of
cil to overthrow a government which tbe West. Denver, St. louls. IndianIn Important
.ontliiues such
apolis and Pittsburg are to be Included
In the air loop. Eventually practicalisists.
Viscount Kato Jap Envoy.
ly every large city In the country will
Waatilmrtnn. Viscount Kato. for receive the beueflta of the latest meth-of mail transportation. A telegram
tner minister of foreign affairs, will
head the Japanese ilelegntlnn to tne 'root Postmaster General Burleson to
lieace conference, according to unoffi- Senator Shafroib gives the plans for
cial advices reaching Washington extending the service to Western citfrom Japan.
ies.
ItcpreM-ntativo-

EXPRESSES HOPE THAT NEW REGENT WILL BE ABLE TO PROTECT GERMAN PEOPLE.
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MISCEI.LAMKOUK MARKKTS.

Dearer Metal Market Prlrea.
Bar silver, t l.'ilVi.

Copper, 126. 20 H.
Lead, I7.S2V,.

Spelter, 18.30.
Tungsten concentrates, unit, 116,00.
Prlea ot Sugar.
New Tork. Sugar CeiitrifumJ, 7.24;
cut loaf, 10.50; crushed. 10.00; mould A.
8.60; cubes. 0.76; XXXX powdered. ' 9 20:
fine trramilnteu and
Sowdered,A, 8.15;
9.00; roofed loners' A. 8 8",
No. 1, 8.15.

rise.

Duluth, Minn. Linseed 11.78.
Kaaaas City Produce.
Kansas City.
6Tc;
firsts. 66c; seconds, 63c; packlna 4oc.
seconds. 62t-Eggs Firsts, 05c;
Poultry Hens. 21 Mc: roosters. 17'c;
broilers, 29c.
Butter, Kaaa, Potatoes aad Poultry.
Chicaao.
Butter
Creamery, 64
6iac.
Eggs Firsts, ti40Mc; ordinary firsts.
646 68c; at mark, cases included, 6Stt
3c.
Pntatnes
Minnesota and Dakota
bulk, II. 6461.70; do. sacks, tl.Cfrwl.lu;
Wisconsin, bulk, ll.5U&i.6; do, sacks,
11.7001.71.
Poultry Fowls, I8E23'a,c; springs,
tie; turkeys, 19c
Cats
Un Stoea tluotatlMs.
Chicago.
Hogs Butchera, II Mi t
18 40;
light. !17.10e).1- - packing.
117.00017.76; choice. I1I.01.I9.
Cattle Beef cattle: Good, choice ati'l
common and
Srlme, 116.00019.71;
19.16 016.00.
Butcher stock;
Cows and heifers. H USK 14.00; ca mere
and cutters. 10.6000.16. ritockerr. and
feeders: Good, choice and fancy. tlO.ao
i 13.00; Inferior, common and medium
IT.aiittlO.OO.
Veal calves: flood and
choice. 117. OO ll.ou. Western range
Beef steers,
14.nO01I.O(i; cows and
heifers. 11.006 12.S0.
Choice and
Hheep Lambs:
6.
II 16 ti 16.86; medium and guod, prime.
Il4.es
16.16;
Kw
coll. I9.60tyll.16.
Choice and prime.
.OO0.6O;
and good. ls.00oT9.0A: eulla, 13 3.'.,
0.60.
Butter-Creame-

ry,

.

HIDKS AMU PKI.TS.
Dry Flint HlOea.
Butcher, 10 lbs. and up
Butcher, under 10 lbs

j.
,.

Fallen, alt weights
i;,.
Bulls and states
j;,.
culls
Dry salted hlriea. le per lb. lass.
Ory Flint Pelts,
t.
j-Wool Delta
Hhort wool pelts
Butcher ahearlngs
io,.
No. I and murrain shearings
loc
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts.! lie
Green Salted HMca, Kte.
Cured" hides. 16 lbs. snd up. No.
Cured hides. 2 lbe. and up, No. g
&.
Bulls, No. I
iJt
Bulls, No. 1
Clues, hides and skins
Kip. No. 1...
lOtrlle
No. 1
Cajf. No.
H,
t
Calf,
1461c
Branded ktp and calf. No. 1
Uc
Branded kip and calf. No. 1
ite
Part cured hide, lc per lb. leas than
cured.
2c
Oreen hides,
per lb, leas than

t...ic

i.

cured.

Ureca Snlteel Hararuluia. '
00.eesi.os
No. 1
S.O90I.OS
Headless. 60c less.
Pontes and glue
tt.OO0t.se
.ew l'nrfc Cnttnn PiOiin.
New Tork. Cotton December, II 16
alaroh,
January. 11.51;
g.,'
10.09; July, 24.00.

Itti.

.
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now their very empires are In liquids

ducted to a happy consummation, but which It has intrusted to the Depart- r'ans have been
tbe of the public, necessary for the reprepared
irom no quarter have I seen any gen- ment of the Interior. It i possible la lines and in accordance withalong
wuo are adthe pol- lease of credit to tho
"And throughout It all how fine the eral
scheme
of
'reconstruction' dealing with our unused land to effect icy which the Congress established, ministering tbe rail ays, necessary
spirit of the nation was. What unity emerge which I thought It likely we a great rural and agricultural devel- not under the
for
tbe
of
Uieir security
protection
exceptional condition
of purpose. What untiring seal. What could force our spirited business men opment which will artord tbe best sort of the
The old policy may be
war, but with the Intention of holders.
elevation of purpose ran through all and
laborers to accept of opportunity to men who want to adhering to a definite method of devel changed much or little, but surely It
ce lert as it was.
1
Its splendid display of strength, Its un- with due pliancy and obedience.
help themselves, and the secretary of opment of the navy. I earnestly rec cannot wisely
TO
ibe Congress will have a
tiring accomplishment. I have said
Restraint Being Rapidly Relaxed.
the Interior has thought the possible ommend the uninterrupted pursuit of hope that and
of the
complete
impartial
that those of us who stayed at home to
"While the war lasted we set up method out In a way which la worthy that policy. It would dearly be un whole problem Instituted study
at once and After Years of Waiting a Voict
do the work of organisation and sup- many
wise for us to attempt to adjust our prosecuii'u as rapialy as possible.
by which to direct the of your most friendly attention.
agencies
Summons Her to
"1 stsud ready and anxious to re"I have spoken of the control which programs to a future world policy as
Washington. The text of President ply will always wish that we had been industries, of the country In the servlease the roads from the present conWllsoa'a address to Congress Dee. 2 with the men whom we sustained by ice It wbb necessary for them to ren- roust yet for a while, perhaps for a yet undetermined.
Safety.
our labor; but we can never be der, by which to make sure of an long while, be exercised over
trol and 1 must do so at a very early
follows:
shipping Railroad Problem of Great Moment.
if by waiting until the statutory
abundant supply of the materials because of the priority of service to
"Gentlemen of the Confren:
The ashamed.
"The question which causes me the date
limit of time is reached I shall be
"It has been an Inspiring thing to needed, by which to check undertak- which our forces overseas are en- greatest concern Is the
year that has elapsed since I last
question of the merely prolonging the period of doubt FRENCH FAITH
HOLDS
stood before you to fulfill my consti be here in the midst of fine men who ings that could for tbe time be dis- titled, and which should also be ac- policy to be adopted toward (he rail- and
which la hurtful to
tutional duty to give the Congress had turned aside from every private pensed with and stimulate those that corded the shipment which are to roads. I frankly turn to you for coun- every uncertainty
interest
concerned.
from time to time information on the Interest of their own and devoted the were most serviceable in war, by save recently liberated peoples from sel upon It. I have no confident JudgThe Peace Conference.
state of the union ban been so crowded whole of their trained capacity to the which to gain for the purchasing de starvation and many devastated re ment of my own. I do not see how any
"I welcome this occasion to an- Little Girl Even Learned Language of
with great events, great processes and tasks that supplied the sinews of the partments of the government a certain gions from permanent ruin.
thoughtful man can have who knows nounce to tbe Congress my purpose
Hated Invader, but Mother MowMay I not say a special word anything of the
great results that I cannot hope to whole great undertaking. Tbe patriot- control over the prices of essential
er Lest Hope of Osllv.
complexity of the to join in Purls the representatives
the
about
the
ism,
of
northarticles
needs
unselfishness,
rethe
thoroughand
and
to
which
Belgium
aa
materials,
of
Its
by
give you
adequate picture
problem. It Is a problem which must of the governments with which we
ranee.
caern
devotion
and
No
sum
France?
going
of
strain
trade
alien
with
distinguished
make
been
or
have
money
paid be studied, studied immediately and
of 'he
enemies,
transactions
associated in tbe war
lamarked
that
of
toilsome
of
will
of
serve
their
most
the
pacity
way
the
available
by
the
central
indemnity
against
shipping,
empires for tbe
changes which have been wrought in
studied without bias or
Paris. Hack In 1014, when there
l he life of our nation and of the
financial transac themselves to save them from hope- Nothing can he gained by prejudice. purpose of discussing with them the was
world, bors, day after day, month after and systematise
no war, nor whispers of It, in a
becoming main features of the
less
of
have
fit
come.
made
tlieni
mates
to
for
both
month,
and
and
so
peace.
tions,
that
disadvantage
treaty
years
You have yourselves witnessed these
public
private,
partisans of any particular plan of
I realize the great Inconveniences that certain sunny village In France, lived
Of
more
In
men
must
comrateds
would
be
conthe
trenchos
than
the
there
done
no
be
Something
unnecessary
things as I have. It is too soon to as
will attend my leaving tbe country, Marie Itose, nine years old. Beside
flict or confusion by which, in short, merely find the money. If they had
sess them; and who stand In the midst and on the sea.
"It was necessary that the adminis particularly at this
but the to in- Marie Hose, there were her father,
to
material
put every
energy of tbe money and raw materials In abun- tration of the railways should be tak- clusion that it wastime,
if them and are part of them are less
Labor Equal to Emergency.
my paramount mother nud brother, and a happy famIn harness to draw the com- dance tomorrow they could not re- en over
to
has
qualified than men of another genera
been
so
go
the
forced
as
duty
"And not the men here In Washing- country
by
upon me ily It was, Indeed.
long
government
mon load and make of us one team in sume their place In the industry of the war
tion will be to say what they mean ton ouly.
lasted. It would have been Im- by considerations which I hope will
have but directed tbe the
They
Then, on one dark day In
the
tomorrow
world
the
very Import
accomplishment of a great task.
or even what they have been. But vaat achievement.
otherwise to establish and seem as conclusive to you as they war ciime, nnd its smoke of August,
Throughout innumhorror
"But the moment we knew the arm- ant place they held before tbe flame possible
have seemed to me.
ome great outstanding facts are un erable
a
carry through under single direction
factories, upon innumerable
The allied governments have ac and misery and death seeped into Mamlstakable and constitute in a sense farms, in the depths of coal mines and istice to have been signed we took of war swept across them. Many of the necessary priorities of shipments.
the bases of peace which I out rie Hose's village. The St. Mlhlel sal- the harness of. Raw materials upon their factories are razed to the ground.
It would have been impossible other- cepted
part of the public business with which iron mines and copper mines, wherlined to tne congress on the 8th of lent was formed, and there was Marie
which the government had kept its Much of their machinery Is destroyed
It Is our duty to deal. To state them ever the stuffs of
wise
to combine maximum production January last, as the, central empires Hose
industry were to be hand for fear there should not be or has been taken away. Their people
quite hemmed in.
Is to set the stage for the legislative obtained and
in the
are scattered, and many of their best at the factories and mines and farms also have, and very reasonable desire
The Germans took her brother away
and executive action which must grow yards, on the prepared, at the ship enough for the industries that supdocks, plied the armies have been released workers are dead. Their markets will with the maximum possible car supply my personal counsel In their interpre - with hundreds of other young men, on
out of them and which we have yet to on the sea, in railways,
tation and application, and it is hleh- H
every labor that wa and put into the general market again. be taken by others, if they are not in to take the products to the ports and ly
tine morning, and Miirle ltose hade
desirable that I should dive it in
shape and determine,
to
route
markets;
needed to sustain tbe battle lines, men Great industrial
Impossible
troop
some
him farewell. She has never seen him
special way assisted to rebuild
order
that
the
plants whose whole
sincere
our
desire
of
"A year ago we had sent 145,918 have vied with each
other to do their output and machinery had been taken their factories and replace their lost shipments and freight shipments with- government to contribute without self since. Marie Hose's father worked on
men overseas.
Since then we have part, and do It well.
out regard to the advantage or disad ish
over for the uses of the government Instruments of manufacture.
purposes of any kind to settle- his little farm, nnd her mother kept the
sent 1,950,513, an average of 162,542
vantage of tbe roads employed; Impos- ments that will be of common benefit house In the village nnd cooked for the
In have been Bet free to return to the
"They can look any
not
vl
to
should
the
be
left
"They
each month, the number, In fact, rising tne race and say, we also strove to uses to
which they were put before cissitudes of tbe sharp competition for sible to subordinate, when necessary, to all the nations concerned may be German officers, who took the family's
in May last to 245.951, In June to 278, win, and
gave the best that was in us the war. It has not been possible to materials and for Industrial facilities all questions of convenience to the made fully manliest. The peace set- - bedrooms with polite suavity.
760, in July to 307,182, and continuing to meke our fleets and armies sure of remove so
public necessity;
Impossible to give iiemenis wnicn are now to be agreed
readily or so quickly the which is now to set in.
hope, there
Marie Studied German.
are of transcendent Importance
to reach similar figures in August and their
triumph!
control of foodstuffs and of shipping, fore, that the Congress will not be un the necessary financial support to the upon
us and to the rest of tbe
Of course, there were no schools; so
to
both
roads
from
September In August 289,570 and in
the
But
"And what shall we sajr of the wom because the world has still to be fed willing, If it should become necessary,
public treasury.
world, and I know of no business or Marie Hose studied ("icrinnn, whic h the
all these necessities have now been interest
September 257,438. No such movement enof their Instant Intelligence, quick- from our granaries and the ships are to grant to some such
which should take precedence bored young officers volunteered to
agency as the
of troops ever took place before across ening every task that
they touched; still needed to send supplies to our War Trade Hoard the right to estab- served, and the question is, what Is or mem,
teach her. She was told that the Ger8,000 miles of sea; followed by ade- their
best
for the railroads and for the pubcapacity for organization and co men oversea and to bring the men lish priorities of export and supply
man language was very pretty and that
Outy to Make Trip."
quate equipment and supplies and car operation, which gave their action dis- back as fast as the disturbed condi- for the
benefit of these people whom lic in the future.
"The gallant men of our armed before many years all tho world would
ried safely through extraordinary dan cipline and enhanced the effectiveness tions on the other side of the wator we have been so
"Exceptional circumstances and ex- forces on land and sea have conscioushappy to assist in
speak German.
gers of attack dangers which were of everything they attempted; their permit; but even these restraints are saving from the German
terror
and ceptional methods of administration ly fought for tbe Ideals which they
In 101(1 Marie Rose's father died. A
nllke strange and infinitely difficult to aptitude at tasks to which
were
not
needed
to
us
convince
that
knew
be
as
to
relaxed
as
the
much
of
ideals
whom
we
had
now
must
not
being
possible
their
they
thoughtlessly
country; Marie Hose grew older, her mother freguard against. In all this movement never before set their hands; their ut and more and more as the weeks go leave to shift for themselves In a piti- the railroads were not equal to tho I have sought to express those ideals;
Immense tasks of transportation im- they have accepted my statements of quently told her of the great day that
only 758 men were lost by enemy at- ter
less competitive market.
alike In what they did by.
was coming when the Germans would
tacks, 620 of whom were upon a single and In what they gave? Their contri
posed upon them by the rapid and them as the substance of their own lie driven
"Never before have there been
back and the vlllnge would
Determination of Taxes Important.
continuous development of the Indus- thought and purpose, as the associEnglish transport which was gunk near bution to the great result Is beyond agencies in existence In this country
ated governments have accepted thein; ngaln he a part of their beloved
the
"For
and
the Orkney Islands.
facilitation
of
tries
the
We
knew
steadying
that
country.
of
so
which
knew
the
much
of
field
lusappraisal; they have added a new
A (ieriiian lieutenant, who
owe it to them to see to
so far France.
tre to the annals of American woman supply, of labor and of industry as the of our own domestic business read- already, and we knew that they were as in me lies, that no falseit,or misUnity Made Task Possible.
overheard, laughed scornfully.
"I need not tell you what lay back hood.
war industries board, the war trade justments nothing Is more Important unequal to It partly because their full taken interpretation Is put upon thom,
"There will be no more French
of this great movement of men and
food than the immediate determination of cooperation was rendered impossible and no possible effort omitted to real- - army to come," he said,
gnyly; "all
Political Equality for Women Asked. board, the labor department, the
taxes
the
are
to
be
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for
that
law
and
made
izt
Dy
their
now
them.
mv
It
is
tntv
niu
competition
material.
administration and tbe fuel adminisi,.
will he Germans, and of Germany."
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- j my
of
1918.
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much
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lmpos"The
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can pay them tration have known since their labors
part
least tribute
"It Is not Invidious to say that back
king good what
Mnrle Rose ran to her mother and
of It lay a supporting organization of is to make them the equals of men in became thoroughly systematized; and burden of taxation must be lifted from slble to assign to them severally the they ottered their life's blood to ob- - repented what the German officer had
can
of
as
business
think
financ'
no
of
methods
could
sound
traffic
call
which
to
best
be
service
carried
by
the Industries of the country and all political rights as they have proved they have not been islolated agencies;
said. "Don't you believe It," said Macould transcend this
Its productive activities more com- themselves their equals In every field they have been directed by men who ing the government will permit, and their respective lines in the Interest wnicti
rie's mother. "They will come."
i hiihii i" in Close touch with you
those
or
essential
who
conduct
tbe
and
national
great
economy. and with affairs on this
expedition
plete, more thorough in method and ef- of practical work they have entered, represented tbe permanent depart' industries of the
side the
During the early morning of Sepmust
told
be
country
fective in results, more spirited and whether for themselves or for their ments l the government and so have
ter, aim you will know all that I do. tember IS, 1018, Marie Hose heard the
Treaty by Spring.
as
as
what
obligaexactly
possible
unanimous in purpose and effort than country.
been the centers of unified and
"We may hope, I believe, for the At my request the French and Eng- distant booming of cannon to the west.
tions to the government they will be
lish governments have absolutely re- As the morning grew to noon, the
"These great days of completed
action. It has been the theory
any other great belligerent bad ever
formal conclusion of the war by moved
Immemeet
to
in
the
expected
years
the censorship of cable news sound of the
been able to effect. We profited achievement would be sadly marred of the executive, therefore, since the
canoiinndlng came nearcome.
time
the
has
treaty
It
of
by
ahead
of
will
be
them.
spring
which until within a fortnight they er and Germans
diately
greatly by the experience of the na- were we to omit that act of Justice. armistice was assured (which is In ef- serious
The
twenty-twhurriedly packed their
months
to
which
the
to
had
the
to
maintained
and there Is now no
consequence
country
tions which had already been engaged Besides the immense practical serv- feet a complete submission of the en
present control of the railways is lim- censorship whatever exercised at this
for nearly three years in the exigent ice they have rendered; the women of emy), to put the knowledge of these delay removing all uncertainties in ited after formal
this matter a single day longer than
proclamation of end except upon attempted trade comand exacting business, their every re tbe country have been the moving bodies at the disposal of the business the
with enemy countries. It
right processes of debate Justify. peace shall have been made will run munications
source and every executive proflcien spirits in the systematic economies by men of the country and to offer their
It is idle to talk of successful and con- at the farthest, I take It for granted, has been necessary to keep an open
our
which
ascy taxed to the utmost. We were the
between
people have voluntarily
intelligent mediation at every point fident business reconstruction before only to the January of 1921. The full wire constantly avuilat'Paris and the Department of State
pupils. But we learned quickly and sisted to supply the suffering peoples and In every matter where It was do those uncertainties are' resolved.
equipment of the railways which the and another between
France
and the
of
the world and the armies upon ev- sired.
acted with a promptness and a read!
"It the war had continued, it would federal .administration had planned Department of War. In order that
ness of
that Justify our ery front with food and everything
not
be
could
within
Return to Peace Footing Rapid.
completed
any this might be done with the least
have been necessary to raise at least
great pride that we were able to serve else that we had that might serve the
"It Is surprising how fast the pro $8,000,000,000 by taxation, payable In such period. The present law does possible Interference with the other
the world with unparalleled
energy common cause. The details of such a cess of return to a peace footing has the year 1919, but tne war lias ended, not permit the use of the revenues of uses of the cables, I have temporarily
and quick accomplishment,
story can never be fully written, but
in the three weeks since the and I agree with tbe secretary of the the several roads for the execution of taken over control of both cables In
"But It Is not the physical scale and we carry them at our hearts and thank moved
such
formal contract oraer mat iney may tie used as a
fighting
stopped. It promises to out treasury that it will be safe to reduce with plans except by some
executive; efficiency of preparation, God that we can say that we are the run
of whom single system. I did so at the advice
their directors,
be Instituted the amount to Sti,0u0,000,000. An Im
that
any
may
inquiry
will consent, while Bome will not, and or the most experienced cable offisupply, equipment and dispatch that I kinsmen of such
in
mediate
decline
the
and
expenses
aid
be
I
rapid
It
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that
any
may
"And now we are sure of the great
would dwell upon, but the mettle and
therefore does not afford sufficient cials and hope that the results will
will not be easy to direct it any bet of the government is not to be looxed
my hope that the news of the
Justify
of
which
wefor
was
the
men
sacrifice
to
and
undertake
triumph
officers,
every
quality
improvements next few months may pass with the
than it will direct itself. The for. Contracts made for war supplies authority
sent over, and of the Bailors who kept made. It has come, come In its com ter
upon the scale upon which It would utmost freedom and with the least
American busines man Is of quick In will, indeed, be rapidly canceled and be
to
the seas, and the spirit of the nation pleteness, and with the pride and In itiative.
undertake them.
necessary
possible delay from each side of the
liquidated, but their Immediate liqui
t hat stood behind them.
spiratlon of these days of achievement
"Every approach to this difficult sea to the other.
"Tbe ordinary and normal processes dation will make heavy drains on the subject matter of decision brings us
"No soldiers, or sailors, ever proved quick with us we turn to the tasks of
"May I not hope, gentlemen of the
treasury for the months just ahead of
themselves more quickly ready for the peace again a peace sure against the of private initiative will not, however, us. The maintenance of
our forces face to face, therefore, with this un Congress, that in the delicate tasks
immediate
for
all
provide
I
employment
shall have to perform on the other
test of battle or acquitted themselves violence of Irresponsible monarchs
on the other Bide of the sea Is Btill answered question: What is it right
with more splendid courage and and ambitious military coteries and of the men of our returning armies, necessary. A considerable
that we should do with the railroads, side of the sea, in my efforts truly
proportion
are
Those
and
who
trained
of
faithfully to interpret the princicapacity, of those forces must remain in Eu In the interest of tbe public, and in
achievement when put to the test make ready tor a new order, for new
ples and purposes of tbe country we
Those of us who played some part In foundations of Justice and fair deal those who are skilled workmen, those rope during the period of occupation, fairness to tbelr owners?
love, I may have the
who have acquired familiarity with es
"Let me say at once that I have no and the added strength encouragement
directing the great processes by which lng.
and those which are brought home
of your unittablished businesses, those who are will be
thewarwaa pushed irresistibly forward
1 real.ze
acswer
World Justice Goal to Be Sought
and
The
demobilized
is
ed support?
only thing that
the magnitude
ready.
transported
and willing to go to the farms, at
ready
to the final trlumpn may now forget
of
Is
and
to
to
come
me
not
clear
for
months
it
is
the
that
difficulty
perfectly
duty I am under"We are about to give order and or all those whose
heavy expense
aptitudes are known or
I am poignantly aware of its
all that and delight our thoughts with
ganisation to this peace, not only for will be sought out by employer will The Interest on our war debt must, of fair either to the public or to the own- taking;
grave responsibilities. I am tbe servthe story of what our men did. Their ourselves, but for the other
peoples of find no difficulty, it Is safe to say, In course, be paid, and provision made ers of the railroads to leave the ques- ant of the nation. I can have no priofficer understood the grim and ex- the world as
for the retirement of tbe obligations tion unanswered, and that it will preswell, so far as they will finding place and employment
vate thought or purpose of, my own
But of tbe
acting task they had undertaken and suffer us to serve them. It Is Inter
government which represent it, ently become my duty to relinquish in performing
I go
such an errand.
performed with audacity, efficiency national Justice that we seek, not do there will be others who will be at a But these demands will, of course, fall control of the roads, even before the to give
the best that is in me to the
loss where to gain a livelihood unless much below what a continuation of
an unhesitating courage that touch mestic
statutory period, unless there should common settlements
which I must
safety merely. Our thoughts pains are taken to guide them and put
the story of convoy and battle with have dwelt
military operations would have en appear soma clear prospect In tbe now assist in arriving at In conference
of late upon Europe, upon them in the
of
work.
way
Imperishable distinction at every turn, Asia, upon the Near and the Far East,
tailed, and $6,000,000,000 should suf meantime of a legitimate solution. with the other working heads of the
There will be a large floating re fice to supply a sound foundation for Tbelr release would
whether the enterprise were great or very little upon the acts of peace and
at least pro- associated governments. I shall count
of
siduum
labor
which
should
be
not
small-fr- ont
the financial operations of the year. duce one element of a solution, upon your friendly countenance and
.their chiefs. Pershing and commodation that wait to be per-I shall not be Inac
left
seems
to
Itself.
for
It
shift
encouragement.
wholly
Four Billion Tag In 1920 Favored.
Slms, down to the youngest lieutenant; formed at our own door. While we
namely, certainty and a quick stimu- cessible.
Tbe cables and the wireless
to me Important, therefore, that the
and their men were worthy of them
secre
concur
with
"I
of
the
lation
initiative.
are
entirely
private
our relations with the
will render me available for any coun
of public works of every
uch men a hardly need to be com- rest adjusting
War Came.
"I believe that It will be serviceable sel or service you may desire of me.
tary of the treasury in recommend
of tbe world Is it not of capital development
manded, and go to their terrible adven- Importance that we should clear away sort should be promptly resumed, in ing that the $2,000,000,000 needed in for me to set forth as explicitly as pos- and I shall be bappy in the thought
order that opportunities should be cre
belongings and left without even a
ture blithely and with the quick Intel all
grounds of misunderstanding with ated for unskilled labor In particular, addition to the $4,000,000,000 provided sible the alternative courses that He that I am constantly In touch with word for Marie Rose or her mother.
ligence of those who know just what our Immediate neighbors
by existing law be obtained from the open to our choice. We can simply the weighty matters of domestic policy
and
give
and that plans should be made for profits which have accrued and which release tbe roads and
we shall have to deal. I
It I they would accomplish,
Heavy shells soon were bursting
go back to the with which
of the friendship we really feel? such
developments of our unused lands will accrue from war contracts and old conditions of private management, shall make my absence as brief as above the spire of the cathedral- - In the
"I am proud to be the fellow country- proof
I hope that the members of the Senate
shall hope to return with square of the village.
and our natural resources as we have
Marie Hose's
man of men of such stuff and valor. will
war business, and that unrestricted competition and multi- possible andassurance
permit me to speak once more of hitherto lacked stimulation to under distinctively
that it has been mother cried with Joy as she dragged
Those of us who stayed at home did the unratified
these taxes be confined to the war form regulation by both state and fed- the happyto
of
and
Into
translate
action tbe
treaty
friendship
possible
take.
our duty; the war could not have been
profits accruing in 1918, or in 1919 eral authorities, or we can go to the great ideals for which America has Marie Hose after her Into the cellar,
with the republic of Colomwhere they wculd be safe from the
won or the gallant men who fought It adjustment
from business originating in war con opposite extreme and establish com- striven."
Big Reclamation Program Favored.
bia. I very earnestly urge upon them
bursting shells.
I urge your acceptance of his plete government control, accompanied
tract.
given their opportunity to win It oth- an early and favorable action
"I
direct
attention
your
particularly
upon
Came a Gruff Voice.
erwise; but for many a long day we that vital matter. I believe
to the very practical plans which the recommendation that provision be If necessary by actual government
Nation's Expenses Cut to Third.
they will
now, not subsequently, that the ownership; or we can adopt an intershall think ourselves
'accursed' we feel, with me, that the stage of
Townrd evening the village became
secretary of the interior has devel made
war
Cessation
will
affairs
of
Washington.
re1920
In
should be
taxes to be paid
were not there, and hold our man
mediate course of modified private result In a reduction of government still ; there was no sound of cannonadis now set for such action as will be not oped In his annual report and before
duced from $6,000,000,000 to $4,000,- - control under a more unified and af
hoods cheap while any speaks that
Then came a pounding on the door
but generous and In the spir your committee for the reclamation of 000,000.
expenses for the fiscal year 1920. ing.
only
just
fought with these at St Miblel or it of the new
firmative public regulation and under starting next July 1. to $7,443,415,838 of the cellar where Mnrle Rose nnd ber
arid, swamp and cutover lands which
we
which
have
upon
age
less definite such alterations of the law as will per- from the
mother bid, find a voice cried a comThierry. The memory of those days
Any arrangements
might. If the states were willing and
$24,599,000,000 appropiiated
of triumphant battle will go with these so happily entered.
able to
redeem some 300,- - than these would add elements of mit wasteful competition to be avoided for the current year, according to ten- mand, not In German, not in French.
So
as
our
domestic
affairs
are
far
fortunate men to their graves; and
The door wa st brown open and there
000,000 acres of land for cultivation, doubt and confusion to the critical pe- and a considerable degree of unifica tative estimates submitted to Congress
each will have bit favorite memory. concerned the problem of our return There are sat dto be 15,000,000 or 20,- riod of
industrial
Mood a tail soldier clad in khaki, a flat
readjustment
to be effected, by Secretary McAdoo,
administration
tion
of
the
to
Is
a
of
and
economic
transmitting
peace
problem
'Old men forget; yet all shall be forwhich the country must now as, for example, by regional corporaof the various departments. The metal helmet on his head, and a long
Industrial readjustment.
That prob- 000,000 acres of land In the West, wa-at through
and which no true tions under which the railways of de- report
got, but he'll remember with advan- lem I
for
whose
cultivation
Immediately
pas,
arid,
present
reduction
was
for the mili- bn.ronetted rifle was In his hand.
us
serious
leas
for
than It may
friend of the nation's essential busi- finable area would be In effect com- principal
He spoke again :
tages what feat he did that day.'
which
estimates
establishment
turn out to be for the nations wblch ter 1 available. If properly conserved. ness
tary
interest can afford to be respon bined in single systems.
Entered Battle at Critical Moment
There are said to be 16,000,000 or
"Say, ladles, don't you think you'd
Its needs at $1,922,000,000 in 1920, as
have suffered the disarrangements
"What we all thank God for with and thelosse of war longer than we.
the forests have been cut, but sible for creating or prolonging. Clearcompared with the $12,274,000,000 ap- like to come on outside nnd sniff a litOpposes Old Method.
tle o' the old ozone? The Ilelnies art
deepest gratitude la that our men went Our people, moreover, do not wait to which have never yet been cleared for ly determined conditions, clearly and
propriated for this year.
I
am
"The
conclusion
to
that
ready
desin force Into the line of battle just at be coached and led.
simply charted, are Indispensable to state with confidence is that it would
gone over the hills, hell bent fer elecThey know their the plow, and which lie waste and
the critical moment when the whole own business, are quick and
tion. They're never coming hack
olate. These lie scattered all over the the economic revival and rapid Indus- be a disservice alike to the country
Enter
Belgian Royal Family
Liege.
trial development which may confi- and to the owners of railroads to re
man's town, no slrl"
fate of the world seemed to hang In
In action. Any leading strings Union. And there are nearly 80,000.-00Brussels. King Albert and tbe Belthe balance and threw their fresh we might seek to put them In would
acres of land that lie under dently be expected If we act now and turn to the old conditions unmodi
fied.
Those are conditions of re gian royal family made their official
strength Into the rank of freedom Ift speedily become hopelessly tangled swamp or subject to periodical over- sweep all Interrogation points away.
Little Girl Proves Heroine.
I take It for granted that Congress straint
with development.
There entry into Liege Nov. 30 at the head
time to tarn the whole tide and sweep because they would pay no attention flow or too wet for anything but gras-InShuron. Pa. Rushing In front of a
of the fateful struggle turn It once to them and go their own way. All
which It is perfectly feasible to will carry out the naval program is nothing affirmative or helpful about of the troops who conducted the hecountry chiefly roic defense of that town In 1914, says swiftly moving street car at Sharon.
for all, o that thenceforth It was that we can do as their legislative and drain and protect and redeem. The which was undertaken before we en them. Is What all the
Isahell Reeves saved
I'a
of Its moans of trans- a
needs
that
of
The
the
war.
tered
the
secretary
can
once
Belgian official statement. Almost at the life of
at
direct thousands
back, back, back for their enemies, al- executive servant Is to mediate the Congress
Wilson, two years
portation should be developed. Its rail- the same time, the statement
Harry
to
commit
submitted
a
ha
your
never
adds,
ways back,
again forward! After process of change here, there and of the returning soldier to the recla- navy
old. Grabbing the toddling youngster
ways. Its waterways. Its highways and
of
the
authorization
that
tees
entered
for
part
that It was only a scant four months elsewhere as we may. I have heard mation of tbe arid lands, which It has
its countryside roads. Bome new ele- Belgian cavalry brigade
around the waist the little
pulled
before the commander of the central much counsel as to the plans that already undertaken. If It will but en- program which covers tbe building ment of policy, therefore, Is absolutely
Germany, at the request of him from the tracks as the girl
car rolled
next
These
of
authorities.
German
the
three years.
necessary necessary for tbe service
empire knew themselves beaten; and should be formed and personally con- - large the plans and tbe appropriations plans
by.
Hon!
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IN COLORADO

CROPS.

Record of Grain. Fruit and Vegetables Shipped Shew Increase.
Denver. Colorado broke all records
tbe past year in the production of
crops, aad report received by railroad and various organisation Interested in farm production Indicate that
next year' yield will be even greater.
The transportation division of the
food administration, aader the direction of A. V. Kipp. has compiles! figures on vegetables, traits aad grata

shipped out of the state during the fis
cal year ended June SO.
There Is no comparative table at
band, but the else of. the Colorado
production, exclusive of livestock. Is
thousand three
shown.
hundred and sixty-fiv- e
cars, amounting to 1.236412,955 pounds of vegetables, grain and traits were shipped
from the state. Tbe figures In pounds
on the various shipments follow:
Wheat, 594,341,00; alfalfa kay,
196,760.955: alfalfa meal, 142.190.SW:
beans. 103.028.- potatoes,
Fifty-seve-

n

oats, 29.S56.100; corn, 80,225.760;
barley, 13,369,920; rye. 14,317,000; millet 11.409.320; wild bay, 75,901,000.
peaches, 35.S20.000; peas, 1.429,000;
The figures also show there were
309.139,048 pounds of flour manufactured, and Z4.612.667 pounds of floor
shlppe dout The sugar shupments totaled 6,000 cars or 468,600,000 pounds,
and the condensed milk shipments touted 434,769 cases.
The canning Industries packed
cases of goods which amounted to
39.531.4C3 pounds.
360;

962,-47-

1

FARMERS couragement of farm ownership, con
tinuation of government supervision
Road Building and Settling of Soldiers of stockyards and related Industries,
en Land Urged by Secretary
and extension of the benefits of mod
Houston.
era medicine and sanitation to rural
Washington, Reconstruction plans. districts. These views of the secreIn the opinion of Secretary of Agricultary, expressed in confidence to agriture Houston, should Include resump- cultural
editors of the country
tion of highway construction under
the federal aid road act, creation of a
England Will Honor Mrs. Wilson.
system of personal credit unions for
fanners, systematic supervision of
Washington. Only one other Amerland settlement, provisions for safe- ican woman has ever been received in
guarding the rights of tenants and en England with tbe social and official
MAPS

PROGRAM

FOR

courtesies which will be lavished

upon

Mrs. Wood row Wilson. History will
be repeating itself when Mrs. Wilson
arrives In London, for there, in 1616.

her

grandmother was received with the
honors due the daughter of a king. Pocahontas, daughter of Powhatan, ruler
of all tbe Indian tribes of the Potomac
region, married at 19 John Rolfe, a
gentleman of the Virginia company's
colony la the new world and two years
later went to London with her English
husband.

Bridegroom Balks at Marriage.
Brockton, Mass. Miss Mary Frost,
a pretty business-colleg- e
girl, consented to take out
license to marry
Charles E. Gregory, but at the last moment the Intending bridegroom changed
his mind. He said be hadn't known the
girt long enough.
Stele $150 te Give Hero a Good Time.
London.
To give her soldier hatband a good time when he came borne
from France Florence Hills stole from
ber mistress Jewels valued at $130 sad
,
pawned them,

THE PUBLIC HEALTH

NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD

Up to date New Mexico mourns
the loss of 258 of her sons who have
died on the field of battle, or from
wounds or disease while fighting for
FRANK STAPLIN, EDITOR
the cause of democracy against the
forces of the "Beast of Berlin".
We were at war from April, 1917
Published Every Friday at Santa Ft. the State Capital by the
to October, 1918 inclusive, a period of
nineteen months.
Basing our calSTATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
culations on the estimates of the
Children's Bureau of the Department
Frank Staplin, Receiver
of Labor of the Federal Government
in the absence of actual figures in as
Mexmuch as New Mexico has no reliable
New
matter at the post office at Santa Fe,
atered ai second-clas- s
records of vital statistics, there were
ico, under the Act of March 3, 18 79.
2019 helpless little children between
birth and five years of age died in
New Mexico during the same period,
eWbacription
most of them of preventable disease.
War is a terrible thing but the
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, DECEMBER 6, 1918.
indifference that permits the death
of 1275 innocent little ones annually in a state with so small a population as New Mexico's is still more
GREATER RAILWAY UNIONS
SERVANTS OR DICTATORS?
appalling.
December 8, there will be a con- While tuberculosis in the United
The pot it beginning to boil.
The public it awakening to the vention of delegates from all the rail-- 1 States generally is said to be slight-roa- d
ahopi on the Union Pacific y on the decrease, it is known to
feet that the extraordinary power
to form one big union.
l,e on the increase in this state.
it granted public officials at war system
All craftt and trades employed in especially among the native people.'
measures are scheduled to become
railroad shops will Be represented j he fact that of the first 2UU New
Mica meaturet, ...
.
.i . iuy 200 delegates who will act for Mexicans discharged from the army
The common citizen tnougni mac
the employes they repretent
th. railroad were taken over for
camps on account of tuberculosis, 99
Shop employet of all big ailroad have names indicating them to be of
period of war and not to exceed 21
a
be
into
to
are
organized
syttemt
months thereafter.
Spanish origin, places it beyond
doubt that this dread disease is very
He thought the telegraph and tele-- tingle union repreienting machin-phonn
linet were taken over for du. ittt, boilermakers, carmen, etc.
prevalent among our
Whether this is for good or evil
population.
ration of war, alio the exprett com- It is a matter of record that the
'n administration of railroads repanics
Ai a war measure he hat submitted !mains to be seen, although it is in' death rate from tuberculosis among
with
ne
administration
tin lixli.ni in New Mexico is over
tendency,
to all kinds of inconveniences and
and or twice that of the average in the
By collective bargaining
increased rates which he would have
tho
Area and that disease is
ranks
laborers
times.
repre
ganized
never accepted in peace
Now that the war is over he is sented iviil be able to hold up their t ..timateel to cause over 800 deaths
somewhrit surprised to have it calm- wasjes and get increases from the .m,t migratory hcallhseekcrs) an- mially in our State.
ly announced that the telegraph and nation.
Under government operatiun of
and teephoni!
I'lohalily we will never know the
empress companies
rewill
be
workmen
these
extent of the toll taken from our
sVLlem which have brn nominally railroads
conditions
citizens during the inilnenza epidem-- 1
control as war moved from competitive
un -- er govcrnment
can force higher wages.
ic, but records compiled by Surgeon
mtasri e are to be consolidated end andProducers
from the soil, business John W. Kerr of the United States
operated by the governmentthe under
war. men large and small, consumers of 1'ublic Health Service during the
t'l;hter reign than during
Ai( un we say rs war measures all classes will simply be taxed for tune he was in the Slate shower
accepted higher freight rates to pay wages. upwards of i'i,(X;0 cases and over 2,- every citizen cheerfully
The greatest danger is the conso0 deaths. Dr. Kerr estimated that
Cut the men
every inconvenience.
who were given this taste of power lidating of large bodies of voters in up to the time he left the state
in November
I.ittan
and
there had been
organization.
seem hent on continuing
at least 5 (,(' 10 cases and a propoit in peace times.
STRANGLING OIL INDUSTRY
Since 1776 the American people
rtionate number of deaths. In many
cases entire families and in some
bave felt entirely able to think, net
and look out for them elves, anil At a time when highest authori- - cases small communities were coin-tie- s
wiped out.
choose and elect their official (pawl
agree that it is absolutely
of
the prevalence
no' etsary to increase oil production in
Concerning
public servants if you
in general throughout the
to dictr.te to them what they could U. S. wo have obstructionists in
out
a
o!
case
small settlement
and could not do but to carry
Washington blocking oil and land late, the
the wishes of the people of this na- - losing bill. Practical horse sense in Valencia County may be cited asof
of
less enlightthe
wants
business
and
many
typical
tion.
judgment
good
this
Among
Apparenily this rule is to be re- American initiative, enterprise, and ened communities.
versed and the "paid servants" are capitol turned loose to unlock these small group of people who today
V")
to become the "paid dictators" and- natural treasures, but theoretical niMiber about 300 souls all told,
tho peoole are calmly advised to - conservationists and the Socialist cases of small pox occurred in 1914.
exhad
1'J15
an
In
., have used the national crisis
epidemic ol
they
,in',.re without complaint or
to force their pet theories of federal diphtheria of over 100 cases. Since
planation.
has
lost 120 of
little
measure
this
a
of
war
.1913,
these
place
ownership and operation
Again we sey as
this was O. K., at a peace measure va,t industries. For years there has'lier citizens, 31 of them this year,
Disease is not a pleasant thing to
been an oil land leasing bill kicking
it is
It will wind up by depriving the aroUnd Washington, from one com- - contemplate and interest in it must
tates of millions of dollars of tax mittee to another, and to such a be regarded as being to some extent
under the governmental condition have things come that in- morbid, unless it has as its ultimate
revenue
ownership program and it the cn- vestment in new oil land territory object either cure or prevention,
the j, practically stopped. Wettern oil! Let anyone who doubts the need
tering wedge for breaking down
American tpirit of indisydual initia- - producins ttatet are suffering sev-- . in New Mexico of an adquate State
of Health look about
Department
five and enterprise and turning the erely.
nation over to officialism and to-- ! Meantime, the production of oil, to him and see the enormous economic
cialistic rule.
essential to the nation's welfare, is loss caused tnrottgn tne sicKness ana
and new pro- - premature death, not only of those
on the down-grad- e
duction it stopped at the behest of who come here to seek the benefits
LABOR AND FREE TRADE
tome fanatical statesman (7) in ot our Climate, out oi tnose near
and dear to him among our own
Can Mr. Gompert tie American Washington.
now many relatives ana
people.
labor to the chariot of international
friends who helped to make life
GRAFTERS PARDONED
Free Trade?
pleasant and profitable, have been
.He tried to do that at Laredo,
away, or reduced perhaps to
"Lieutenant Colonels J. C. Vin- - taken
Texas, international labor conference,
burdens of sickness and disease.
Hit other four propositions teem cent ,n George W. Mixter, army mere
Thousands of years ago, Solomon
E. Hughes
reasonable.
officer named
by. I Charles
. I said, "Where ,,there is no vision, the
.
.
I
I
.
Ti .
.
f
...
f?nmni.a
.llamnli
.
on
n
uia irfcrii
nil report
jjui wiidii i't. u.
Wtll not our leg,s
to crusade for hi. free trade belief .tion
havingZ transacted bu.ines. fePle Peris.h-heed to this situation
.'by declaring that organized labor in with private concerns in which they 1'ress give
Service, N. M. Public Health
America wants a plank in the peace were interested, were pardoned by Association.
agreement to prohibit any or nil President Wilson." So it appear to
"political or economic restrictions- be all right in Mr. Wilson's opinion
MAKING THE OFFICE PAY
meant simply to benefit some na- for men in responsible positions to
tions and to cripple or embarrast contract with and pay themselves
nouns.
ine
others, he goes beyond
corporations exhorbitant prices
por the t,U5jncss man who wants
f or any quantity of anything they
of his authority and influence.
I)rac(ical prof jt.making ideas to ap- mr. take a notion
to make out a bill for. .,
lt is a serious matter tor lab-j
hjs (1ffj(.c "M iking the Of- j
Compers to speak for organized
fjce
j,ay'
jlst isslled by the A. W.
or on that issue. He has no more
The s,ale Reeord acknowledse. Shaw Company of Chicago, is one
with thanks the receipt of a long of the strongest works along this
to say that organized labor must list of Thanksgiving dinner recipes line we have yet seen. It lacks
vote to a man for a certain political
the Food Administration at tirclv any "atmosphere" of theory
to or conjecture, and its 382 large-siz- e
party.
Washington, D. C, with
American citizens, union or non- publish during the week request
beginning pages are crowded with tested plans,
of
ttandard
American
want
union,
Dec. 2nd. This very efficient (7) methods, and systems that make for
wages and living to be maintained. branch of the public service must better everyday office results.
the
of
It is inevitable, that some
nfiCciMa
a,itnjr1 flint tlifi n.nnl w. r f. New
. 1 111 11' II i
.A... t . . i
kill.
.
.
,
J i
..ill IntiAcl.irotinn
abnormal wages now paid in war in- - Mexico .djourned their Thanksgiv the compilation
of these plans and
dustnes will have to come down. But ing d!nner, over inlo thi. mon,h, or methods. Hundreds of offices were
it is to the national welfare thatr the pernap, they have earned the "real visited and many .hundreds of plans
general range of wages in
trut.. tnat we have elaborate were sifted out to secure those which
snnustries shall oe maintained.
Thankieivine: dinners everv dav in armour in the text
More than 200
The Spokane Spokesman - Review, tne year ner in the Sunshine coun-- , illustrations complete the helpful- "These
wages
says:
Iness
'rogressive,
of the work.
trT
can not continue if we throw open
With chanters on hirincr and train- the markets cf this country to the
D1SGUSTED WITH JONES
office
ling
help, better working con- is coming with
short-cu- t
fiorc competition that
iditions,
accounting, and so
American
arms.
of
the liing down
Four years more of Senator A. A on, the text practically amounts to
and
made
and
manufacturers
products
Jones of New Metro. Fort Sumner, a complete,
office
And the Keview editor is ice. W. II. Let
produc 'd under Amnrinn high standauthor of
ards of wages and living can not not the only democrat who is (lis-- ; "Scientific Office fingwell,
Management," and
with
conmetit'on
onen
under
l
h
e
wi
the prospect. State
itnd
rust
emciency engineer
manof ct'jrers and products created Record
the editor.
The price, bound
Nor is he the only democratic editor cloth, is ?4.
by the lower stiindnrd; of F.nrope
and the yet lower standards of .that is disgusted with lones and the
China and Japan."
democrat outfit, national, state and
county. Our prediction is that two ALL WOUNDED TO BE
LEGISLATIVE REFORMS
HOME BY CHRISTMAS
years hence Otero county will be
found in the Kemihlican column. In
a
it
this
election
highas
was
fact
far
as
The people are demanding
All American wounded in England
or standard of service in the state the county ticket was concerned. with the exception of about 500 of
the
of
if
branch
The
was
democrat
that
largest
majority
the most serious cases, will be back
lecilture
52 and the largest republican majoriin the United Statet by Cbrittma
government is to enjoy respect.
By the system known as direct ty was 160. The prospect shows no according to present plans.
legislation the people showed that silver lining for the democrats
they distrusted legislatures as such, TularosS Tribune. (Dem).
but that tyttem has not worked
WET AND DRY SITUATION
well.
The people have a right to deThe following table shows the
mand greater efficiency and lest
watte by legislatures less lost mo- states that are now dry, those that
tion and lets rash enactment of laws. have ratified the proposed prohibi
Before
legislature takes up and tion amendment to the federal Connacts a new law imposing a tax stitution, and those that voted dry
or creating burden affecting all the last week.
State Now Dry
people (aid law should be asked
Maine, Kansas, N. Dakota, Oklaho- for by some on beside those in
'ma. Georgia. N. Carolina. Mississin- terested in putting it over.
should alto rise above nj. Tennessee. W. Virginia. Alabama.
American
the petty practice of nepotism that Arizona, Virginia, Colorado, Oregon,
manifest itself in taking member Washington' Arkansas. Iowa, S. Car- of their familial to the state capitol olina, Nebraska, S. Dakota, Utah
and getting tbem fat sinecures dur- Indiana, Michigan, New Hampshire,
Montana, New Mexico, Texas. 27.
ing tho session.
If thi ia to bo a country with op
Ratified Federal Amendment
Mississippi, Virginia, Kentucky, S.
portunity for all alike to get to the
front, ia peace time a well a war, Carolina, N. Dakota. Maryland. Mon
W
MAGAZINE
and! if politically wo aro all created tana, Texas, Delaware, S. Dakota,
free and equal, lot our legislatures Massachusetts, Arizona,
360 ARTICU:360llLtuSTRATI0NS
Georgia,
et a bow peace.
Louisiana. 14.
Voted Dry Lest Week.
A NATIONAL PROGRAM
Ohio. Nevada, Minesota, Wyoming,
Florida. California. 6.
Jn the Missouri Legislature,
Permanent highway to be built
the
drvs have a majority in the House
by tato and nation.
Double-trac- k
tho transcontinental and say they have pledges from 24
railroad.
members of the new Senate to vote j
Kedeem the waste lands by drain-- j for the Federal constitutional
At Your Neweaealer
j
and irrigation.
mendment.
Eighteeti votes would
Yoarty Subscription tJBO
lands with be required for the Senate to ratify
Clear tho logged-of- f
Send for oar nese re cof
modern machinery.
the amendment.
slog of mechanical books
Open tho rivers and harbor for
j
tho commerce of tho world.
Mararht
Employment is nature's physician
Popular Mochanica
status Michigan v
Place bo obstacle ia tho way of and its essential to human
iadmsti ies and initiative. nets.
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State of New Mexico, U the awaceishU
oontainlnc UO.M lent, of wblsk MS.M M Bm. i AU of Section T. I. t. 10. II, an annual rental of I1M.0O par
bidder docs not sicca la a ceairact erltaae
aeres were ueeted tor tba (santa, Ft an4 12, It. 14. it, II, IT. II; AU of (free.)
for oatd landa. Laaao will be
days afttr It has sees anilea t
Count? Railroad Bond Fund. Ths tlona II, M, tl, It. 13. 4; T. M. &, ft aubatantlal eonfomlty with form of oil and thirty
him
the State Land
said see
Improvements eonalat of fanetng, value 14 W., BViNWM, MIMBWtf. BIM, Sec araa leaae on file in the office of the Com- - tract byto pro. ids that theOffice,
purchaser auj
Bee. Ill BBtfBWM,
1100.00.
SWtf miflHione or mono ianaa. copy or wmcn at his option make payments
t; BWMBBM,.
ol sot less
At than
of ninety. fit. par eat
bum bob. li; rt WMHnije, NMSWH. bob. will be furnlahed on application.
Bolt No. 1151
BWUBWH. Bse, IT; It; NWUNEJe.
NEUNWU, See. 14; WM. time of bidding the uoceaaful bidder will of tha purchase price at any time aft.)
41 t
Boo. II; WVfcNWU.
NWtt WJ4NEH, 8BMNEM. SBM. Bee. I; Lot be required to pay the Commlaaloner of tha sale and prior to ths txpiratloa 1
Alt nf rfrunllnsi 1 f T H 8W14, Bee. 10; T. IT B. R. It W contain- - 1, 1, BEJ4NWM. BV4NBJ4, NEKNEJ4, Syi, Publlo Landa the amount of the first thirty years from the date of the eaa
ale Vn. 1111
.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
00 00 acres, of which 140.00 mtm See
W WSKa, year'a rental offered, the eoet of adver- tract and to provide for the payment el
SMSWM.
7,
. R. 11 W.. eontalnW
MS.M acrea.
NEJdSWj,
oapsid balaace at tba npirat'ie . a
BBMNWM. tising and expenaea Incidental
thereto. any
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Than ara no Improvement! 6n thla tract iwore aelected for the Banta Fe and Grant NEMBEM. Bee. I; 8WJ4NEH.SM8WM.
thirty years Irom the date of the eoa
Bee. Posaeaalon will be given aa aoon aa
SMSEM.
Sec t;
Bond Fund. There ara NWMSWM.
Railroad
County
tract
with latercat oa deferred
PUBLIC LAND BALE
10: NWIe. NK8WM. NWMBEM. SEMBEId.
ate No. 1131
of leaae la executed by the mow ai ine rate 01 lour per cent perpayments
KEK8WH. BWUBW14 no lmprovanMnta on thla tract.
aaamsi
Bee. II; All of Sec It; SBMNEM. WM ful bidder, which muat be within tblity payable in ad.aacs oa the anniversary
Section
ol
See.
WH8EM.
WANEM,
II;
I;
SIERRA COUNTY
Sate Wo. US!
EMNSU. BVtNWtt, NEM. WM. SBM. Bae. IT; NMNEM. BEM
from date of bid In oiler to avoid he data ol tha contract, partial sayeaeats
Beetlon It: T. M 8.. R. I W.. contain
i
be credited oa the aaai.ereary
to
Sec. 14; T. IT 8.. R. 14 W., contalnlns NEM. EMWM. Lou t. I. Bee.
the
of
Lot
1
forfeiture
all
tor
140.00
aelected
of
and
laud.
Santa
tha
acres,
II;
awneys
rights
Office
ol the Commissioner ol Public Ins
date ol the contract aext following the
nres,
Fa and Grant County Railroad Bond
,sn
5a NEMNWM. SWMNEM. Bee. It; NMNEM.
date of leader.
Lend.,
County Railroad Bond Fund. Too! Bee. 10; NWMNWM. Bee. 11; T. U S.. WITNESS my hand and the official seal
Suit Fe, Nsw Mexico Fund. The lmprovementa eonalat of fsne- - Grant
lmprovementa eonalat of fencing, value R. 'It W containing lT.llt.4t acrea, of of the State Land Office of the State of
The above aale el lead will be eabjeci
Inc. value 1175.00.
Wntlro I. herehv aiven that nurSBSBt to
175.00.
which 10.t4T.34 acrea were aelected for New Mexico, this twenty-thir- d
day of,1 to valid exiatine riahta. aasementa. riehta
Ike provision, ol an Act ol Coogre.s, ap'.of
1240 KM, BWtf. 8m 11; NX.
Railroad
and
Sale
No.
way sad reservation
Santa
the
saiB.
Fe
Grant
ucwDsr,
County
Sate No. 115S
proved June 20th, 1910, the liwl of the
NH, Bee. tt; BWK Bond Fund.
The lmprovementa eonalat
BWSEK. SESWH, Bos. 13; NW14,
ol
new Mexico ana ins ruies sua
Stttel..iA.
The
Commiseioaer ol Public Lead,
Sec.
eontalnlIT
11
R.
W
T.
FRED
S..
34;
MTJLLER,
of Welle, tank, and fencing, value
Sea 15; EHNW. NE148VYU
of the Slate Land Oflice. the
his
holding such aale reaervea tht
acre. There are no lmprove- $10,000.00.
Commlaaloner of Public Landa, State of right sgent
Commissioner ol Public Lande will oiler.' Bee. It; T. 10 B.. R. 10 W., contalnlns na; 360.00
to
reject say and all bids offeree'
on
menta
thla tract
at public eale to the highest bidder at 1010.00 acre. There ara no lmprove-New Mexico.
at said aale.
No bid on the above described tract! will
o'clock P. M., on Tuesday. January 14th, menta on mia tneL
Sate No. 1154
os
EttBEK. Bee. IT; be accepted lor leia than THREE DOL- First Publication Nov. 1, 1018.
Possession under contract
of aale toi
ibis, in uie town ok miisooro, uwnj of
LARS
(63.00)
Sec.
per acre, which it the ap- Last Publication, Jan. 10, lUt.
8E14NBH.
In
10;
front
the above described tracts will be givas
New
1941
15lRBtf Rjm. 14; flWU
EttNEK, BWNW,
Mexico,
Hill Vn.
terra. Bull of
in addition thereto
on or before October lat, 1919.
11 b. r. s.NWJSWM. Sec. 21; T. 17 a, R. 13 W., praised value thereof, and
the court novae therein tha following de-- av.u amuavru iba u- pay for the im380.00 acrea. aelected tor the the successful bidder must
aerlbed tracta of land, via. I
W.. eontalnlna- - 160.00 acre. There ara no contalnln
on the land.
Witneas my hand and the official aeal
STATS OF NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond provements that exist
on thla tract.
nf the State Land Olfice of the State o
lmprovementa
Fund.
The lmprovementa
eonalat of
Bate No. Utt
Sate No. 1174 All of Bea It; T. It B..
SEUNWK, Bee. 14; T.
New Mexico, this fifteenth day of Novem
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
houae
and fencing, value $160.00.
R. t W
II &, R I w., containing: ditch and Bale No. 1242
SEtf. 8MNEM. EM
containing 140.00 acre. The
ber, 1918.
he lmprovementa eonalat of
awtl. Sea 24: T It B.. R. I W.. contaln- - Sale No. 1265
lmprovementa eonalat of fencing, value
OIL AND GAS LEASH OF PUBLIC
SH. Sec. 1; SEW. NM $408.36.
, FRED MULLER,
No bid on the above described
feaclhg, value 150.00.
Ins 320.00 acrea aelected for the Santa Fe 8WV4.
LANDS
Sec. 4; Lot 1. NEt48Et4. Sea I; tract of
Commissioner of Public Lauds of th
land Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
will be accepted for leaa than
Lot S, BEUSWU. BU Th
Bate Wo. 1227
State of New Mexico
- h.m w.n T. 18 8.. R. 11 W containing 639.78 acrea. $10.00 perlandacre.
QUAY COUNTT
First Publication Nov. 15, 1916.
houae. fencing, corral, value ,282.00. Tnere are n0 lmprovementa on thla tract
.'iiwu

STATB OP NEW MfcXItO

See-Gra-

NEW MEXICO ST ATE LAND SALES

SW-.SE-

dt-y-

fr J"

f

.

t

,.,.

Pump
Each of the ahnve described tract
will Office of the Commissioner
of Public
e offered for sale separately.
Td5, J5r'
HW!4, 8WK. WV.SE14, BE9E14. Sea , g,, j0. 1243
NW!4, Sea 11 ; T. 13 S., XT.'e s- Lands,
W"
l
Sea
NH.
7'
, w., containing 160.00 acrea aelected
SB.
U; All of Section II;
18,8
The above sale of land will be subject
for the Santa
NHNEJ4. NV.NW14. SW14NWM. Sea 11; for lhe Santa Ke and Qrant coum,
fining 80.00 acrea
Banta Fe, New Mexico.
rant County Railroad Bond 'O the following terms and conditions, vis.:
T. 14; a. R. 1 W.. containing 1110.14 road Bond
The lmprovementa con - e an0
undare
on
Tnere
aelected
n0
acrea
were
480.00
which
lmprovementa
aeraa. of
for land selected for the Santa
Notice Is hereby given that pursuant to
of fenclng and 20 acrea cleared, value
glst
Except
Fe ami (.rant County Railroad Bond Fund, the provisions of an Act of Congress apfor the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail- - .$335.00,
a
:he successful bidder must pay to the
reaa Bona rwia ine improvements ewn- - I
proved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
Sale No. 1257
- w 1911 cram om is, ee a
S'4SW4, Sec. I; NWU, Commissioner of Public Lands or his aKeni State
t tit a hniiM vniiiA isnn.no.
of New Mexico, and rules and reguof
uch
lol'linfr
the
aale,
R. 10 W.. containing 160.00 acrea selected
S' price offered by him for the land, four lation, of the State Land Office, the ComeLi,DV' B.12 if'
w- ate No. 1221
Lota 1. 2. t. 8NW4. 'for the Santa Fe anll Grant County Kall.R;
missioner of Public Lands will offer for
cent
for
bal
per
interest
advanre
the
8:,
in
W.. containing 614.44 acres of
Sec. t: All of Sections t.
IWil.
ance of such purchase price, fees for ad lease for the mining for, and extraction
rrh.
electe Ior 018 Santa vertisin
P4'44 acres were
and nppraiarment 'and all coat. of oil and gas, at public auction to the
4, T. 15 S R. 1 W.. containing 1740.67 ast 0f fencing; and clearing. vaJuo $250.00.
ana
or
uram
ere 11, rat n ani hii
Bona
well
Kauroaa
niLi'i' tiii iu iur
uoumy
teres. The Improvements consist
,re
bidder at ten o'clock. A. M., JanTnft Improvements consist of fenc-- m )t Raid amounts must be Hpositr1 in rash highest
'Fund26
and fencing, value 1350.00.
T.
Sec.
Salt No. 1245
S.,
4;
SW.
or certified exchange at thr lime of salt-in- uary 14th. 1919, in the town of Tucum-car- i,
in
value
1225.00.
10
selected
160.00
R.
acres
contalnlnn
W.,
which
ail
nf
them
taid amount and
County of Quay, Slate o( New Mextt Bee.
No. 1229
oft, Sec ;
tr auhject to forfeiture t' the State of ico, in front of the court house therein,
-The?e are no improve-lns- '30 T- ! NV4.
All of Section. 16. 17.
N'cw Mexico, if the
KJ4BV4. JlTlondUnd
uccessful bidder doe the following described lands,
lt:
W., containing 163.63 acrea aelected jot fxtrute a contract within thirty days
8ea S2; SWKNWK, WH8W?4,
mentB on thi. tracL
the Santa Fo and Grant County Rail-Be- e. after it hat been mailed to him
NH NH, Bee. 25; SW14SWH. 8V4SE(4.j
No. L-by the
Sale
NW) BBH.
There are no lmprove-NEV- St ate Land Office, aaid contract to pro- Sec. 16; S'ASKH, SEX SWtf,
Sec. 12; E
Bee. 27; All of !road Bond Fund.
If 6EKNE14, 19EV4SE.
gale No. 1246
SWtf. NWtfSWK
vide that the purchaser may at hit option
Bee 13; T.
S.. R. 5 W.. contain- - Bectlone 31, 32, 33;
Sec. 26; SBtfNEX. N4 SEX. Sec. 27;
Sec. 34; T. 21 S., jmenU on this tract,
make
of
not
less
than
i
payment
r
tnc 3640.00 acres of which 2800.00 acrea R, 13 w, An of Sections 1, 12. 13; N'i. '
-of ninety-fiv,. 0
cent of the pur NiNi, BWHW, K.c. :12; All of Sec. 36.
pi-8-125
:
'
were selected for the Santa Fe and Grant
Sec. 24; EH, Sea 25; T. 21 8., R.
hae price at any time af'er the attic and T. 11 N.. R. 29 E., All of Sec 16; T. 10
320.00
selected
acres
W"
contnl",nB
Imthe
to
of
The
Fund.
Bond
3
14
prior
thirty year from N.. R. 31 E.. All of Sec. It; T 1 N.. R.
w., WH. Sec. ; All of Sections 4. 6, ?
County Railroad
the contract and to provide 31 E.. All of Sic.
' 2e Jonil. Grant Con'lr 'he date of expiration
provemente consist of 2 wells and wind- - ; WH. Sec. 7; All of Sec. I; WHNE!4, 'tr
16: T. 8 N.. R. 30 E..
Im- - for the oavment of anv unnaid balance
at
na.
no
Bon"
KalIroa1
There
are
mills, tanks and fanclng. value $2,100.00. WH, BE'i, Sec 9; E14NW11, SW. Sec.
the expiration of thirty yan from the All of Sec. 36: T. 8 N R. 29 E.. All of
on
tract.
this
Pfovemcnts
Sic. 16; T. 10 N., R. 29 E., SEX. EHNEK.
J date
,10; All of Sea 16; Lots 1, 2. SEM1NWI4,
of the contract with interrst on tlefr-roec. if. 1. ESW4. Sec. 16; T. 22 S.. R. 13 W.. SH.
iMU
eoie
,, Ko 12(!nFiA PUWU
foments si thein rate of four per cent SWtf NEJ4, SEX NWX, EI4SWX. Sec
19 8., jho.
R. 7 W., containing 40.00 acres. The gee 6; All of Sections 8. 17;T.24 S.. R. cJ!
n,,':,",
"n
a""u,n P'vlWc
16; T. 9 N., R. 30 E.. NEXNEX. ScO.
'
"R
P"AH of Sec. 16; T. 11 N.. It 30 E..
isnprovements consist of fencing, value 13 w containing 11674.62 acres, of which 60.00 acres
hial payments to dl,e creditn ,c"n,rai,1'
or the n- 18;
ncn.ii acres were selected for the Santa
SUUU
5,960 acres and designated aa
Grant County Raroad Bond Fund. There iverary of the date of the contract nvat comprising
nine sections.
"
"
tonowtnR the uate 01 tcn.ier.
no Improvements on this tract.
Mo hid nn the abovs described tracts i. .T
fre
na.
no improvemenia on,
tZ.
fpuD w. n tills tract.mere are
wm. un Bwciiim 7..
No bid will be uv i.tcd for less Ihun
fnr the Santa
Eale No. 1261 Iots 2, 3, 4, EHEH. See. FeThe sale of land selected
BOLLARS ($3.00) per acre, which Is the,
RaHrmd Bond 1'und an annual rental of $100.00 per section
and Grant
.
01
eCllonS Z, J. HHNWil, BW14 will he Mi!ij.-c- t County
...
...
anit In ndrlltlnn
ol
to the above terms ami for said lands.
lhrnf
Lease will be made In
Sereto the successful bidder must pay for 8.
'ctalnlng ITo.OO ' acre's
with form of oil and
iTc.lh"oV
m'VTy
the improvement, that exist on U,e land. Tncre are n0 lrnprovtmtnU on thls tract,
the olflce of the Com-- ,
It the time of !alc. one. tenth ol the mircha.c
,ia8e " "le
mmitlone.
of
Public
him
L..nd8, copy of which
f,r the land, four
ncres were selected for the price rifered by
w,llch ,562-2Earh of the above described tracts will
27
fia(1 Vo ,,.R
cent interest in advance f,,r the balance will be furnished
on application.
At
We offered
for sale separately.
liiru Sections
li Santa FeTheand Grunt County Railroad Bond ofper such
fee
purchase price and will be re. Um0 Df bidding the successful bidder will
consist
of
Improvements
house,
17.
of
be
will
The .bove sale ol tand
co
subject
n"r'pdaymerof",he bance'
value
J'" U'e Commlartor--r of
to the following terms and conditions, vis.: 18. 19; WH, Sec. 20; All of Sections 33,
" "ie iirai
price in thirty equal annual install"
... Ba- - ..
.. a chase
34, 35; T. 27 8., R. ( W., All of Sections'
r.
with interest on nil deferred mr. year's rental offered, the cost of adver- ments
Eseent for land selected for the Santa
, 12, 13. 14. 23. 14. 25; NH i Sec. 26; R 14 w
containing 640 97' acre, select- - ments at the rate of four per cent per Using and expenses incidental thereto.
:
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
c.nf
in advance, payments and interest ' possession will be given as soon as
SJ T- - it ""J
ed for .?
tbe SantR Fe and Qrant County annum
the successful bidder must pay to tl.ejA"
due on October first, of earh year.
tract of lease is executed by the success-- ,
'
b0,
Railroad Bond Fund. There are no lm- Commissioner ol Public Lands or his sstent I?60-."- .'
eecuone
eec.
;
10.
ot
Ail
of
the
i.m.i ue witum uurtr
is, provements on this tract
holding such aale,
it; i,
The above sale of land will he subject .
rice offered by him lor the land, lour, EH. Sec. 19; All of Sections 20. 29; EH,
valid existing rights, easements, rights- - aByn ,rom date of bid In order to avoid
to
cent interest in advance for the bal 8WH. Sec. SO; All of Sections SI, 32; T.
of. way, snd reservations,
of
forfeiture
1263
No.
and all moneya paid.
Sec.
goto
SWHBWH.
20;
right,
aace of such pnrchase price, lees for ad- 28 8.. R. 5 W., All of Section. 1, 1. 4, 6. SWH
WHSWH. Bee 11 ; T. 11 The Commissioner oi Tublic Lands or his
NW,
vertising and appraisement and all costs 6; NH. SEH. See.
WITNESS
See.
hand
All
SWH.
and the official seal
my
s..
14;
10
R.
160.00
W..
acres,
I;
each
all
sale
and
containing
incidental to the
herein,
holding such sale reserves the right of lhe State Land Office of the State nf
of aaid amounta must be deposited in cash of Sections 15, 16; 8EH. Sec. 11; All of There are no Improvement, on thla tract agent
to reject any and all bid. offered at said New
this
twenty-thir- d
or certified exchange at the time of aale Sections 22. 36 : T. 28 8.. R. ( W.. contain- Mexico,
day of
sale.
aad which said amounts and all of them ng 24,640.43 acre., of which 7.047.69 acrea! Sale No. 1264 SEHNWH. Bee. 1; BBH
October, 1918.
arc subject to forfeiture to the State oil were .elected for the Banta Fe and Grant
Possession under contract of sale for the
EH8EH. Sea 2; NEHNEH. NWH
FRED MTJLLER,
NE, Sec.
New Mexico, if the auccessful bidder does
tracta will be givrn on Commissioner
Railroad Bond Fund. The
11; T. 19 S., R. 12 W.. EHEtf, above described
of Publlo Lands. State of
ami execute a comraci wnnin imrir oars County
nf the Mntrmel
ii7ntn
jSec. 1; T. It a. R. 13 W containing
after it has been mailed to hint by the provements consist of "
1400.50 acres, of which 120.00 acres were
Kate Land Oflice, aaid contract to proWitness my hsod and the official aeal Kirst Publication Nov. 1. 1913.
No bid on the above describee tracta will selected for the Santa Fe and Grant
vide that the purchaser may at his option
lhe State Land Office of the State of
make paymenta ol not less thao
be accepted for leas than THRRB DOL-- County Railroad Bond Fund. There are Sfrew Mexico, this 2th day of October, Lan PuhllcaUon, Jan. 10. 1911.
ol ninety-liv- e
per cent ol the pur- LARS (3.00) per acre, which la the ap- - no improvements on this tract,
191.
chase price at any time after the sale and
value thereof, and In addition
FRBD MTJLLER,
prior to the expiration ol thirty yeara Irom praised
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
the date of the contract and to provide thereto the successful bidder must pay! Sale No. 1206 Lot 1, 814NW, gwu,
the
Commissioner ol Public Lands
for
payment ol any unpaid balance at for the lmprovementa that ex lat on the SV&SEK, See. Si;B-- T. 20 8.. R. 14 W., SEH,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
State oi New Mexico.
(be expiration of thirty yeara Irom the land.
Sea 35: T. 20 , R. 15 W., containing
date ol the contract with Interest oa defer622.40 acres, of which 100.00 acrea were
First Publication, Nov. 1, 1918.
OIL AND GAS LEASE OF PUBLIC
red payments at the rate of lour per cent
Sals No. 1319
WH. SB 14, SHNE14. selected for the Banta Fe and Grant Conn. Last Publication,
Jan. 10, 1919.
per annum payable in advance oa the
LANDS
381 T. 23 S
R.
See.
W
Railroad
t
Bond
The
Fund.
containing
ty
Improvepar-Hthe
ol the date ol
contract,
r
no
MO.OO
acrea.
are
There
Improvements ments consist of fencing, value 1110.00.
paymenta to be credited on the
SANTA
FE COUNTT
ol the date ol the contract next on this tract. No bid on uie above ae--i
STATB OF NEW MEXICO
Sole No. 126t Lot I. Sec t r All of Sea
the data ol tender.
scribed tract of land will be accepted for
following
Office of the Commissioner of Public
acre.
20; NHNE54, SWUNEK. WH, SB.
leaa than $10.00 per
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Lands,
The aale el land aelected lor the Santa
Sec. 28, T. 24 S., R. 17 W, containing
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
There are no lmproveol the above deacribed tracta will 1281.95 acrea.
OIL AND OAS LEASE OF PUBLIC
will he aubject to the above terms and beEach
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
menta on thi. tract.
offered lor aale separately.
LANDS
conditions except that the aucceasful bidder
asuat pay iu caah or certified exchange at
1. hereby given that pursuant to
Notice
wUI
be subject
above aale ol land
Sale No. 1367 NEK.
NH
h
BERNALILLO COUNTT
ol the purchase toThe
the time ol aale,
the provisions of an Act of Congress apthe following terms snd conditions, vii. ,
See. 4; T. 33 8., K. IT W., conprice offered by him ior the land, lour
8W,
proved June 2(ltli, the laws of the State
per cent intereat in advance for the balance
for land aelected ior the Santa taining 320.71 acrea. There are no lm- Office of the Commissioner of Public of New Mexico, and rules and regulaof auch purchaae price and will be re- - FeExcept
Lands,
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund, provementa on thi. tract
a contract providing for
tions of the State Land Office, the Comto
execute
must pay to the
Slired
ol the balance of auch pur- the successful ol bidder
missioner of Public Lands will offer for
Sale No. 1268 All of Sectlone SI, 35.
Public Lends or his agent
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
chase price in thirty equal annual inatal-escnt- Commissioner
lease for the mining for, and extraction
the
of
auch sale,
T. 27 S.. R. 17 W., All of sections 17. 18,
with interest on all deferred pay- holdingoffered
by him lor the land, lour
Notice Is hereby arlven that nursuant of oil and gas, at public auction to the
19, 20; T. 27 S., R. 16 W
All cf Section.
ments at the rate of four per cent per pricecent
bal-i
for
the
advance
interest in
"'clock, A. M., .n
Ann,n,n(n to the provisions of an Act of Congress n1,,,e8t ,b'ldr.r. at
annum in advance, paymenta and interest per
i k a n 9A n
ne.day
due on October first, oi each year.
'"PProved June 20th, 1910. th. law. of
"',
Railroad
Grant
.11
float
New
County
the
each
of
and
and
State
an
"
& wMCxico,
Mexico,
rule,
Fund.;
to the sale herein,
of the court house
The above sale oi land will be aubject incidentalamounta
must be deposited in cashjThere are no Improvement, on thi. tract, regulation, of the State Land Office, the therein, the following described lands,
r
to valid existing rights, easements, rights-of-way- ol said
certified exchange at the time of aale
wit:
of
Public
Commissioner
will
Lands
offer,
and reaervations.
and which asid amounts snd all of then
gale No. 1269 WJ48E, EtfSWX. Sec for ,eaM for the minns for, ana Mtrac- 4.
Lot.
- Bw)- - tlon of oil and
The Commissioner ol Public Lands or his
do?. 5: NE
NE' W E ENWXgas. at publlo auction
bidde
il
Sec. 16; All of Sec 36; T. 13 N.. R. 11
i M SEX. BE
Sec. 7; Alt tne hlRhest bdder at
M
NE.
agent holding such sale reserves the right Li T .Scute 's coStracr within thirty d?y.:S.
p.
0.clockj
te reject any and all bids offered at aaid after
"clu.lv.. Stf, Sec. 1;
ht. be? mailed to him ty tie of Sea 17; NEK NEK. SKNEtf. Sec. i0!;January 11th. 1919, In the town of AI- K0'" 1 to
eale.
State Land Office, aaid contract to pro- - iSi, Sec. 18 ; Lot 1, Sec. 19 ; E'AWfi, SEK. buquerque. County of Bernalillo. State of ktfbtf. Lots 1, 2, 3, 4. Sec. 16; Lots 1 to
his
6'
vide
at
the
18
Sec.
All
of
R.
JJ
that
T.
Sec.
31:
8..
option
may
purchaser
32;
New Mexico. In front of the court house
Poasession ander contract of aale for the
SJ
paymenta ol not less than one- - w gWMSEVi. Sec. 12 : NWlsNEK. N
.v,
t.A.
above described tracts will be given en make
thirtieth ol ninety-liv- e
per cent ol tne '""'j SEtf, 8ec. 13; E!4, rT)4SWW, Sec. 15;NEM
It. 11 E.. All of See. 32 ; T. 12 N.. R 12
eigning oi the contract.
U.
Lots 12. 3 4,
W. Bea I;
N
SW
Sec,
'NEH(,
li;
23;
prT
and
hand
nffirial
aeal
the
Witness my
date of the contract and to provide NWJ, SEX. S ec. 24 ; NEK. NEJSE,
All of Sec. 16 ; S4. Sea T. 10 N., R. 10 E.. comprising 4,320.26
Sale No. L-- 7
of the State Land Office of the State of the
for the payment ol any unpaid balance at Sec. 25; T, 18 8., R 14 W., containing 3, - 132; T. 12 N., R. 2 W., All of Sec. II; T. acres and designated as seven sections,
New Mexico, this ZCth day of October, the
expiration of ' thirty years trotn the 883.97 acres of which 680 acres were select- - 'it N R 2 W.. All of Sec. 1: T. 11 N..
1111..
S W.. comprising
2.240 acre, and d
No..b" .W"L !?. nf 1100
Ff 2? G."'nt Co""y R"-!1
Bo"d
nd. The ImprovemenU con- - Biffnatod aa four iectlon..
FRED MTJLLER,
.
T
mr Sinum pa;.ble
m
1.1
..Ill V.
.
vaiue
of
oi rencins,
the contract, par-'yojd.uu.
Commissioner oi Public Landa
nivcrsary of the date
, k.
substantial eanromlty with form of o.l and
W
km
State oi New Mexico. tial payment. 10 oe crenuea on ine an
offlce t the Com- - o"
file
Sole No. 1270 EHNE14,
NESEIiJan annual rental of 1160.00 'per section
niversary of the date of the contract next
first Publication, Nov. 1, 1911.
the date of tender.
following
SW14PE'4. Sec. 11; WHNWK, BWi, Sec. for .aid landa. Leaae will be made In mission? of mi.lic Lands, copy of which
Lest Publication, Jan. 10, 1919.
At
12; EHNW14, NWMNWM.
Sec 13 : W 7. aubatantlal confomltv with form of oil and will oe rurnisticrj on application.
,.- ti
'
.n. the
F." NE. Sec. ,4; T. 18 8.. B. 14 W
'"uVy'RaT,
,,lSo on flic In the off.ee of the Com- - Mm- of
to
Commissioner
the
COO.OO
-;
Banacres
pay
selected
the
required
for
an.l
which
s
of
nnove
of
Public
xetm
mfsinne
Lands,
copy
will be subject to tne
taining
STATE fit NEW MEXICO
on application.
At I'uhlic Lands flie amount of the first
conditions except tnat tne tucceisiui bidderita Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond will be furnished
eEchanire
cost
of
s
at
certifieif
the
or
cash
adver
oav
in
rental
mutt
offered,
fencFund.
of
The Improvements consist
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tmt nf hlrtrtinir th nroessfuI hlrtrtpr will yfar
of lhe purchasr
the time ol al
Ing. value $150.00.
'be required to pay the Commissioner of t8in and expenses Incidental thereto. e
price offered fty him (or the land, four
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Public Lands the amount of the first Possession will be given as soon as
for
balance
in
the
advance
cent
interest
per
No. 1271
Sec
by thek. I success
14;
rontnl nfferert. the eont of flvr- - tract i of 1 . lease Is executed
ot sucn nurcnaie price ana win dc re
'
.
.
t
.
.
n
w
n.
1...
a
n . 1.
.a
LUNA COUNTY
.l.ll. .inui
nnri) c.
xv. itj
tou-- 1 tiBins
w .. . .......
o.. t.
o.
wim.u
u,i.i
toriD"Ki,
an(i expenses Incidental thereto.
rai
quired to execute a contract providing
sucn
purtne balance oi
lzu.uu acre, .etectea ror tne tsanta pooseaalon will be given as soon as eon- irom aaie oi 010. in tinier to avoia
the
ol
payment
taming
ol the Commissioner ol Public chase price in thirty equal annual instalOlfice
Fe and Grant County
Railroad Bond tract of lease Is executed by the success- - forfeiture ot right, and all moneys paid.
Leads,
ments wit.l intereat on all deferred payThere are no Improvement.
on:ful btnMer whlch mxltt be w,tin thirty WH
Santa Fe. New Mexico. menta at the rate of lour per cent per Fund.
my hand Md the official .ea
tract.
dav. from data of bi.l In order to avoid of theNEFS
and interest
annum in advance,
State Land Office of the fctate of
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to due oa October first,paymenta
oi each year.
and all money, paid.
of
forfeiture
rights
Sale No. 1278 NEVNWK, See. 14; T.
New Mexico, this twenty-thir- d
the provisions oi an Act ol Congreaa, apday of
20th, 1910, the lawa of the
The above Bate of land wilt be aubject IS 8., R. 14 W.. containing 40.00 acrea. WITNESS my hand and the official real October. 1911.
Kved ofJune
New Mexico and the rulea and to valid exiatin. riahta. eaaementa. riithta- - The
MTJLLER.
FRED
eonalat
of
Improvements
fencing,
Land
of
Office
of
of
the
State
8tate
ths
and reaervationa.
regulations of the State Land Office, the
value 115.00.
New Mexico, this twenty-thir- d
Commissioner ol Public Landa will oiler
day of Commissioner of Publle Lands, State of
New Mexico,
October. 1911.
at public aale to the higheet bidder at The Commiaaioner ol Public Landa or his
Sale No. 1271
'clock A. M., on Friday. January lTth. agent Taolding aach aale reaervea the right
SEHNW.
FRED MTOLXJSR,
First Publication Nov. 22, 1918
In tha town of Demlng, County af to reject aay aad all bide oilered at aaid WH8EH, Bee. SS; T. 11 8.. R. 14 W.. Commissioner ot Publle Lands, State of Last Publication, Jan. 31, 1919.
int.
Lena. State of New Mexico. In front of aale.
SWKNE. NW14. NHSW. 8EKSW4.
New Meaico.
ed
Bee. 1; All of Section t; NEK.WU
the court houae therein, the followlnc
ml aale tor the 8E14.
contract
Possession
ander
First Publication Nov. 1. ltlg.
contracta of land; via !
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
above described tracta will be gives oa 8E14. See. 11; T. If &. R. 14 W..
10. 1(11.
taining 1641.11 acrea, of which 1401.11 Last Publication. Jan.
ol the contract.
f-NO.
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
NKKNBM. Bml II; T. eigning
acrea were selected for the Santa, Fa and
fcaad aad tha official aeal Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. The
&. R. I W.. containing 40.M aerw
Wits...
STATB OF NEW MEXICO
PUBLIC LAND BALE
for tba Banta Fa and Grant County nf the State Land Office el the State of lmprovementa eonalat of t houses, slaughaTaallroad Bond Fund.
Tba Improve mem ta New Mexico, thla Mth day ot October, ter house, out houses, I wells, windmill,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
SAN JUAN COUNTY
1.
axmalat of bouse, well, windmill, oorrala. Mil.
gas engines, fencing, tanks, value
SO.
task and fencing, value fl.aM.00.
Office
ol
the Commissioaer ol Public
PUBLIC
OF
LEASE
OIL AND OAS
ttOttMK.
Lands,
LANDS
fate We. 1131
Sasts Fe, New Mexico.
KyiBH. Bee. II: An of
Coaaaslasioarr of PuMic Lead.
All of Bee. f ; SBM.
Bale No. lttt-- A
See, U: T. II 8., R. 10 W.. ooajtalnrnaT
State of New Mexico. Bee.
McXINLET COUNTT
8K8WM.
NJ4NWJ4, SEMITE.
t;
ia
Notice
gives that pursues! te
hereby
00.00
Tha tmprOTaraaot.
SttSEM. NEMBEtf. Bee, 4; All of Sections
of as Act of tCoogrcsa apFirst Publication Nov. 1. 1010.
of Publle the provisions
fenelng. Tatoa I1M.00.
10. 11; Lots t. 0. f, SWMNEM. WH. WM Office of the' Commissioner
proved June 20th, 1910, the law. ol the
La at Pmblkatioa, Jan. 10, VUl
Landa,
State of New Mexico, and rulea and reve8 EM. Bee. IS; All of Sections 14. 10; NH
Lota L i. , 4, car M:
fata No. USt
lations of the State Land Oflice, the ComNH. Syi. SWMSEM, Sec 17; SEH. Sec. 1ft :
Santa Fa, New Mexico.
T. U 8.. R. 10 WH BHBH. Bee. Si; T. tl
ol Public Lands will offer at
missioner
WH
SWMNEM.
SWM
6HNWM,
.. R. 11 W.. eontalnlna; 110.04 aeraa
STATB OF NEW MEXICO
public aale to the highest bidder at (
Notice Is hereby given that pursuant o'clock
8EH. Bee. SO: All of Bee. SS:; Lots S.
A.
M., on Wednesday, February
for tha Banta Fa and Qrant County
S. WHNEM. WH. See. 24; Lot 0 NWM. to ths provisions of an Act of Congress
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
5th, 1919. in the town of Aztec. County of
aanllroad Bond Fund. Then ara no lmNKSWM. SWMSWM. NWMBEM. Bee. SS: approved June 20th, 1(10. ths lawa of tha San Juan. State ol New Mexico, in front
on
tract.
thla
provementa
All of See. Z(; EH. EHWH. Bee. ST; SH State of New Mexico, and rulea and regu-NE- oi the court bouse therein, the following
PUBLIC LAND BALE
EHNWM. NWMNWM. NH8EM. Bee.! latlona of tha State Land Office, the described tract ol land, via:
Sea ; T. M B
Bale No. 11S4.
KW.
COUNTY
GRANT
SS; All of Bee. SS; EHEH. NWMNWM. Commissioner of Publle Lands will offer
SV5NEK. Sec. 7, T., 30
Sale No. 1317
B. W., containing 1U.T0 acrea.
SEMNWM. EHWK. Bee. S3; All of Bee, for lesss for ths mining for, and extract11 W., containing
80.00 acre.
The
eonalat of house, oorrala. well,
Office
the Commissi oocr el PabBc ions 34, 35, 36; T. 33 S., R. 14 W, E" NWH. tlon of oil and gaa. at publle auction to N., R.
consist ol house, barn, garage,
improvements
ctad grubbing, raltte tOW.00.
Lada,
NEMSWM. BH8WM. Bee. t: NEM. BH the highest ' bidder at 0 o'clock. A, M.. fencing, and fruit trees, value S3.22S.00.
NWM. NWM8WM. SHSH. Lot 4. See, I i January 14th, 1(10. ta ths town of Gal-LSaata Pa, New Ma
No bid oa the above described tract will
S, BWMNWM, WHSWM. Bee. 4; NWM hip. County of McKlnley. Stats of New
NWH. Bee. SI; T. M aV.
Bal ire. 1131
accepted for leaa than THREE DOL
aasrtmast
8EM. 8WM8WM. See, 0; WH. NEMNEM. Mexico, In front of the court house there-8HNB- be
te
Notice
that
ia
aaJtetad
hereby
given
aeraa
R. I W containing 1(0.00
LARS ($3.00) per acre, which ia the aplt:
he srovisioa. of aa Act of Coagreaa,
8EM. Bee. T; 8EMNWM. NEM in, the following described landa,
value thereof, and is addition thereto
Bar the Banta Fo and Grant County Rail- Moved
praised
hh, 191a, the lawa M the SWM. SH8WM. NH8EM. BWM8EM. Bee.
the auccessful bidder must pay for the 'as
road Bond Fond. The tmptovwinonta eon-ea- st State oflane
New Mexico aad the relee aad S: AO of See. 10
: T. It N.. provemesta that exiat oa the lasd.
Sf
Bee.
All
SHI
NEMSWM.
of
No.
Sale
;8EMNEM,
Ut
I1U.00.
of weU and clearing, value
egalatioaa of the State Land Office, the
S ;
"ommi.mofaer af Pahhc Land, wilt offer SWM. NH8EM. See. IT: NHNEM. BEM R. 11 W.. Lota 1. 4. 8HNWM. SWM. See.
above sale of lead will be eab)eei
II W.. oomprlaing KS.04 toThe
NEM. NWM. NHSWM. 8EM8WM. WH,T. II N.
8KU. Ben. U: T. N S. t emMic aale ta the Mrheat fsi'toee
Bala Vs. 1M
the following terms sad conditions, via.:
NW. Lots S. 4. scree aad designated aa two aeetsona,
R. 0 W oontalnlnc 1(0.00 aeraa aelected S o'clock P. hL, oa Thursday, January KRM. 8EWSEM. Bee.
See.
WH
10:
The Successful bidder muat pay ts the
(or ths Santa Fs and Grant Cosmtv Rail- - l.th. 11. In tba town of River CltT. Bee. 11; WHNWM. EH8WM.
Bale No. L--t Lots 1 to 4, litcluslvs. Commissioner of Public Laada or his sees
teed Bond Fund. The lmprovementa coo- - County of Grant, State of New Mensee, NWM. SWMSWM. See, 24; SEMNWM. NHNH.
of the
SWMNBM.
BHNWM. NWMSWM.
such sale,
the NEM SWM. SWMSWM. See, 27: NWM
holding
slat of well, fencing and clearing, value In front of the court house thefvds,
- price offered by him for the lasd, roar
NWM. NWMSWM. SEKSWM. SWMSEM.iSee. 1: T. 10 N.. R. II W All of BeeJfoilowtnoT described tracts of land, via--t
(too. 04.
per cent interest in advance for the bal
r. si rs.n. i
See.
PV4NEH. NWM. N1SHS1SH. Bee. lions is. az.
of such sprrhase price, fee. for sd
EHNWH. NR14BWH. Sth NEM SEH. See. SI: An of Bee. 11: WHIf. S. 4. BHNH. 8H. 8ee. f: T. 11 N.. R. ance
Bale No. 1UT
NBH. Bee. ff : T. N , Bele No. 154
vertiaing snd appraisement aad all coat,
R. ia W.. containing 1(4.00 acres aeJeeted BW4BE14, Bee. II: T. IT BL, R. II W NEM. SEMNWM. SWM. Bee. 04; All of ,20 W.. All of See. SO; T. 11 N, R. 20 W incidental to the
each end
sale
be deposited is
SW. See. 34 ; T. tS 8 R. li W SHSH. Bee.Sec-1 ;- comprising S.4S4.4T acres aad designated all of aaid amount, mastheme,
for the Sajitn Fa and Grant County RahV SWTtNEH. NWaSSBH. Bee. 1:
caah or certified exchange at the time
las six sections),
U: SFM See. 13; all of
toad Bond Fond. The linpiu.emeiits ens- - Bre. 4; 8HSRM Bee, t: RHK4, KW, .11 &-at Mir and which aaid amounts ssd ail
atst of horns, weU. fencing and eliarwag. NWH. Bee. 0; NW4. WHSW. Bee. 0; tlons M. 34: T. II 8.. R. 14 W, All oil
T.
1440,00.
a, a. vr fjections L S. I; BH Bee. I: BH. Bee. I; No Md win be accepted for area thea of them see
Ka.HlCH. aa.
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PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND SALE
CURRY
Office

the

of

Lands.
Santa

Fe.

COUNTY

Commissioner

New

Publit

ol

Mexico-Notic-

is hereby givm that pursuant to
the provisions nf an Act of Conirrea
an
June 20th, Vnu. the laws of thr
proved
Stale of New Mexico, and rules and regula
tions of the State Land Office, the Com
missioner of I'uhlic Lands will offer at
bidder at 10
public sale to lhe hinu-9clock, A. JM., on luesif:iy, Ueccmber 17th.
I1 IS.
in the town of (lotfia. Countv n
Curry, State oi New Mexico, in front of
the court house therein, the following He
crihed tract s of land.
iz. :
SaJe No. 1316
All nf Sections 6, 7, 18,
FM. Sec. 19: T. 5 N.. R. 36
.. All ol S
T. 6 N., R. 35 E.. All of Sec 31; T
N.. R. .V' E.. conlniinnir 3522.00 acre.
The iinprr.vcmtnt s cnnftist nf 4 hiuKes,
iraraKe. bl.cds. barn, cellar, chicken houae.
corrals, 3 wells and windmills, fencing, and
value $12,075.00.
plowing,
36;

No bid nn
land will

the

Commissloasr

fab lie

ol

Santa Fe, New Hemic.
Notice It hereby given that porauaat to
the provision a of an Act of Congress, ap
June 20th, 1910. the lawa of too
S roved
late ol New Mexico and tht rule aad
regulations of the State Land Office, tk
Commissioner of Public Landa will offer
at public aale to the highest bidder at
10
o'clock, A. If., on Tuesday. February
11th, 1919, In the town of Eetancia, County of Torrance. State of New Mexico, fol-in
front of the court houae therein, the
lowing deacribed tracta of land, viai

-

Sale No. Mil
NEtf, See. 2, T. S N.,
R. 8 E., containing 159.60 acrea.
The In'
provenience consist of house, barn, wellf,
windmill, and fencing, value I275.0U,
All of Section V, T. 6
Sale No. Mil
R. ft E., containing 640.00 acrea.
The
improvements consist of 1 mile, J wire
fence, value $100.00.
N.,

No hid on the above deacribed tracta will
be accepted for leaa than TEN DOL
LARS ($10.00) ner acre, which ia the ap
praised value thereof, and in addition thereto
the auccesetful bidder must pay for the lmprovementa that cxiat on the land.

Each of the above deacribed tracts
he offered for aale aeparately.

will

The aucceasful bidder must
to the
nis agent
Commissioner of Public Landa orpay.
of the
holding auch aale,
price offered by him for the lapd, four
per cent interest in advance for the bal
atice of auch purchaae price, fees for advertising and appraisement and all costs
incidental to the aale herein, each and all
of said amounts must be deposited in casta
or certified exchange at the time of sale
and which aaid amount s and alt nf them
are subject to forfeiture to the State of
New Mexico, if the successful bidder doea
execute a contract within t hirty days
nt
.ifter it baa been mailed to hitu by the
St ate Land Office, aiid com ract to pro
vide that the purchaser may it his option
make payments of not lest than one
thirtieth of nimty.five prr cen of the purchase price at any time an er Uie sale an-prior to the expiration of tlnr-- i years from
the Hate of the contract ui
to provide
for t he payment ol any unpaid balance at
t I'e
rxpirat ion of thirty years from the
Lite of the contrail with iner"t on deftr
red payments at the rate of foi.r per cent
r annum p iyaltlc in u lvance on the annf the date of the contract, parniversary
tial payment a to be credited
n the anniversary of the date of the contract next
folic uing the date of trndrr.
The above aale of land will he subject
to valid existing rights,
rights
The Criinmis.i"mr of Public Lands or hts
h
sabe,
tne fight
resrrvt
agent holding tut
to rejrrt any and all bids nffeted at aid

aale.

the above described
tractn
Posses dion under contract of aale (or
accepted for less than
ii ie Muri.AKb w.uu) per acre, winch u above de. crihed tmn t will be giver fa
on
uie appraise! value thereof and in ad or before Oeto'jcr 1st, 1919.
Illicit thereto the successful bidder must
i t
..n
riav fnr fhr im,rn.pm.nla lhat
Wit nea my hand and the otiu ial sen
the land.
of the State Land Office nf he State ot
New Mexico, this twenty-fiftday of No
'
' l1""1 will be subject tc teniber, 1'18.
"ov.'
Mlow"" "r"" 'mJ conlns, vn :
FRED MTJLLER
Commissioner of Public Lands
The success,,,, bidder must pay. to the
,
State of New Mexico
or nis agent
i nnimitsioner ol ruDlic
such sale,
ol the First Publication Nov. ?9, 118,
holding
l'rlce o'leren ny mm tor ine lanu, tour per Last Publication Feb. 7, 1919,
1'"rr'"1 advance lor the balance
of

L Th,

be

.a

Ka"Ji'VZ'iVtlt'

dental to the sale herein, each and all ol
said amounts must be deposited
in cash
or certified exchange at the time of aale
and which said amounts snd all oi them
are subject to forfeiture to the State of
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
not execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to him by the
State Land Office, said contract to provide
that the purchaser may at his option make
of
payments of not less than
ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the purchase price
at any time alter tne aale and prior to tnc
expiration ol thirty yeara Irom the date
of the contract and to provide
for the
payment ol any unpaid balance at the expiration oi thirty years irom the date of
the contract with intereat on deterred paymenta at the rate oi four per cent pet
annum payable in advance on the anniversary oi the date of the contract, partial
payments to be credited on the anniveraary
of the date of the contract next follow in i
the date of tender.

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED.

n- -

PERSONAL

FUTURE FORETOLD:
Scad dim.,
ase, birthdate lor truthful; reliable, coa
vinctng; trial reading, llatrl Hauae. P. O.
Box, 1408. Loa Ank.les, Cal.No.
YOUR

MARRY IF SINGLE lor aure msrrisa. beM
largcat in the Country cstablialicd U fcara.
Thousands Honorable Wealthy members
Wishing Early marriage, both aax. Strictly
Confidential list free.
The Old Reliable Club, 712 Madison, Oak.
No.

Calif.

land,

The above aalt of land will be aubjeci
to valid exiating right , eaaementa, righti ARE YOU SINGLE? Would you marf way,
and reaervationa.
I. rt me (ind your ideal,
ry if suilnl
The comm.Biioner of Public Landa or hit ibsolute stii.sfui.iion; Many wealthy
aale
reaervea the right wishing marriage; honorable conagent holding auch
to reject any and aJI bid. offered at aaid
fidential; member, descriptions freei
sale.
Mrs. Cappel. Box-75- 7
Oakland Calif.
Pot a? -- ion under contract! of aale for -- No. 112.
be
will
the above deacribed tracta
given
on or before October lat. 1919.
NEW
FAIRMOUNT
MATERNITY HO
Witncaa my hand and the official aeal P1TAL for confinement; prices reaaoa.bl.i
of the State Land Office of the State of may work for board; babies adopted. Writ,
New Mexico, thia twentieth day of Scptera for booklet, Mr.. T. B. Long. 4911 E, 27th.
Kan.aa City, Mo. No. 201.
ber, 1918.
P. ERVIEN,
of Public Landa,
State of New Mexico
Sept. 27, I9M.

ROBT.
CommiBaionrr

Publication

First

NOTICE

OF SUIT

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE
OK NEW MEXICO WITHIN AND FOR
THE COUNTY OF SANTA FE,

Edgar L. Hewett.
Plaintiff,

No. 9105

va.

Santa Fe Realty Company, a cor
poration, and all unknown persona
who may claim any interest or
title adverse to plaintiff in the
premises described below.
Defendants,

worth 37,000, good income,
many others anxious to marry honorable
Temple, Loa
gentlemen. Mrs. Warn.
Aiiteles, Cal. No.
YOUNG WIDOW

MARRY Thousands lonely, congenial mem-Imt- ,
worth SStl.OtX) up, will marry. DesRalph Hyde, San FrancriptionsCal.-- FRKE.
MARRY IF LONELY;
for resulta try met
best and most successful "Home Maker!
hundreds rich wish msrnsge soon; strictly confidents); most reliable; yeara of
descriptions free. "The Success
ful Club", Mrs. Turdie, Box 556, Oakland.
No.

$37,000, income 5,000
16, WORTH
and many others anxious to marry
yearly,
Mrs. Warn 2?W, Temple St. Los Angeles.

WIDOW.

Cal.--

No.

WOULD

liichh..tate.

,.JH,

aiJ

rof am, 8i,ua,ed in the
anii Cuim-- .
.
BcRinmnK at a
ty of Santa
i.oiu-gon
sine
oi
west
tne
.irrci
point
wrncn is
KoaU.
formerly known as 1'ecns
the southeast corner of the tract of land
ot
A.
Trustee
Levi
Hughes,
by
conveyed
to Frank
the S.inta I'e Kealty Company,
an.
l'16
3,
drred
dated
August
Springir, by
.
pag,
recorded August 4, Mis, in Honk
reconls. in the oflice 'd
370, MiscellaiK-nuI'e
of
Santa
l
lerk
County, New
the County
northeast
whifh said point is the
;
thenct
corner of the tract herein
south 23 degs. cast along the west suit
of College Street S70 leet to the southeast
corner of thia afreet; thence westerly 758
feet to the southwest corner of this tract;

thence north 4 degs. 48 mins. east 587 net
to the eouth line oi the said Springer tract
and the northwest corner ol this described
tract; thence eouth 82 degs. 30 mins. east
488 feet to the place of beginning; and that
you, or some of you, claim an intereat or,
title to the said premisea adverae to palin-tiffand that your claima to such premises
and that
be barred and lorever eatopped,
the plaintiff's estate therein be established
and hia title thereto quieted and act at
reat.
You are further notified that unlea. y iu
enter your appearance in aaid cause on or
before the 7th day of January, 1919, judgment
will be rendered in aaid cause against you
by default.
The name and address of plaintiffa
are, McFie, Edwards ft McFie, Santa

widow
MARRY attractive
to $50,000 if suited? Arldres.
Los Angeles, Lal.-.-- Mo.

YOIT

$IO,mo

,, e,ch 0, y0U) ar: hctiy notified
y
,hat ,he plaintiff above named has filed a
.ompiaint --against you in tnc.1. aoove1. . ram

f",

No.

cisco,

Calif.

TO THE DEFENDANTS AMOVE NAMED

Uox 5M,

M'CI C
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Fe, New Mexico,

Witness my hand and the seal of aaid
court this 13th day ol November, 1918.
(SEAL)
T. C DEBACA,
Clerk,
County Clerk and
of the District Court for Santa
Fe County, New Mexico.
First Publication Nov. 15. 1911.
Last Publication Dec. a, 1911,
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LONG LIVE THE KING
ROBERTS RINEHART
By MARY

Copyright. 1917, by the RJdgw.,

Cmw

NIKKY FINDS HIMSELF IN A SERIOUS
A

AU.

PREDICAMENT

AS

RESULT OF HIS FOOLISHNESS.

RIGHTS RESERVED

Copyright. 1917,'by Mary Robert Rinehart

Und the recital of this escapade trying. He
thought of Hedwlg, and of bring the Incriminating thing with him,
much to his taste. In a modest way the little crown
prince. Suddenly be and thus condemn himself I

Nlkky felt that he was making history.
The man who had received the letter got Into the machine beside him.
The other two climbed Into the
a
n. And, as If to make the denouement doubly ridiculous, the road led
straight.
Nlkky, growing extremely
cheerful behind his goggles, wondered
how much petrol remained In the car.
The men behind talked In low tones.
"They are Inte tonight," grumbled
one of them, as the house appeared,
full lighted. "A tardy start tomorrow
Ugalul"
"Tho king must have his sleep,"
commented tho other, rather mock
ton-ne-

Synopsis. Tint crown prince of Livonia, Ferdinand William Otto,
years old, taken to the opera by his aunt, tires of the staging and
sups away to tin- park, whore lie makes the acquaintance of Hobby
Thorpe, n little American boy. Kcturnlug to the pnluce at night, he
finds everything In an uproar as a result of the search which has been
made for Mm, The nunc night the chancellor culls to consult the
boy's griiiidf'ntticr, the old king, who Is very 111. The chancellor
that to preserve the kliiKdom, which Is threatened by plots of
to form a republic, the frleudshlp of the neighboring
the terrorist
klugdoni of Karnln be secured by giving the l'rincess Hedwig In marriage to King Karl of that country. Countess Lnselick,
to Princess Annunclatn, liedwlg's mother, Is In love with King Karl
and plots to prevent his marriage to Hedwlg.
Hedwlg, who loves
Nlkky Larlsch, Otto's aid tie ramp. Is dismayed when toltl of the plans
for her marriage. Countess Loschek sends n secret message to King
Karl.
The messenger Is uttacked by agents of the terrorists and n
Cnplaln I.nrlsch, unaware of the substitutdummy letter substituted.
ion, holds up Karl's chauffeur and secures the envelope.
-

g

ingly.
With a masterly sweep, Nlkky drew
up his machine before the entrance,
Let them once ullght, let him but start
his car down the road again, and all
the devils of the night might follow,

lie feared nothing.

knew that he had no right to attempt
this thing. He had given bis word,
almost his oath, to the king, to protect
and watch over the boy. And here be
was, knowing now that mischief was
afoot, and powerless. He cursed himself for bis folly.
Then Karl came In. He came alone,
closing the door behind bim. Nlkky
and his companion bowed, and Nlkky
surveyed him through his "ogglcs. The
same mocking face be remembered.
from Karl's visit to the summer pal
ace, the same easy, graceful carriage,
the same small mustache. He was In
uniform and apparently In a compara
tlvely gracious mood. He had been
drinking, but he was not Intoxl
cated. He was slightly flushed, his
He
eyes were abnormally bright.
for the moment, rather
looked,
amluble. Nlkky was to learn, later on,
how easily his smile hardened to a
terrifying grin.
He Ignored Nlkky's companion. "You
brought a letter?"
Nlkky bowed, and the other man
held It out. Karl took It.
"Tho trip was uneventful?"
"Yes, sire."
"A bad night for It," Karl observed,
and glanced at the letter In his hand.
Was there any difficulty at the
frontier?"
"None, sire."
Kurl tore the end off tbe envelope.
You will remain here tonight," he
said. "Tomorrow morning I shall send
dispatches to the city. I hope you have
He did
petrol. These fellows here
He In
not complete the sentence.
serted two royal fingers Into the en- -'
velope and drew out Nlkky's cigarette papers!
'For a moment there was complete
silence In the room. Karl turned the
papers over.
It was then that his face hardened
Into a horrible grin. He looked up,
raising his head slowly.
"What is this?" be demanded, very
quietly.
"The letter, sire." suld Nlkky. "I
"The letter! Do you cull these a
letter?"
Nlkky drew himself up. "I have
brought the envelope which was given

Now commenced a curious scene,
curious because one of the actors was
Karl of Karnla himself. He seemed
curiously loath to bring tn assistance,
did Karl. Or perhaps tho novelty of
the affair appealed to him. And Nlk
ky's resistance to search, with that
revolver so close, was short lived.
Even while he was struggling, Nlkky
was thinking. Let them get the letter,
If they must Things would at least
be no worse than before. But he re
solved that no violence would tear
from him tbe place where the messenger was hidden. Until they had got
that, he bad a chance for life.
They searched his cap last Nlkky,
panting after that strange struggle,
saw Kaiser take It from the lining of
his cap, and pass It to the king.
Karl took It The smile was gone
now, and something ugly and terrible
had taken Its place. But that, too,
faded as he looked at the letter.
It was a blank piece of note piper.

ly, he compared her unmoved face with
that of bis old friend and cbaneelfot,
only a few nights before,
"It Is a regrettable fact," he went
on, "that I must leave, as I shall, a sad-

that"

ly troubled country. But for
he paused. But Tor that, he meant,
be would gladly go. He needed rest
His spirit, still so alive, chafed daily
more and more against Its worn body.
He believed In another life, did the old
king. He wanted the hearty handclasp
of bis boy again. Even the wife who
had married blm against her will bad
grown close to blm In later years. He
needed her too, A little rest then.
and after that a new life, with those
who had gone ahead.
"A sadly troubled country," be re
peated.
"All countries are troubled. We are
uo worse than others."
But things are
not
"Perhaps
changing. The old order Is changing.
The spirit of unrest I shall not live
to see It. Tou may, Annunciate. But
the day Is coming wben all thrones
will totter. Like this one."
Now at last be had pierced her
armor. "Like this one!"
"That Is what I sold. House yourLeave that little
self, Annunclata.
boudoir of yours, with Its accursed
clocks and Its heat and Its
and see what Is about you I Discontent! Revolution I We are hardly
safe from day to day. Do yon think
that what happened nine years ago
was a flash that died as It came? Nonsense. Read this!"
He held out the paper and she put
and read Its headings,
on her pince-ne- z
a trifle disdainfully. But the next moment she rose, end stood In front of
him, almost as pale as he was. "You
allow this sort of thing to be

GOOD HIGHWAYS HELP TRADE

as a Spur te Business Besides Giving Pleasure to Motorists Benefit Everybody.

Act

To some people good roads mean
simply an advantage for the motorist,
a convenience that was created and Is
maintained for tbe motorist's benefit,
enabling him to get from place to
place without racking his car to pieces
or experiencing the necessity of being
towed out of
mud.
Tet there Is another side to this subject of the valne of good roads, writes
L, 3. Oilier in Chicago Tribune. Good
roads mean more than an opportunity
to get out on tours from the health- giving and pleasure standpoints.
Good roads are closely allied with
progress and prosperity. They promote the more widespread use of au
tomobiles, and statistics prove automo
biles and prosperity always go to
gether.
It is fair to say that good roads ben
efit everybody : the city dwellers, those
With the approach of the anniverwho live In towns, and those who live
sary of his son's death, the king grew
on farms. Of course, the
increasingly restless. Each year he deuse of motorcars the fact that autoNo. But it Is published."
And they dure to say things like mobiles are now considered practically a necessity for everybody has been
this? Why, It It
'Exuctly. It Is, undoubtedly." He the biggest single Influence In awak
was very culm. "I would not have ening this country to the fact that
troubled you with It But the sit money expended In good roads extensions and improvements Is money well
uation is bad. We are rather
spent.
We can all remember how only a
"Not the army, too?"
"What can we tell? These things few years ago city people paid little
spread like fires. Nothing may bap-pe- n attention to good roads, and how farmfor years. On the other hand, to ers were even opposed to the expenditure of funds for the betterment of
morrow !"
highways. That, of course, was before
automobiles came Into such widesaerl-fle- e
spread usage. In the days when motorHedwlg Is offered as
cars were considered an extravagance
to save the tottering kingand were owned only by the rich.
dom. This act incidentally exGood roads and the automobile have
tricates Nikky from a desperate
taken people out Into the country.
situation. Read about these deThey have banished forever the Isolavelopments in the next
tion of farm life. They have Increased
Ilea 1th and prolonged life. They have
enabled people to dig tn and put better
BE
CONTINUED.
(TO
hub-dee- p

Hut here nguln Nlkky planned too
posts were few ond not explicit. Hut fast. The servant who came out to
at last he found the railroad, which open the doors of the motor had
The chancellor was In his old smok-t-i- he knew well that railroad without brought n message. "Ills majesty decoat and slippers. Me iiiude nil objective, save as It would serve to sires that the messenger come In,"
which exploded In
"fort to don his tunic, but Hedwlg, move troops towurd the border. After was the hnmb-sheNlkky's ears.
on Mathllde's heels, caught him In the that Nlkky found It easier.
Nikky hesltuted. And then some Imp
net. And, after a glance at her face,
Hut, with his course assured, other
recklessness In him prompted htm
tt relinquished the idea, bowed over difficulties presented themselves. To of
her hand, and drew up a chair for take the letter to those who would re- not to run away, but to see the thing
h"C
ceive It was one thing. Hut to deliver through. It was, after all, a chance
And (lint wus how the chancellor of It, with all that It might contain, was either way. These men beside the car
weiit doubtless armed one at least,
fie kingdom learned that Captain I.ar- - another. He wus not brilliant, was nearest
him. was certainly one of
s
to his royal
Nikky.
Only brave and simple of
I'lii,
And, as
the crown prince, hud disap- heart, and unversed In the ways of Karl's own secret agents.
Nlkky paused, he was not certain, but
darkness.
peared.
seemed to him that the man took a
"C am afraid It N serious," she said,
If, now, hi! could open the letter and It
toward him.
step
remove
It,
what
him
well,
substituting
with wide, terrified eyes,
watching
'Very well," said Nlkky, grumbling.
count
im substitute?
There were
"i know more than you think I do. I
"Hut I have had a long ride, nnd a cold
:W0 hear things, even in the palace."
cigarette papers In his pocket. Trust one.
I need sleep."
how
to
for
that.
Hut
make
the
know
Nlkky
Irony here, but unconscious. "I
Kven then he hud a faint hope that
mat there is trouble. And It Is not exchange?
The engine was boiling hnrd. n dull the others would precede him, and
4lui! Captain I.arisch to desert his
It would be possible to leap back
JM.Mt."
roaring under the hood that threat- that
to the cur, and escape. But, whether
"A boyish escapade, highness," said ened trouble. He drew up beside the
accident or design, the group closed
I'M chancellor. Hut, tn the twilight, road and took off the water cap. Then by
Had It about him. Flight wus out of the quesbe gripped hard at the arms of his he whistled. Why, of course
tion.
'hair, "He will turn up, very much not been done from time immemorial,
A little high was Nlkky's head as
hamcd of himself, tonight or tomor- this steaming of letters? He examined
he went in. He had done a stupid
It. It bore no Incriminating seal.
row."
He held the envelope over the water thing now, and he knew It. He should
"That Is what you want to believe.
RESPECT FOR FALLEN FOE
cap, and was boyishly pleased to feel have taken his letter and gone back
tV'.iti know heller."
with It. Hut, fool or not, he was a
were
the
loosen.
After
flap
all,
things
Me leaned back In his chair and conHow Scottish Aviator Dropped a
enough If one used one's brains. soldier. Danger made him culm.
sidered her from under his heavy easy
The lodge was noisy. Loud talking, me."
He rather regretted using almost all
Wreath on Funeral Procession of
out
held
Karl
word
a
((.rows. Nlkky gone, perhaps to Join
Without
papers
and
going of servants with
Man He Killed.
of his
papers, of course. Ue the coming
who
man.
to
the
other
and
the others who, one by one, had felt had, cigarettenever
envelope
heard of the drop trays, the crackle of wood fires In took them. Then he turned to Nlkky,
perhaps,
the steel of the terrorists. And this of nicotine
whole
were
which
logs
burning, and.
A true incident that reveals the reon the tongue of a dog.
and now he raised his voice. "Where
rlrl, on whom so much hung, sitting
As for the letter Itself, ho put It, us Nlkky und his escort entered, the did
spect shown by allied aviators for the
demanded.
he
thishoax?"
you
get
'ipre, a figure of young tragedy.
a
without even
at It, Into his roaring chorus of hunting song filled
memory of a daring enemy filer Is told
"1 tho cathedral, from the man M
"Highness," h said at last. "If the cap, under the glancing Then he sealed the ears.
In "Tnm o' the Scoots," by Edgar Wallining.
I
has
anil
do
nvi.ist
that
Two of the men flung off their htnigr burg,"
happened
the envelope again and dried it against
lace,
writing in Everybody's. Tarn, an
a
for
Karl.
"You
said
He!"
Then,
iot believe It will be because there
"You Shew the Hand of the Nevlcs."
coats, and proceeded wltfcotis aetmaoay
one of the lamps. It looked, he
Scotchman, was told that the
Intrepid
on
turned
and
left
he
Nikky
It trouble, as you have said. Sootier
Into the room 'v);"cv the Mounds Is- moment,
man he hnd brought down the day be
as good us new,
fu-termlned
to
this
old
He
In
let
bis
a
away
grief,
his
put
r later, we who love our country
companion
sued. Tfte faHU, however, still holding
n
fore was a
German nviator
lie was extremely pleased with
Jiio letter, ushered Nlkky Into a small royal rage beat on that unlucky In and each year, as his bodily weukness named Von
Must make sacrifices for It. Most of
and oh behalf of
Zeldlltz,
do
to
be
found
hurder
so,
it
white
the
while
Increased,
dividual
stood,
agent
iit, those In high places will be called
seBefore he returned to the muchtae side room, a sort of study, r'nee it and still. Not until It was ever, and
On other years he had bad the crown the Royal Flying corps, Tam was
atonn.
And among them you may be he
lected to take a wreath to the funeral.
consulted his watch. It wus three contained a desk. For kings must pur
as
as
was
blm
with
much
with
possible
pacing prince
passion,
spent
nuked to help."
"The wreath In a. tin box, firmly
o'clock. True, the long early spring sue their clerical occupations even on Karl,
on this dreary day. of days. But the
the floor, did Nlkky venture a word.
"I? What can I do?" But she
corded and attached to a little parahim four more hours of holidays.
gave
night
crown
In
was
exiled.
Is not what your majesty
disgrace.
prince
this
"If
anew, and Hie chancellor saw that she darkness. Hut the
had
his
removed
Nlkky
reluctantly
was placed In the fusllage of a
messenger was due
Is perhaps Not even for the comfort of his small chute,
Hi Mew.
at three, at the hunting lodge In the cap. Ills goggles, however, he ven expected," he said, "there
could stern discipline be re small Morane his own machine being Highway Traffic Follows Development.
presence
an
"It Is Karl, then?"
to
explanation."
was
tuied
conscious
retuln.
He
In the hands of the mechanics and
mountains which wus his destination,
Kurl wheeled on him.
"Explana laxed.
"It may be King Kurl, Hedwlg."
He would be, at the best, late by an that his guide was studying him In
Tarn climbed Into the seat. In five efforts Into their work as a result of
not
waa
much
to
comfort
Annunclata
Hon!"
he
But
not
tied wig rose, and the chancellor got hour.
with suspicion,
ex
tently.
minutes he was pushing up at the the relaxation and broadening-ou- t
"The man Nlburg was attacked. him. They bad always differed, more
itieavlly to his feet. She was fighting
On what the messenger bad told him thought Rather as one who would
steep angle which represented the ex- periences of the week-entrip Into tbe
or
the
truth
men.
that
less,
three
being,
perhaps,
by
last
Tbey
evening,
early
s'or calmness, and she succeeded very Nikky hung his hope of success. This gauge the caliber of the man before
treme angle at which a man can fly. country.
The prospect of being able to bay
After all, it Nlkky were gone. was, brletly, that he should go to tbe him. lie seemed sutlsfled, too, for bis beat him badly, and attempted to rob she was too much like the king ever Tam never employed a lesser one.
j'vell.
htm.
Both
with
to
He
to
sire.
be
His
him.
me,
fully
sympathize
story
which had been curt, grew more
,'vhat did It matter? Only
"Evidently the enemy scout realised an automobile and receive the benefits
royal shooting box at Wcdellng, and voice,
were
obstinate.
were
tbe
determined,
after
lieved
that
letter,
arrogant
they
"There are so many of you," she should go, not to the house Itself, but friendly.
the business of this lone British flyer of good roads has spurred the ambibut that he bad preserved It It Is, of And those qualities, which age was be- and must have
"You had no trouble?" he asked.
.Hsid, rather pitifully,
"And you are to the gate keeper's lodge. Here he
signaled his views to tion and quickened the Imagination of
In
were
to
soften
the
he
while
a
king,
course,
ginning
possibility that,
lay
did so powerful. And against you there was to leave his
"None, sir."
the earth, for the antiaircraft bat the man who walks or uses street cars.
machine, and tap nt
In
enfull
In
now.
substituted
another
Annunclata,
strength teries
stunned, they
"Did Nlburg say anything?"
only me."
the door. On Its being opened, he was
suddenly ceased fire, and when, He wants to be Independent
and blooming.
He wants to get away from the lim
Nlburg, then, was the spy of the velope for the one be carried."
"Why against us, highness?"
to say nothing, but to give the letter
approaching Ludezeel, Tam sighted an
more
was
fundamen
But
there
than
Karl
from
tore
the
tbe
envelope
"Because," said Hedwlg "because I to hi in who opened the door. After cathedral. Nlkky reflected. Suddenly
enemy squadron engaged In a practice ited vision that of necessity must be
careat
fault
hands
her
tal
and
It
similarity
Against
Inspected
for some one else, and I shall enre that he was to take the machine away he saw a way out. It was, he after- agent's
flight, they opened out and made way his Just as long as he Is bound to a
r'rehim
Evidently, as with the agent. father the arcbducbess held her un for htm,
life of pounding pavements and clingall the rest of my life, even If to the capital, some sixty miles farther ward proclaimed, not his own thought fully.
offering no molestation.
jfor
the
of
a
new
train
story started
happy marriage.
It cume to him like a message. He
!t.e never conies back. You may marry on.
"Tam began to plane down. He ing to street-ca- r
He works
straps.
And
breath.
Hed
drew
now, secretly willing that
a long
thought Nlkky
ceme- harder and achieves more, with the
ne to whom you please, but I shall go
the big
The message, then, wus to the king burned a candle to his patron saint After
spotted
was
ahe
should
was
all. there
still hope that tbe wlg
marry Karl,
ready tery and saw a little procession mak- prospect of spinning over good roads
ihi caring. I shall never forget. And himself. For Nlkky, as all the world, some time later, for It
The man Nlburg had had an unfor early morning shooting would have an- to annoy blm by objecting to It
il hull make Karl the worst wife In knew that Karl, with some kludred
Its way to the grounds. He came In his own automobile. For travelother
On tbe day after her conversation ing
target than himself.
down to a thousand feet and dropped ing only around town he may feel that
world, because I hate him."
spirits, was at Wedellng, shooting. tunate experience, sir. He reported
Karl
sat down, and his face relaxed. with General Mettllch, she visited the his
He saw It open and he cannot afford an automobile; that
She opened the door and went out That Is, If the messenger told the that, during un evening stroll, before It was
stern, but no longer horrible. king. It was afternoon. The king had sail parachute.
earthward
and
then someone on he cannot get his money's worth.
.without ceremony, because she was truth. Nlkky Intended to find out. He
"Tell me this Niburg's story," be com spent the morning tn bis study, prop
There Is where good roads come tn,
the
waved
white
a
hard driven and on the edge of tears. was nothing If not thorough.
ground
manded.
ped with pillows as was always the
When at last the lights of the lodge
enabling just such a man to get out
That night, the city was searched for
He was walking through the old case now, working with a secr.tary.
Into the country and broaden out
"Guld.' said Tam."
at the gate of Wcdellng gleamed out
'Nlkky I.arisch, but without result.
"when three Tbe secretary was gone when she en
city,"
Nlkky
commenced,
Good roads have been a stimulator
t
through the trees, It was
men fell on him. One, a large one, tered, and he sat alone.
of business. By means of good roads
three, und a wet sprlug snow was fall
8howlng Him Up.
knocked him Insensible and then went
CHAPTER VII.
He had passed a trying day. Once
"We must fight on till the Germans an outlet to the congestion of cities
ing softly. In an open place Nlkky
through bis pockets. Tbe others" having broken down the chancellor's
looked up. The stars were gone.
see how absurd their aspirations are," has been afforded. New towns have
waa
said
he
of
Karl.
"If
the
barrier
had
silence,
"Strange!"
in
king
sprung up.
Nlkky Doei a Reckless Thing.
The lodge now, and the gate keepinsensible, how does be know all this?" sisted on full knowledge, with the re- said James W. Gerard In New York
Vikky I.arisch hurl been having an er's house. Nlkky's heart hammered
the other day.
exwas
"It
his
he
sult
bad
that
amid
the
sat
story, sire," Nlkky
aghast
.ti lting lime.
us he left the car hammered with
"Yes, we must show up the domi FUTURE NEEDS OF HIGHWAYS
plained. But be colored. "A com- ruins of his former complacency. The
first of all, he exchanged garments nervousness, not terror. But he went
who was with him, ran away." country and the smaller cities were neering German militarists thoroughpanion,
lth the chauffeur, tind cursed his own boldly to the door, and knocked.
"This companion," Karl queried. comparatively quiet, so far as demon- ly. We must act like tbe professor Road Built Today May Not Stand ReSo fur all was well.
There were
long legs, which proved (Kill cult to
"A dark, heavy feUow, was It?"
strations against the government were who visited a loan shark to borrow
quirements of Tomorrow Truck
adequately. But the chauffeur's footsteps within, nnd a man stepped
"No.
blond. concerned. But unquestionably they 9100.
Ratber
a
man,
pale
Will Show Weakness.
the
the
door
one
want
'You
darkness, closing
for
$100
ong fur ulster helped considerably. out Into
the
year?
f.
hlms-lAs
for
the capital. It was a
plotted.
Nlkky checked
The exchange was rather a ticklish behind him.
But Karl was all suavity. "So," be seething riot of sedition, from the re- loan shark said. 'Well, sir, here yon
Roads should be built with an eye
"You have the letter?" he asked.
"latter, and would have been more ho
said, "while Nlburg was unconscious ports. A copy of a newspaper, secret- are. My terms are 5 per cent a to the future needs as closely as the
"It Is here."
tuid he not found a revolver In the
the large man took the 'etter, which ly printed and more secretly circu- month. That leaves just $40 coming future needs can be
figured. A road
"I will take It."
fir coat pocket.
was sealed, magically opened It ex lated, had brought fire to the king's to you. Here you are four crisp ten built for
today may not stand the reflehold, then. Nikky of the brave
Nlkky held It out. The man fumspots.'
tracted Its contents, replaced 'Jiem eyes. It lay on his knees as his
'But the professor mildly took out quirements of tomorrow. The same
standing over his prostrate pris- bled for It, took It
with this, and then tealed It again
daughter entered.
"Orders have come," said the voice,
his
own' pocketbook and extracted a holds true of bridges and culverts. The
sier, and rolling htm, mummy fashion,
The king turned without haste to a
"Well, father," she said, looking
truck will soon show up this weakness
m his own tunic and a rug from the "that you remain here for the night.
of bills from It
couple
drawer In his desk, and opened It He down at him, "how do you feel?"
of the old road policy.
In the morning yon ore to carry dis
machine.
he
"'You're
said.
mistaken,
sir,'
'I
was smlllrfg.
"Sit down," he said. Tbe question
When be faced about
two
want
for
not
the
money
"It Is cold, my friend," be said patches to the city."
years,
re- as to his health was too perfunctory
again, Nlkky saw that be held
Work Needed After Rains.
Poor Nlkky! With his car facing
one. How rnucu, men, is there com
t.rtefly; "but I am a kindly soul, and
volver In his band.
There are many times when a day's
Save, that tbe to require reply.
to youT"
If you have told me tbe truth, you will toward the lodge, and under necessity.
ing
thhad
Annunciate
no
taken
with
a
a
sat.
agent
of
forward,
can be spared on the road. After
work
step
In order to escape, to back It out Into
Jingling
pot have so much as a snuffle to re- the
ing In the room had changed. And chains. 8he chose a straight chair.
rains the road may need certain
heavy
He thought quickly.
highway!
Soldiers
mind you of this tomorrow."
Patriot
How
Suffered.
yet for Nlkky everything had changed. and faced him, very erect
There was no chance of overpowering
sites of the Revolu repairs or improvements when the
In
the
all
"I have told the truth."
camp
"How
old
Is
overseer is not ready to call out the
his man quickly and Silently. And the
Hedwtgr demanded the tion a surprising
Nlkky had been a reckless fool, but
"As a soldier, of course," Nlkky house was
quantity of "broken hands.
he was brave enough. He smiled, a king.
not
From beyond
are
bottles
black
found,
that
indicating
,went on, "I think yon have made a the door came empty.
"Nineteen."
better smile than Karl's twisted one.
the sounds of men's
the allowance of liquor mast have
mistake. You should have chosen the
Crooked Road Dangerous.
"I have a fancy," said King KarL
"Hedwlg Is old enough to marry. been liberal. The elaborate
voices, and the thud of drinking mugs "His Majesty Desires That the MesBut as a private gentle- on
preparaprecipice.
With modern means of traffic a
Her
was
"to
a hare table.
not
matter
this
for
nineteen
grandmother
manage
myselt
made today to protect the soltions
senger Come In."
man. I thank you."
crooked road la a dangerous road,
"You will take me up to tbe house.
Keep back. Kaiser. Now, my friend, when I married her."
diers against the cold contrast oddly
Having examined the knots In the and then put the car away until
he met me, he was attacked by three yon will give me the packet of cigar
therefore, every road builder should
"It would be better," said An with the
of
men
Valthe
at
equipment
Inwere
which
well
done.
rope,
very
endeavor to straighten his gutters.
nunclata. "to marry her while she Is
men, with the evident Intention of se- ette papers yon carry."
of
One
the
who
surgeons
Forge.
ley
and
deed,
having gagged the chauffeur
Resistance would do no good. Nlkky young, before she knows any better." served at Valley Forge has left the Besides, crooked gutters have a bad
Nlkky breathed again. It was go curing the letter. He was badly beaten
securely, Nlkky prepared to go. In his ing to be easy, after all. If only the op."
appearance.
them out, and Karl's twisted
'Any better than what?" Inquired following description of one of
brought
the
low-sored cap and road went
goggles, with the
His companion started. "Nlburg," smile grew broader aa he compared the king testily.
to the shooting bos
soldiers
straight
was
who
Continental
brought
far coat, he looked not unlike his late Itself, the rest was simple. But be be said. "Then " He glanced at tbe them with the ones tbe envelope had "Any better than to marry at all."
Equipment.
In to a camp hospital :
But be had a Jaunty step prayed that he make no false turning, letter he held. "We must find some contained.
Equipment for raising sheep on
The king eyed her. She waa not
were
seen
"His
bare
feet
through
s he walked toward the car, a bit of to
farms need not be expensive. In mild
one else," be muttered.
"I ' never
"Ton see." he said, "yon show the then, even attempting to hide her his worn shoes his legs
betray bis Ignorance.
naked latitudes little
swagger that covered, perhaps. Just a
housing Is needed, and
trusted the fellow. A clerk, nothing hand of the novice. Ton should have claws. But he was an old bird, and from the tattered remainsnearly
he said.
well,"
"Very
of
an
only
(rifle of uneasiness.
His companion opened the door be- else. For this work It takes wit."
thrown these away. But of course, not to be caught In an argumentative pair of stockings his breeches not the main need Is for fencing and pasFor Nlkky now knew his destination, hind him.
Nlkky, sweating with strain, felt aO your methods are wrong. Why, for cage.
sufficient to cover his nakedness his tures of sufficient number and site to
"Beady, now," he called.
knew that be was bound on perilous "The car Is here."
"There are several possibilities for shirt hanging In strings his hair di allow frequent changing of flocks tc
that It did. Indeed. "He was badly Instance, have yon come here at all?
work, and that the chances of bis reTwo men rose from a table where used up, sir." he offered. "Could hard- Ton have my man but that-shall Hedwlg." be said. "I have gone Inte sheveled Mi Is face meager his whole fresh ground to Insure health.
or rather they bad been sitting, and put on great ly walk, and was still trembling with take up later. We will first have the the matter pretty thoroughly. As
turning were about fifty-fiftjot appearance pictures a person forsaken
Meat Type Orews Rapidly.
coats of fur. The lamp light within excitement when I met him."
letter."
know, I have had this on my mind for and discouraged."
The meat type. In all kinds of poulI
He did not know bis way. Over tbe quivered in the wind from the open
The man touched a bell. "Tell bis
But here Nlkky stood firm. Let them some time. It is necessary to arrange
Bionntalns It was plain enough, for door. Nlkky was qnlte calm now. majesty," be said to tbe servant who find the letter. He would not help things before I go."
Electric traction has made the con try, la the type that grows rapidly and
were was but one road. After he His heart beat Its regular seventy-twThe king, of course, was neither quest of the Pyrenees by railroads pos- at maturity carries abundant flesh, esappeared, "that bis messenger Is here." them. But again he cursed himself.
where the preferred parts of
descended Into the plain of Kami a. and be even reflected, with a sort of
The servant bowed and withdrew.
There had been a thousand hiding i
ma; nut v&wuig Tjiinramj noes sible, no steam locomotive being able pecially
the meat are produced.
1
became difficult.
Nlkky found the wait that followed places along the road but Im
grim humor, that the chancellor would
bjw- net; but mentally, and somewhat grua to ascend aomo at their gradea,
CHAPTER
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talnly, dtir.ng the ttrsi lo. in .inn u
this war, English Journals turned to
the sonnets of the greatest of poets
laureate for Inspiration, and for the
expression in words of English ideals.
To writers, therefore, fulls a distinct duty In wartime; It Is for them
to Interpret the ideals of the nution.
The soldier becomes for a moment the
living emlHidiuieut of these Ideals, but
when the noise of battle rolls by and
the frenzy of the coiiHict Is forgotten
It Is the words of the author which remain to succeeding generations; after
the burning bush the still small voice.
All worthy and Idealistic literature
should be encouraged at the present
time; the writers of the nution are
officers of the army and navy no less
tliut the ineu who bear the president's
commission. Let our authors see Hint
our fighting men, well supplied with
cartridges, with equipment and with
food, do not lack spiritual munitions,
that our soldiers may say, in the words
of W. H. Vents: "I (renins, which have
had dreams for fathers, live In us:"

Spiritual Munitions
r

HOURS
ot T

JEPMSON O'COHCl
VlgUantmJ

There has of late shown Itself a
tendency to tax, and to estimate ax
useless, the work of American writers who, despite the chaos of war,
continue to practice their profession.
In the minds, of some people who are
men of action and affairs rather than
of contemplation and of dreams, the
Imagination should be set at rest and
only Immediate action allowed to
count for anythliiK In this present
How false Is such reasonstruggle.
ing may be Illustrated by the example
both of our enemies and of our allies.
Certainly the Gorman writers had
quite as much to do with bringing to
puss the events of August, 1014, ns
politicians and soldiers; think of the
widespread Influence of TreltsrliUe
and Nietzsche, the training of (icnimn
thought by these men and tlit'ir followers, even the glorification of the
hero In the music
druinus of Wagner. It Is Indeed the
singers and suyers of Corinuny who
g
prepared the way for the soldiers,
shape to the hlcul which these
soldiers set out to create. The potency
of the Icn, Its uhllily to accomplish
that which armed men full to do Is
well Illustrated by the siibjugutlou of
Hnssla.
Morale to Conquer.
How well have our allies appreciated the necessity of great spiritual
vitality In enabling armies to sustain
the morale to coiiqucti
In the turmoil of the March drive France found
time to appoint an olllelnl representative to conduct In Switzerland an exhibition of Itodln's sculpture. The desire of the French government to establish Y. M. C. A. huts behind the
French lines is further proof of the
effort to fceep the soldier in touch with
spiritual forces.
The Interrelation
.the
between
spiritual and physical prowess of mun
wds understood In the earliest ages of
European history, when the bards of
ancient Ireland accompanied armies to
battle In order to celebrate the deeds
and histories of kings and heroes.
l
Shall we be behind our
tiers in
understanding this rudimentary psychology?
Englishmen who have known the
r'gor of warfare In trench and tield
have suddenly found In themselves
the Impulse to expression, and have
produced a gurland of song which will
forever leave a gentle fragrance about
these embattled years. Not since the
age of Elizabeth have adventurers in
war been such brave adventurers In
song; the war has been favorable lo
the minor poet.
Duty ef Writer.
Wordsworth, ' writing a hundred
years ago In the seclusion of the English lakes, may have hud a far greater
Influence upon the history of his time
than anyone has dared to think. Cor- -
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Let us set rid of our false estimates,
set up all the hither ideals a ijuiet
home; cultivnto vines of our own
planting, a few hooks full of Inspiration and genius, a few friends worthy
of being lovcri am! ohle to love us In
turn; h hundied innocent pleasures
that bring no pain or remorse; a
volliui to the tight that will never
swerve; a Mmple religion empty of
I'lKutiy, full of trust and hope end
love; and to such a philosophy this
world will gee up all the empty Joy
it bun. Duval EuinK.

Be honest, hut hate no one; overturn a man's wrons (loins', but do not
overturn htm unless ft must be done
In overturning wrong.

8
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For Mature Figures

THE

JOSEPH MADE RULER OF EGYPT.

FOR THE THANKSGIVING TABLE.

I.H88ON TKXT Genesis 41:33-4GOLftKN TKXT lie that Is faithful In
a very little is faithful also in much.
I.uke 16:lu.
18.
IiUVOTIONAI. liKADIKtl-I'snl- ma
.19:
ADDITIONAL M ATE It I A

For the breakfast on Thanksgiving
day, when all the :?ood things our
purses and mar
kets con furnish
are planned lor
the dinner, let us
to
not
forget
serve :
PanChestnut
cakes. Pieiit sep
arately ilii yolks
and whites of three eggs, add
of u cupful of cream, u
each of fat and sugar.
with sulllcient Hour (using corn tlo.ir)
and two tulilcspnniifuls of baking powder, to make a hatter. When the
cukes are linked spread each Willi
mushed and seasoned chestnuts.
Frozen Cranberries. Tills makes a
most delightful change from the ordinary method of serving cranberries.
Pick over nnd wash a quart of line
berries. Add two cupful of sugar and
two rupfuls of water nnd when hniling
mid the berries. Cook until soft; cool
f
and add
cupful of lemon
juice. Huh throuj.il a sieve, turn Into
a melon mold anil bury in ice and salt
fur four hours. When ready to serve
tinuiolil and semi m once lo lie ta-

41.

Thirteen long yours have passed
since his brethren sold him. They
have been years of (lory testing for
Joseph, bul his faith Is triumphant.
There Is u miglrty contrast between
Joseph in the pit at lot Itnli and Joseph us prime minister of Egypt.
I. Joseph Made Prime Minister ef
Egypt (vv.
1. The Occasion (vv. 4 :.'fJ ) .
It is the Intel pretalion of Pharaoh's
ilreams. In hl dreams rharaoli saw
seven fat sine coining out of the river,
followed by seven lean ones, which devoured the fat ones. This dream was
followed by another In which he saw
seven ears of corn coin" up on one
stalk, rank and good, only lo lie devoured hy seven thin ones. These
dreams produced uneasiness In Pharaoh's mind. Ilelng thus troubled over
them he sent lor the magicians and
wise men of Egypt to Interpret them
lo him. Vpoii their failure to Interpret
llieiu, the chief hutler rails to mind the
Ids
prisoner who Unit Interpreted
dreams two years he lore. Pharaoh
hnsfily brlnus Joseph from prison mid
places his dreams before him. Joseph
disclaimed wisdom for himself, hut
contidenl'y asserted his faith in the.
wisdom of (ioil. (J oil s pleased wiih
those who will thus lean upon him In
Hie crucial hour, and will never disappoint them (James 1 :."). Little did
Joseph's brethren, the Ishmuelltes who
carried him Into Egypt, or Potiphar
whose slave he became, realize what
the future would bring to him. ills
years of suffering and wuiling were
part of I hid's plan for his discipline
and education. It is (bid's law for
those who would reign, that they suffer. "If we suffer, we shall also
reign with him" (1! Tl thy J ').
Joseph's exnlluti.ui from the state of
humility Is a fine Illustration of
Christ's humility and exaltation
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POPULAR POPCORN

.

well-like-

3

one-hal-

i

I

ble.

Pear and Tomato Salad. This is n
.... ,. llltlA
...,.-l..,combination especially good, and not I...
work In siilll
lemon
peel.
Orudnully
common.
at all
Take small
dent
popcorn to make a
tomatoes, peel ami cut in
half an
pieces without separating them, so stiff dough. Roll out ill balls
that the tomato lies like an open Mow Inch in diameter; drop Into the ketPeel ripe pears and slice on a tle of soup; boll five minutes before
er,
vegetable si leer Into strings; heap serving.
Popcorn Kisses. Heat the white ol
over the tomato, add French dressing
The an egg until stiff; add u
and a little minced celery.
dressing should he well seasoned ami each of ground popcorn andill powdered
of flour
a generous portion of myelitic addeil. sugar ami a tablespoon!
u little sidt, n;id when well.
(level),
To
twoenp-fulThanksgiving Pudding.
of ills on greased
of tine bread crumbs, softened mixed drop by s
with a cupful of grape juice, mid three paper and bake slowly until well
will make a do.eil
f
eggs,
cupful ouch browned. This
of brown sugar anil molasses, salt, oln s'oait citKes.
Popcorn Biscuits. Sift four tea
million and nutmeg to taste. Mix well
ami add one cupful of raisins, chop- - spoonfuls ol baking powder with one
fit
each of salt nud siigitt
ped,
cupful of dried currants, ten spoon
n
one quarter of a cupful of candled or- and one cupful of wheat Hour and
TO OUR GIRLS
four
of
corn
flour,
a
of
ange peel und half
cupful
2:11. 10).
of shortening and one cup
all widl dredged with Hour. Sift
By AMELIA JOSEPHINE BURR
II. Joseph's Naturalization (v. lo).
two teuspoonftils of baking powder ful of freshly ground popped corn
of the Vigilantes.
As soon us Pharaoh thus exalted liliu
or water to iniikf
wltli
cupful of Hour and add, Add enough mill;
Our country sive the sons that she ha
lie changed his name to
Into soli biscuits, cut in rounds am!
treasured
Put Into
well.
heating
an Egyptian word having vary- molds and steam three
fur you.
To suffer and to ille.
a hot griddle, turning the
i
hours, (iarnlsh bak
Hy Uou's own standards let your Rifts ing designations; ns "Salvation of the
with nut meats when serv- cakes as they brown. They may bf
the
podding
be measured
world," "The prince of Hie of llie ing.
This
("Puked In the oven If preferred.
And to their hlKhcHt, hohl your cham"
world," "The revenler of secrets,"
pions true,.
ft
recipe makes one dozen biscuit.
To keep our country free, our children "The food of life," etc. No doubt It
Jt jr.
The reason so few people set what
fearless,
was Pharaoh's purpose to designate
All men whom uils'hty Kenlug ha
they want Is becaime they ibm't want
Our women clea'i, they face the hell of
him as the preserver of life, the reratacd to a proud eminence In the
It hard enough to use real effort in
war.
world have usually some little weaklulriglnK thlliK Iheir way. Max.
venler of secrets, the Interpreter of
Arm them with memories pure to courness which i.ppeuis tint more consplc-nim- s
age peerless!
dreams, mid the author of the plan by
from the contrast It presents to
Give them a womanhood worth dytns which
TEMPTING DISHES.
their xcneral hane ier. m, keue
Egypt was saved from the awful
for!
was
He
famine.
thus
natnrullzed, anil
The seasoning of foods is the most
TIMELY DISHE8.
his civil status rendered compatible
which If must go was exposed to the with his official rank. Then Asenuth, Important part of
kery. The lltiest
of dishes imperfectly or
sight and range of the enemy's guns. the daughter of the priest, was given
runhorries ure said lo he especiall.t
It must b moved at night.
improperly seasoned, ore good for various ills, warding off ueirf
him to wife. Intermarriage with this
"Hut. staple and nnprollt-There hail been first one hreukdow, caste completed his naturalization by
.onilltions
by liiiildlllii
hie.''
and then another, so that dawn am elevating him to social position. Jothe alkaline carbonate
A most
near when the umintinltlon Dually seph's elevation was to save the
uppctlzing hot
needed In the blood
dish good for the noon or
reached the front. Hy the time the world from famine. Christ's elevaCranberry
jelly, the lime-Ill K ti t meal
may he preo n o r ed Thunksgivini:
boys started buck, It was full daylight, tion was to save the world from spirand Iloilie guns were sputtering con- itual death. All unknown to bis brethpared by using two
By EVA DEAN
dainty. Is prepared to,
nf
rife and
stantly. One shell broke close upon ren, the Jews, Christ Is now at. the
boiling two quarts of
lias
the
meat which
been put throuidi
another, ns they hurried along. Due rigid hand of the Father, the Savior
fruit with one of water:
lookbroke behind the corporal, and be
strain and add
of the world from Its famine of death. file meat chopper. Season highly with
ed back.
The beloved comrade was As Joseph received a tlentlle bride in cayenne, salt ami add enoimii toiuato
of a pound of
If only we could near them oftener gone and he hud not fulled.
the time of his rejection and exalta- to make the mixture quite moist. Hake sininr lo each pint ol' juice; stir until
stories of the battlefields.
We can understand
until
better now
through.
so Christ Is now receiving a i!en-tlldissolved, hut do not boll. Candled
Over there they are as common us how this corporal would feel. If the tion,
Cooked beets either chopped or cranberries are us g I for garnishbride (Unmans Jt:2!i).
Itself
wonderful
stories
true
speech
family bad got all upset olaittr the
and much cheaper.
Wise Administration sliced und reheated witli plenty of ing as
onestales that will dim the Imagina- butcher, or the department store's (vv.III.4(1 Joseph's
good olive oil, when butter is to be Cook slow ly until tender In a heavy
Ml),
roold
of
the
boldest
of
the
tions
lute delivery t
He first made a careful survey of saved, salt, a teiispoouful of sugar, a 'sirup, then dry on oll-papir. Cran
mancers.
And In addition to being
They tell us that some of our young the land, then organized his forces and dash of cayenne and n lalilespoonful berries If firm and fresh will keep Inown
our
ure
of
them
true, the heroes
otllcers arc so changed In their first
of hot vinegar, makes a most appetizin jiirs of cold water, keepboys; our best beloved ones, or our six weeks over there, that friends looked ufter the details of the work. ing way of serving the good whole- definitely
the fruit under (lie water.
ing
use
his
He
not
did
and
isisitiou
we
power
or
the
boy
perhaps
neighbors;
some vegetable.
might not at first rccogul.e tliem.
one fowl
Chicken Fricassee.--Fonever really noticed, though he bn tight It Is not from suffering or prlvntlou for himself, but to save others. He did
Hot Potato Salad. Iloll half a dozen add a quart of boiling water, three
Idle
not
time
for
he
knew
Ids
uwuy,
the vegetables to our door every day.
for there has been none; It is only
und
slice
them
while
hot.
Fry sprigs of purslev, a buy leaf, a stalk
Or It may be a boy from the next town, from what they have learned. And that only seven short years remained potatoes
li ii slices of hucon nnd cm Into small
of celery, two slices of onion, a carrot
or from Maine, or Alabama but our they who know tell ns our chlefest In which to work.
Is
a
half
pieces until there
cupful; and salt and pepper to taste. Cook
boys !
he
to
realize
ourselves
must
Into this after pouring off all hut two slowly and serve with Die following
struggle
The Loom of Life.
And one or two thai I heard this what they are realizing: ami It Is
sauce If it Is a special occasion: Cook
It Is a solemn thought that every tablesHonfulN of fal. stir a
week recall a story I was told by an much harder for us. We do ourselves
of Hour. Willi
of
four
of fut and
Rngllsh girl, the first year of the war. Injury If we turn sway with the words : one of us carries about with him a a tciispoonful uf mustard, a few together
Hour without browning; add slowly a
It wee the story of a nelglilotrliig lad "It Is so horrible f cannot think of mystical loom, and we are always dashes of red pepper and a half
pint of the chicken stock nnd cook ten
who was at last permitted a few days' Iff
The danger Is that when our weaving weave, weave, weave this
of salt. Stir constantly un- minutes. Add the yolk of mi egg beatleave from the trenches to go home, boys come back we will have nothing robe which we wear, every I bought til smooth,
adding gradually a half en witli a tablespoon! til of cream and
lie had hungered for home so; and In common with them. Although dear a thread of the warp, every action a
of mild vinegar; let the dress- a squeeze of lemon juice. Pour over
how the family had counted on his er than ever, our hoys will have grown thread of the weft. Wo weave It, and cupful
ing boll ; add the bacon and a small the chicken and serve hot.
coming 1 And yet he had gone back away from us. We will seem trivial we dye it, and we cut it, nnd we onion chopped to the
Steamed Fruit Roll. lloll good, rich
polnloen;
stitch It, and then we put ll on and
to the trenches even a tittle before his and unsatisfactory. to them.
all together nnd servo very hot.
iIoukIi half an Inch thick,
biscuit
u
to
us.
wear
nnd
sticks
hike
It
It:
leave was up. When they had asked
unconall
Perhaps a hint dropped
Conserve. Cook a quart i spread witli butter, then with jam,
Cranberry
about
crawls
snail
tbut
him why, all tie could say was: "Oh
your
elghfeen-yeur-olan
garden of cranberries In water
sciously Inst week hy
enough to Hoal jelly or niai'imilade. lloll up anil place
the family all got so upset. Just besoldier, may be valuable: "The silk patches und makes Its shell by n pro- ftuni.
When cNiked add an equal in n steamer on a lierloratiil plate
own
out
its
cess
of
secretion
from
of
cause the butcher didn't come!"
look
our
wear
girls all
stockings tbnt
measure of sugar, llie pulp of throe ami steam for half an hour. Servo with
substance, so you and I are making
The bey had- gone homo expecting so tawdry to me now."
one cupful of raisins and the any desired sauce.
oranges,
we
was
cull
solemn
He
worn,
that mysterious
to be appreciated.
thing,
of one orange. Simmer
peel
grated
Nut Mince Pie. Chop two
moment
his
is
expercharacter,
by moment. It
fagged, and educated by
until
hen
pour Into glasses and of apples, add a cupful of nut incuts,
thick;
our
our own self modified by
actions.
SPIES
ience. He had felt he would be rightcover with paraffin.
cut line, half a cupful of not ton strong
Character Is the preclpltute from the
ly valued at home. Rut the whole
Cooked chopped beets, added to vinegar, one cupful of raisins,
stream of conduct which, like the Nile
faintly was upset Jnst because the
onion und green peppers with cupful of sugar, cloves, cinnamon and
By COURTNEY RYLEY COOPER
butcher failed to come. As If It matdelta, gradually rises solid and firm chopped
makes a nice salad. nutmeg to taste. Add salt and Use for
French
of the Vigilantes.
tered now what became of a butchabove tlie parent river, nud confines Serve ondressing
lettuce leaves.
This remark Is accredited to Count Its flow. Alexander Maclaren.
filling two crusts. Fruit Juice or evi t
er! To make such- a fuss abont that!
Hake cabbage in the oven and when elder may replace the vinegar.
nmhsssudor of
How little and trivial wss their John on vi m
tender season with butter, sail and
IniHrlHl tlermnny to the t'nltod jttutos
Onion and Pepper Salad. Chop six
An Inner Gract.
world !
pepper, tlilcken fut. bncoii fni or any green peppers and one Kermudn onion
One. of last week's stories was from of America, following the taking of
Holiness Is something different Iron, sweet
the virtue. It Is not the same as
dripping may he used as hunter very fine, add salt, pepper, a dash of
young corporal one of ours. Part secret pictures of 9 review of
duty; In seasoning.
These futs will not ndd mustard, one cupful of olive oil and
It the same as religious
of It was of a comrade, a sensitive boy, Tnited StnN-- army pictures which
is
less
still
conwith an artist's soul. He was not a Ilernstorff had snupiied with a
It is a inline for an inner grace the flavor that butter gives, hut we the Juice of one lemon : stir anil mix
are asked to save hutter ns it is need- until Well blended. Add an Inch of
wir ot of
camera placed Inside
nature, mi Instinct of the soul, by ed In
fighter : be was a dreamer. The young cealed
large quantified by the allies preserved ginger cut very fine. Serve
of
corporal loved him, and yet he had al- field glasses:
which,
earthly
though knowing
.
our own soldiers.
"Take these to fJenerul
on a bed of lettuce.
and worldly passions, the spirit, and
ways been oppressed hy a horrible fear
The marshmnllow cream which
Onion Salad. Add the juice of an
that when the test came, his young I feel sure he wilt be Interested In purifying Itself of these, and Independ- comes
In
small
sellthe
paper cartons,
onion or part of one to a rich while
comrade would nil. The corporal suf- these till soldiers that America calls ent of reason, argument and the strug13
Is
a
at
most
cents,
convenient sauce. If served with mutton, add a
an army."
fered In his fear!
of the will, dwells in patient and ing
to have on hand. It will sprinkling of cheese: If with fish, a
In the light f recent event from gles
Of course the test did come. There
confident communion with the seen delicacy
w
In
servo.
place of hipped cream on chopped pickle.
hnd been a long dsy of It with heart the fighting lines of Kuroie, one can and the unseen good.
chocolate or light desserts. Is a fine fillrending details. At night there was not help wondering; what HonistortT
ing for enke nnd may also be used as
the ammunition to move for the next j and lllndenliurg now think of those
Look to the Light!
frosting.
day, for. as part of the road over j "tin soldiers."
Beyond every shadow lies a light.
Beyond the Good Friday of a jeoparAmerican dogs, you came Into this war dized world freedom Ilea the palpiGerman Humor.
Norwegian engineers have invented
This Is tant resurrection dawn of a new libnn automatic spillway gate for dams
Dr. Woods Hutchinson. In his article for money. Help yourself.
The doctor
seemed erty for men which we will nurture Inwhich Is claimed to work perfectly tin
"The Doctors In Action," In the lied your price."
The Caiman Islands, tlcpendeucies der the most extreme condition's ot
Cross Magazine, tells the following Ut- even more annoyed about the hid-fe- to a civilization such as the world has
than they did about the actual never seen. God puts the blackness of Jamaica, are the turtle hunters' Ice or cold.
ile
story:
"
n
bombs.
before the transfiguring light; there- paradise. The largest of the group.
"After the raid, as the Reniinn
Slguor Ilerenlnl. Italian minister ol
fore, let not your heart lie troubled, Grand Caiman, has the finest turtle education, has ordered tbe establish
planed swiftly np. they threw
About
coins
His
Sice.
of
handfuls
be
afraid.
It
dozen
let
a
neither
In
down
nient of chairs of Kngllsh and Frvncl
copjier
the world.
Memphis fisheries
"My friends." boomed Congressman Commercial' Appeal.
8mall wheels that havo been Invent- literature In every Italian university.
Otman pfennigs and a few of our
The surgeons who riffle, "let me tell yon why I should he
A merican cents.
Mrs. Elizabeth Toms, elghty-flv- .
ed by a Los Angeles man to prevent
(old me of It had no doubt whntever of elected again.'' "Go ahead," retorted
motorcycle overturning are so mount- years old. has severed her connectlor
Object of God's Solicitude.
what It meant, and farbmsly resented a rolce In the crowd, "but a
with the Tyndole public school. Phtia
Ton are aa much tha object of God's ed that they do not prevent a
speech will cover the ground."
0. According to them. It was a sign
solicitude aa tf none lived but yourself.
running smoothly on rough delphla, of which she was Janltress fci
Conrier-Jjoumadollar
."SI
hunting
xmisrl)e
Hubert soa.
fnositagc: "Here, you
years.
road.
n

kmm.-
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Popcorn may lie ii oil In such a num
Iter of ways which will npicul to tin
taste that llie following
will he welcome as suggestive of the possibilities of this common,
food:
A fruit salad is Improved as to food value
by the addition of a cupful of freshly popped
corn. Added just before serving. It
remains crisp. A spoonful of popped
corn sprinkled over a dish of hot
creiini soup is another favorite.
Savory Balls for Salads. Mold Inti
balls one ciihI'iiI each of ground popped corn ami grated cheese. Season
with paprika and salt ami hind Into
bulls witli n little mayonnaise dressServed with salad those ball
ing.
take the piece of crackers or bread
substantial food.
nnd make
Balls for Clear Soups. Heat an egg
and season it highly with salt, pupr!

three-quarte-

).

of the Vigilantes.
Not yet has America found her soul,
hut she is trembling on the verge.
Everywhere the signs of It are apparent. In a hundred Individual cases,
my own Included. I have discovered
the evidences of spiritual growth.
I find it in the larger tolerance we
accord the shortcomings of others, and
III the frank desire we experience to
overcome our own; In the greater
kindness, sympathy, compassion we extend to those in need: In lie courage
of sacrifice for the common good; in
the putting aside of self to forward
our country's righteous cause; In our
reverence of the Hag whose stars are
hcuvcu-horIn the high hopes they
symbolize ; in short. In a sincere unity
of endeavor, founded in fraternal concord, lo advance lo loftier planes of
living than we have ever known before.
For at least this much we have William of Uormuny to thank, lie lm
shown us the horror of sntiavle dominion, and we have recoiled from ll
toward the Kingdom of Cod, ltcsceru-tiohas impelled ns toward consecration. And when at last, us u people,
we are purllled of the dross of long
years of fattened ease, and the true
gidd of the spirit of Christ finds fuil
reflection III us, then will America
have made the supreme discovery
will have found her soul.
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Lines that give an efi'i cl of sh.ndei-flcmake tin- - plainest frocks or suits
intensely Interesting to women whose
atfigures have lost that longed-fo- r
tribute of .toiitli. Line and quality
they are the first consideration in the
American gentlewoman's Hollies after
she lias reached "the agn of discretion"
dud becomes severely discriminating.
She will take the simplest nfi'idi' In
street frock or suit, If It possesses
what she requires in these reganls,
and tone It up to a hiuh degree of distinction by means of a hit of
a furplece, and a hat that
matches It In Irluuiess. Iiesiguers occupy themselves In working out clothes
that are lo give to the figure long and
very graceful lines and Ihclr artful
achievements compel us lo admire
them.
The suit shown in the picture above
Is n case In point ; built on almost
straight lines and plain even to the
exclusion of bullous. The skirt Is narrow and a trifle longer than has been
the rule In suits. Ii has barely enough
width to allow a comfortable stride in
walking und Is finished with u
hem. The coat has a long waistline,
Indicated by u narrow bell made of

lie cloth and crossed i.t llie front, ft
lias pockets of the sort thai are
flits at each
noticeable, inerel
(hut don't interfere with uny
Is pursuing Its slrulghl-dowurd career. The ever present fur
and cuffs. In ibis particular
are of Hudson seal, the col'-- e
one of those long convertible alVais
flint can be brought oi close about Hr.
throat.
Collars by the way are one of
nf achieving leiik'th of )!
Made of the materia) of the emit
frock or blouse they creep up uho--- '
the chin and are fastened by bill !"
at the end of a long row on the garment. It is Impossible not to follow
this slim Hue of buttons that ntfiaet
and hold the eye.
Panels, wide and narrow, thai lun-from neck to hem, made their Instio.t
success because of their long lli.o.
For the sake of variety designers hv
added narrow limning panels to
frocks and lime carried out
In many ways on both frocks ton.
suits. Kven blouse- - have taken
the distinction of panels that fall froo.
the shoulder and for below the llin'i
of the waist they embellish.
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Only three of the many charming
styles in bats, made for the girl who
finds herself at last grown up. can be
lint these
shown In our Illustration,
three styles have been found great favorites with the younger women whose
Individual tastes and preferences in
matters of dress, are more clearly defined than those of their elders. Their
young Intuitions are keen mid it wl l
have to be conceded that no mlllliiery
could express more definitely llie spirit
of youth limn these bats which so
many debutantes have approved.
The bat af the left of the group is
one of s great many interpretations
of fhe lam which Is enjoying a
out period f popularity. It Is
picturesque to start with, and since
the war. the clamor of the lllue Devil
of France bus .cast a sjiell about It.
d
This particular tain is lundc of
beaver cloth, mounted mi
ribbon In the
headband uf grosgr.-ilA
ssme color, tucked at Intervals.
flat bow of the same ribbon fasiens the
to the bund. These
tarns are msde In all ibe popular colorswith brown and purple worth
meutioiiiiig for their richness In
beaver. And there are others of velvet.
aed but nt
Tbe pretty square-crothe right reveals beaver in
with velvet In s street list of
wear.
It Is
merit for

beige and brown inbiiuiiloii luiv i,
s band and bow of brown grosgco,
ribbon. A bit of needlework of
n
simplest sort I, obis the flat bow ...
the si le crown or pretends lo am "t
mluht be pin on in
gay color.
it

'

dressier bit of beadwear sps'sllie black hat of panne velvet t
the bottom of the group. It has u faling of plain velver nnd Is placsi ...
the class of things youthful by C...
s.nloped edge of tbe brim. An
trimming daringly piece,) helps
In Ibis retard. It is n small sllffci.e..
tab of velvet, supporting
cahoctioi.
made of black souiio-hbraid nliln-- !
Is fastened ,i tin. t;u.. ( tbe l,rt..
One must eiplaln II as a vagary
rt.
youth hs wpII ns'sn vriiuincnt.
is nn
bat which proves Hint
may be as j.oithi'ul as rm-- j
color If It Is maiMiged In the riirt-- t
A

-

In

-

j

4

;

j

r

long-riraw-

belge-colore-

i

wny.

folded-in-crow-

I

Leagthtn Shirts.
To lengthen
for Utile girt..
Instead of taking om tucks to Huts
longer, open the shoulder nenm o.
sew pieces nf miisllu l one edge, make
buttonholes and button lo Ibe frm...
Von can thus drop the skirt to lH ih
sired length mid ei,sily shorten ii $
.

d

Skirts Arc Draped.
Im- slightly draped. -witli
a
to draw tight,
ways
in
most
tendency
ure
favor
reds
Hrowns and
at the feet than at the hips. Indeed
for fall.
n many of them slum a decided
y
ollur i
A fur strl)Msl
to puff out in a somewhat ! niany frock.
The closely titled sweater bbnise Is ters ted fashion at the blm. Tbey
j usually nntrl mined, hut In some few
s;lSJ,i'lolls.
to dominate In cases tbey show 1de baixls of whm
t'oat styles
material or uf far pvl"l
j
lost of 1be dresses.
.
As irimmliiK. braids and curd will over tbe hem.
sin take tbe place of fringe.
j
Jet embroidery la used on frocks, j Kven collars of Same of the
tuird'-ag-suit coats are fsslewd at the aMe.
Ui's and wile belts.
DICTATES

OF FASHION

Skirls

will

tetn'-enc-

t

I

ar.

I

GAME PROTECTIVE ASSN.
WILL MEET DECEMBER

d
and
represented by
able men, instead of the same type
of provincialism which has caused
broad-minde-

12

STARTLING CONFESION BY PROMINENT

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

dissatisfaction throughout the counThe state game protective association will meet in Albuquerque Thurstry before. President Wilson may
not know it, but the morale of his
12.
State Game
day December
friends is at a low ebb. There it no
Warden Theodore Kouatilt, Jr., will
one but himself on whom responsiparticipate in the program. Among
bility can be placed, and no one but
other matters, the association will
himself who can restore ttie confiformulate
plans for the coining
dence of the people in him at a time
State Senator L. C. MersfcloYr years and will probably recommend
Capt. T. J. Molinari, of Portales,
Reaffairs
on
councils
his
in
earn
1916,
are
and
cor
foreign
when he must needs tell European
David
in
of
in
afti-talking
the city the first part
they
was
was
Lawrence, Washington
the city Tuesday looking
a game warden for appointment by
It statesmen, skilled in the bargaining
the week.
insurance business which extends to governor-elec- t
I.arraolo.
respondent of the New York Even lestly among themselves about what publicans as well as Democrats.
some Repub- methods of the Old World diplomats,
all parts of the state from his central
ing Post is one of the best known lean be done to make the President is true that there are
that he speaks for a united America,
Ffank Hermann has been muster- - office in Albuquerque.
newspaper writers of the country. see that he must clean house, that licans who are not in sympathy with
HALF OF WAR WORK FUND
Mr.
Wilson's
ideas, but many Re- which doesn't want to see selfishnis entire
en out and has returned to tins city
WANTED BY DECEMBER 5 His familiarity with public affairs, lie must reorganize
into
would
if
the
retaken
be,
ness supersede a spirit of justice at
publicans
experience as a newspaper man inet and that he must, indeed,
after several months service in the At Library Hall at 2:.10 today the
Democratic party in President's confidence.
the peace table, and is particularly
puild of the church of the Holy
nrmy.
cent of the United war and his exceptional ability asa writ- organize the
per
Fifty
beanxious that the sacrifices America
so
nc
au
nave
Close
friends
the
sucn
President
of
Faith will hold a sale, offering artwin
l'r "ave maae nis arncics in
inai
M..u, M v
fniwl ,.li.,l.rf.,l ;
i
srrcat demand that the New Yorkivisers in the executive Drancn of lieve it is his duty, at least, to call has made shall not have been made
i
Fl. H fierhart, of Stmley, formericles of necdleswork and home cook- - :.
i" .1."
llv city, Vi1; in tr"."i n ro'inV itur, fe.itiir'ni' the work of the Snn- - ",i, w i." M, n ,,..'n ..i Ati.M. iiier Post copyrights liis daily correspond - the Government and leaders in the into conference Republicans of all
ly
branch who are in syrn - shades of opinion and lav before
c.l
the; early part nf t!ic w i'k d:iy school j;irl:i.
one. on December 5. Pledges were nee and syndicates it to a number Legislative
of newspapers.
!
pathy with the true wishes and spirit them the programme he intends to
limitless.
mailt' of one half by Dec. 2
the American people.
Mr. Lawrence has earned the
To discm foorl co!i'.ffv:i' i' r. the
pursue at the peace conference,
h
on January IS, ami
'
is
After talking with dozens of these
mui'. liy March on p. 'I It tc is a I'rc at
The last suggestion probably will
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GRAY HAIR DARK
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Grandmother's Recipe
Bring Back Color and
Lustre to Hair.
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POWER RATE

per K. W.
300 K. VV. 6c per K. W.
400 K. VV. 5c per K. VV.
All in excess of the above 4c per K.
Rates for Cooking.
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That beautiful, even shade of brew-Inhair can only be had by
Suland
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phur. Your hair Is your charm. IIII
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fades, turns gray or streaked. JustSulapplication or two of Sage and huna
phur enhances Its appearance
dredfold.
Don't bother to prepare the pit
ture; you can get this famous old
recipe Improved by the addition of
other lneredlents at a small cost, all
ready for use. It Is called Wyeth's

When Texas Mothers Visit Theu-So-ns
At Camp Dix, They Meet in This Room
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Base and Sulphur Compound. This can
always be depended upon to bring
back the natural color and lustre ol
your hair.
Everybody uses "Wyeth's" Bare and
Sulphur Compound now because It
darkens so naturally and erenly thai
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nobody can tell It has been applied.
Tou simply dampen a sponce or soft
brush with It and draw this through
V
the hair, taking one email strand at a
time; by morning the gray hair has
dlsanneared. and after another appli
cation It becomes beautifully dark and
appears glossy and lustrous. This
Wh:to waiUng to go overseas, many Texas cnea have bun quartered at Camp DU. New Jersey. During the
ready-to-upreparation ts a delight
fed toilet requisite for those who
period of their training, some were 111. and relatives bom home veiled ikem, obtaining personal and Intimate
dark hair end a youthful appear lalomafcoa ae to their condition from the Hostess House of the Toang Women's Christian AseoolaUoa.
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If you must have your meat very day
eat ii but flush your kidneys with salts
occasionally, says a noted authority wba
tells us that meat forms nrio acid which

s;

se

TROUBLE

almost paralyzes the kidneys in their ef-- "
forts to expel it from the blood. They
become sluggish and weaken, then yo
suffer with a dull misery in the kidneji
region, sharp pains in the back or sick
headache, dizziness, your stomach sours,
tongue is coated and when the weather
is bad you have rheumatie twinges. The
urine gets cloudy, full of sediment, the)
channels often get sore and irritated,
obliging you to seek relief two or three
timo during the night.
To neutralize these irritating acids, to
cleanse the kidneys and flush off the
body's urinous waste get four ounces of
Jad Salts from any pharmacy heret
take a tablespoonful in a glass of
water before breakfast for a few days
and your kidneys will then act fine. Thin
famous salts is made from the acid of
grapes and lemon juice, combined with
lithia, and has been used for generations)
to flush and stimulate sluggish kidneys,
also to neutralise the acids in urine,
so it no longer irritates, thus ending
bladder wee knees,
Jad Salts is inexpensive i eaaaot hs
tare, aad makes a delightful i
Utha-watdrink.
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